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From my classroom to yours...
A message from Megan LeBleu, Director of Curriculum

After 14 years in the classroom, I made the decision join a team pursuing a unique idea: to build fully 
comprehensive, immersive, engaging math curriculum. The decision didn’t come easily. I still regarded my 
students as “my kids” and there was still much more I wanted to master in my trade. However, my decision 
stemmed from the fact that I was still spending hours upon hours, day-in, day-out, looking for better content 
for my students. I felt there had to be a better way. Now, as I have had the opportunity to travel to schools 
around the country and see the MidSchoolMath Comprehensive Curriculum in action, I know I made the right 
choice. 

Part of it comes from knowing that the resources make life a little easier for teachers to bring engaging 
content to their classes. The other part is that now I can see the results of the most valuable lesson I learned 
from that last year in the classroom. During that time, I was inspired by a MidSchoolMath Professional 
Development workshop and began to build my first piece of rich curriculum based on the idea that students 
would learn math by ‘climbing’ Mt. Everest. My colleague and I worked hard to create videos to immerse our 
students and develop problem sets where the math made sense in context, such as learning proportional 
relationships by determining how many Yaks are needed for the trip. Yet, I was scared the idea would not 
be relevant to my students for whom math has held no purpose, and that they wouldn’t care about Everest. 
Many of my students had never ventured outside of their state, much less across the world to a little-known 
country in the Himalayas. “Just what in the world,” I worried over and over, “was I thinking when I started this 
project?” 

Then I saw it. The smiles of my kids, a bit of increased perseverance in their efforts, and a better understanding 
of complex problem solving when the unit of measure was a real Yak they had just seen in video at 20,000 
feet, instead of a clip art picture of apples in a textbook. I also had a bit more fun during my day because I 
was excited to be on a journey with my kiddos. Today, you will find that original project, Expedition Everest 
in the MidSchoolMath Comprehensive Curriculum. I still want to make improvements to that work, having 
learned even more since, but I hope it gives you some insight to what I learned in my classroom my final 
year–that the cliché of accomplishing what you really want to see happen, starts with overcoming fear and 
taking that first step toward something new. My students ‘climbed’ Everest, got better as mathematicians, 
and I got better as a teacher.

Megan LeBleu is the Director of Curriculum at MidSchoolMath and is a nationally board-certified 
teacher who taught math at a high-poverty middle school in Albuquerque, New Mexico for 14 years. 
During those years, she collaborated with fellow teachers, making math curriculum engaging and 
accessible to students.

Welcome to MidSchoolMath!
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Curriculum Overview
Curriculum Designed to STOP THE DROP
For 20 consecutive years, US students have shown the largest decline from 4th to 10th grade on 
international test scores in math. The phenomenon, called ‘The Mid School Math Cliff’, is so pervasive, it 
can be seen in nearly every district in the country. The reason for the drop is simple: tests in earlier grades 
are computationally-oriented, while the more advanced concepts, tested in the later grades, are focused 
primarily on conceptual learning with more applied, multi-step problem sets.  In the US, heavy reliance on 
calculation-based curricula continues even into the middle grades, when practice with conceptual logic 
structures is so critical for algebra preparation. 

around the country. We are proud to present full comprehensive curriculum for schools and districts. Our 
blended print and digital math curriculum for 5th to 8th grades is specifically designed for educators seeking 
a more conceptual approach to mathematics instruction in preparation for Algebra I and more advanced 
courses.

Our unique approach to curriculum features The Math SimulatorTM, which provides students an immersive 
experience to practice defining variables and create problem-solving strategies, often prior to receiving data 
for computation. This method allows for students to engage in a math problem without being overwhelmed 
with information; rather, they seek to explore the data to find what is relevant and meaningful to a question. 
Thus, this method reinforces in the minds of the students that math has purpose. The Math SimulatorTM is 
simple to implement in the math classroom and is delivered using the highest-quality media available in 
film, animation and print. The curriculum is designed not only to enhance student engagement, but also 
to provide stronger visual representation of concepts with focus on logic structures and mathematical 
thinking for long-term comprehension. Additional tools, such as daily practice with the adaptive Test Trainer 
Pro, provide achievement gains for summative assessments such as classroom exams and state tests. 

Students go into algebra unprepared, and as a 
result, Algebra I is the most failed course in middle 
school, high school and college. Because the drop 
in mathematics performance is so common across 
the US, and has such far-reaching implications 
for both our children and our country, curricula 
focused on addressing the ‘cliff’ is needed.

Overcoming a problem of such magnitude requires 
that students have significant time working with 
a curriculum focused on developing and defining 
variables in concrete, “real-life” scenarios before 
moving on to the abstract. 
 
For nearly a decade, MidSchoolMath has been 
building content and software with corresponding 
professional development to address challenges 
faced by school administrators and teachers

The Mid School Math Cliff

Nearly every US school district shows a decline in math 
scores during the middle grade years.
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'Assessing Readiness' Checklist

Team, including leadership, is looking for a conceptually-focused curriculum designed to prepare 
students for algebra and more advanced courses. 

Schools have solid internet access, and teachers have working projectors and working sound system. 

Students have ‘one-to-one’ access to computers at least 2-3 times per week for adaptive training. 

Professional development time is planned with resources to support PD included in the budget. 

Leadership takes a long-term view with a methodical plan to continue implementation of a 
conceptually-based math program. 

1 Research conducted by MidSchoolMath as part of NSF SBIR Phase I research, initiated in 2016 and continuing under a 2017 Phase II award.  

MidSchoolMath is a direct product of extensive research into the complex US math crisis. As a nation, we 
can do better and must invest resources directly into the breaking point: middle school mathematics. While 
technology is perceived as inherently innovative and interactive, the fundamental structures of leading 
computer-based math programs remain didactic and do little to address the essential issue of how to teach 
math more effectively. Our Comprehensive Curriculum represents our steadfast dedication and central edict 
that we think speaks most clearly to educators. Going well beyond technologies, MidSchoolMath strives 
to build partnerships with schools and districts that want to help students see that math is relevant and 
holds value and meaning in the world. We infuse this concept throughout our curriculum and professional 
development and invite you to give us feedback after you have experienced one of our lessons or attended 
one of our trainings or conferences. 
 
MidSchoolMath is specifically designed to address the ‘The Mid School Math Cliff’. MidSchoolMath 
Comprehensive Curriculum has shown greater achievement gains, hour for hour, in randomized controlled 

trials compared to other curricula.1 MidSchoolMath emphasizes 
structured, conceptual learning to prepare students for Algebra I. An 
adaptive trainer supports student learning and differentiation. Math 
facts training is included, but with less emphasis than either conceptual 
or adaptive training. 

MidSchoolMath works best in schools with reliable access to the 
internet and devices at least three days per week. MidSchoolMath 
Comprehensive Curriculum is specifically designed for schools and 
districts focused on achieving long-term growth, through committed, 
methodical improvement. 

This checklist allows teachers to evaluate their level of readiness for adopting the MidSchoolMath 
Comprehensive Curriculum and to offer a clear and systematic approach to maximize efficiency for proper 
implementation.
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Test Trainer Pro provides adaptive, low-stakes 
practice testing with feedback to foster 
student achievement. 

Milestone Assessments are summative 
evaluations of student learning in each 
cluster.

All Domains Review is designed as the student 
year-end ‘Final Product’, generally a small 
booklet created by the student highlighting 
their primary learnings from the year. 

Assessments

Adapted to highest achievement gains 
and assessments of student proficiency.

Intensives

Enhanced to facilitate understanding 
‘across’ standards including multi-step 
problem solving.

Distributed Practice is designed to give 
students experience with exposure to all 
grade level content in a short time period 
(<week).

Game-Based Curricula developed exclusively 
by MidSchoolMath represent the highest 
level of contextual learning of math 
concepts with multi-step problem solving 
practice.

Story Projects and Other Intensives are 
additional math problems developed by 
MidSchoolMath teachers and leading 
math experts such as Dan Meyer, Jo Boaler, 
MathShell and Khan Academy that utilize 
multi-standards and domains of learning.

Standards & Lessons

Designed for mastery and conceptual 
understanding of individual standards.

The Math SimulatorTM  provides an immersive 
experience to develop conceptual 
understanding in rich, narrative contexts in 
multi-digital forms.

Teacher Instruction responds to specific 
learning needs and offers clarity of student 
misconceptions and makes concrete to 
abstract connections.

Detailed Lesson Plan provides a step by step 
guide per standard.

Clicker Quizzes are whole-class, low-stakes 
tests administered to enhance long-term 
recall of concepts.

Practice Printables bring repetitive exercises in 
a printed format and provide opportunity to 
transfer learning to state tests.

Student Reflections provide a synthesis of 
learning and represent the highest level of 
student work. 

Curriculum Structure
MidSchoolMath Comprehensive Curriculum blended digital and print content is designed to transform 
the math classroom utilizing principles of teaching and learning that have the highest effect sizes for 
increasing student achievement. The curriculum was developed with the goals of supporting teachers 
in ease of planning and implementation as well as delivering unprecedented student engagement. The 
MidSchoolMath Comprehensive Curriculum shifts how math is presented by creating a ‘real-world’ context 
using a Math SimulatorTM, which provides students the practice of defining variables and determining what 
is needed to solve the problem. In addition to the core curriculum (Standards & Lessons), MidSchoolMath 
integrates Intensive and Assessment elements to enhance conceptual learning with adaptive tools for 
core skill development.

Standards & Lessons
Lessons contain multiple components, each specifically designed to offer students several avenues to master 
the individual standards. For example, The Math SimulatorTM emphasizes conceptual learning, whereas the 
Clicker Quiz greatly increases long-term retention of the concept. All lessons include a Detailed Lesson Plan, 
Math SimulatorTM, Clicker Quiz and Practice Printable. Teachers are encouraged to develop Teacher Instruction 
to directly respond to classroom needs and complete select lessons with a Student Reflection. 

Detailed Lesson Plan
The Detailed Lesson Plan provides a step-by-step guide with specific learning objectives, activities and 
protocols with classroom time allotments and organization for each standard. The Detailed Lesson Plan 
includes suggestions for differentiation and instructional practices or ‘moves’ as well as additional resources 
including tips for the English Language Learner student. Detailed Lesson Plans are available on the Teacher 
Dashboard by standard.
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The Math SimulatorTM

The Math SimulatorTM serves as the kick-off to each and every lesson. It is the central component of 
MidSchoolMath Comprehensive Curriculum, designed to provide a strong conceptual foundation of the 
mathematical standard. The Math SimulatorTM is structured with the following sequence:

1. 

2. 

Immersion: The first video launches 
students into a rich, contextual situation 
in which a math problem naturally arises. 
The video ends with a simple question. 
For example, Can the guard afford 
the all-inclusive resort? Most notably, 
the Immersion video typically does 
not include data needed to solve the 
problem, triggering students to analyze 
the context in which the problem is 
to be solved. Following the Immersion 
video, teachers are encouraged to use 
protocols to facilitate classroom dialogue 
about strategies and estimated solutions, 
stemming from student intuition and 

Data and Computation: In the Data & Computation stage, students receive the information they need to 
solve the problem and are encouraged to collaborate with one another to confirm or critique answers. 
Teachers are encouraged to be 'less helpful' during this period, answering questions from students 
with additional questions rather than confirming strategies or providing solutions.

3. Resolution: After students have worked toward a solution in the Data & Computation stage (usually 
between 20 and 40 minutes based on professional judgment), teachers should play the Resolution 
video demonstrating how the math problem was solved and providing the resolution of the story. 
After the Resolution video, teachers should provide 7-10 minutes of direct instruction to formalize the 
math, while linking back to the story narrative to make sense of abstract concepts. 

students receiving the specific information they need to solve the problem. In this way, students 
acquire practice with specifying variables, foundational for later algebra. The work students do before 
receiving data is critical for complex problem solving skill development which leans heavily on 
constructing logic structures. 

Answer: Cicero cannot aff ord the resort. He is 2 denari short. 

MidSchoolMath 1

Being able to work with dollars as units relative to time is one of the most fundamental standards to prepare 
students for fi nancial literacy. In Vacation Day, Cicero the Guard and his colleague are discussing vacation. 
Cicero gets one day of vacation every year. This year he wants to go to an all-inclusive resort, and he hopes 
to get a pedicure. Students must determine whether Cicero can aff ord to go to the resort.  The data provided 
are Cicero’s Guard contract and the resort pamphlet. 

LESSON:  VACATION DAY
Can the guard aff ord the all-inclusive resort?

Vacation Day

6.RP.A.3bRatios & Proportional Relationships

Solve unit rate problems including those involving unit pricing and constant speed. For example, 
if it took 7 hours to mow 4 lawns, then at that rate, how many lawns could be mowed in 35 hours? At 
what rate were lawns being mowed?

Immersion

Play Vacation Day Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: Can the guard aff ord the 
all-inclusive resort?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to 
students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your answer 
make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Vacation Day Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

The Math SimulatorTM 
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

Available on the Teacher Dashboard

Teacher Instruction
Teachers are encouraged to prepare a 7-10 minute Teacher Instruction to follow completion of The Math 
SimulatorTM when students are reflecting on a ‘concrete’ example and are able to extend their thinking to the 
‘abstract.’ This component of the lesson should be developed by the teacher in direct response to specific 
needs in the classroom based on his or her professional judgement. Lectures can be developed using 
guidance and standard math procedures from the Instruction at a Glance section of the teacher’s guide. 

Teacher Instruction should highlight misconceptions teachers have observed in class and build on previous 
learning. Because a deep understanding of the math concepts to be addressed is critical to developing 
various instruction formats and addressing the impromptu needs of the classroom, MidSchoolMath 
recommends teachers utilize multiple resources to prepare Teacher Instructions.
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Clicker Quiz
The Clicker Quiz is an essential element to every standard, enhancing students’ long-term retention of  
math concepts through a principle of learning called the ‘testing effect’. The Clicker Quiz also serves as a 
primary formative assessment for teachers to modify teaching practices. The technology, which provides 
the classroom distribution automatically and highlights the correct answers, allows teachers to identify and 
follow up any learning gaps with specific instruction.

Classroom implementation  is simple. Teachers launch a quiz for the whole class with the clickers accessed 
via school device (iPads, Chromebooks, laptops) through the individual student accounts. No specialized 
hardware is required. Six questions are provided per standard, ranging from contexts similar to those in The 
Math SimulatorTM, which are more ‘concrete’ to more ‘abstract’ versions of the standard as might be seen on 
standardized tests.

Teachers are encouraged to vary protocols for the Clicker Quiz, such as asking 
students to work in pairs, individually, or in group formats. Teachers may also 
ask students to record answers on paper occasionally prior to voting. Following 
the Clicker Quiz, teachers are encouraged to a provide a brief 3-5 minute 
mini-lesson for any item students are clearly misunderstanding. Notably, 
Clicker Quizzes are a learning mechanism in and of themselves, even without 
additional instruction. Initial research indicates that use of the Clicker Quizzes 
results in nearly a full standard deviation of additional growth in learning.

It is critical that students be allowed to ‘fail safely’ in an ungraded format during 
the quizzes. The Clicker Quiz is based on research conducted by MidSchoolMath 
indicating an effect size of nearly a year of growth in achievement with 
consistent use. For this reason, the Clicker Quiz is considered essential for every 
standard. A whole-class Clicker Quiz allows teachers instant group feedback to 
determine any learning gaps and adjust their teaching accordingly.

MidSchoolMath 2Vacation Day

6.RP.A.3bRatios & Proportional Relationships 

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

Cicero, the Guard of the Window, 
dreams of earning 6 denari for 
every 8 days worked. At that rate, 
how many denari would Cicero 
earn if he worked 24 days?

D 32 denari

C 18 denari

B 4 denari

A 3 denari

Joey Chestnut holds the record for eating 70 hot 
dogs in 10 minutes.

What is Joey’s hot dog eating rate?

D 60 hot dogs 
per minuteC 3 hot dogs 

per minute

B 7 hot dogs 
per minuteA 17 hot dogs 

per minute

The top speed of this car is 225 miles per hour.

Which rate is faster than that?

D 630 miles in 
5 hoursC 916 miles in 

4 hours

B 450 miles in 
3 hoursA 300 miles in 

2 hours

Lola can read 8 pages in 
3 minutes. 

D 10 pages

C 38 pages

B  80 pages

A 11 pages

Giraffes eat about 90 kilograms of food in 3 days.

Which set of numbers complete the table?

A 45, 75, 105, 135, 165

B 30, 60, 180, 360, 450

C 90, 180, 270, 360, 450

D 30, 60, 180, 270, 350

Days

Food
(kg)

1 2 3 6 12 15

90

12 oz.

16 oz.
24 oz.

$2.40
$1.44

$1.32

Which drink is the best deal?

C LargeB MediumA Small

Gladys: Avoid rushing to set up a proportion to solve 
ratio problems in Grade 6, as it is not required at 
this level. Encourage strategies such as ratio tables, 
tape diagrams, double number lines, and other 
intuitive strategies used by students. Give students 
opportunities to share their own creative methods 
with classmates.

Kevin: Provide students opportunities to analyze 
various rates and unit rates, taken from real-world 
contexts, and appearing in diff erent forms (written 
text, table, graphs). Consider assigning these rates/
unit rates in the various forms to students and ask 
them to fi nd classmates with matching rates/unit 
rates.

Megan: Ask students to use the skills in this standard 
to create and solve their own real-world problem; 
then have students exchange with each other.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #6
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Determine the unit rate for each of the given rates.

Small: $1.32 ÷ 12 oz. = $0.11 per oz.

Large: $2.40 ÷ 24 oz. = $0.10 per oz.
Medium: $1.44 ÷ 16 oz. = $0.09 per oz.

B: Medium
2 Select most economical option.
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Practice Printable
This component helps round out a 
standard, including elements that perhaps 
weren’t directly addressed in The Math 
SimulatorTM tasks or the in the Clicker Quiz. 
It is not necessary for the Practice Printable 
to be completed for every standard, 
although we encourage teachers to have 
students complete it for any standards 
deemed essential for state testing, or in 
preparation for Milestone Assessments to 
be utilized for grades.

The Practice Printable allows students to 
work without computer technology, either for individual practice or for incorporating creative techniques 
and methodologies such as stations, pair-share, jigsaw, peer teaching or other protocols.  We encourage 
protocols that allow students to collaborate with one another by sharing ideas, affirming and/or critiquing 
those ideas, and also defending their own ideas.

VACATION DAY
Can the guard aff ord the all-inclusive 
resort?
Cicero the Guard looks forward to his one vacation day every year. 
After a small raise, Cicero now earns 6 denari for every 5 days of 
work. He has 35 more days of work until his vacation day.  

The resort he has chosen is all-inclusive, meaning meals and spa 
services are included in the cost.  This year, though, he wants to go 
all out and purchase brand new attire. He has made a list of what 
he hopes to buy.

Determine if Cicero can aff ord his vacation day.

6.RP.A.3b

Solve unit rate problems 
including those involving 
unit pricing and constant 
speed. For example, if it took 
7 hours to mow 4 lawns, then 
at that rate, how many lawns 
could be mowed in 35 hours? 
At what rate were lawns 
being mowed?

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Vacation Day 1 of 2

Can Cicero aff ord his vacation day?

Yes

42 denari
Earnings:

41 denari
Costs:

APPLYING THE STANDARD

Three friends each mow lawns on the weekend to earn extra money. How many lawns can each 
friend mow in 10 hours?

During two hours of television, there are approximately 29 minutes of commercials. If one watch-
es television for fi ve hours, how many minutes of commercials will be shown?

1)

2)

MidSchoolMath Vacation Day 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Ricardo
16 lawns in 8 hours

__ lawns in 10 hours

Julia
14 lawns in 5 hours

__ lawns in 10 hours

Kenneth
15 lawns in 6 hours

__ lawns in 10 hours

If the sales rates remain constant, order the car dealerships from most cars sold per month to 
least cars sold per month.

Aiko is hoping to buy her grandparents a ceramic bowl for their anniversary. The bowl costs 
$112.00. At her job, Aiko earns $40 for 5 hours of work. How many hours does Aiko need to work 
to buy her grandparents the bowl?

3)

5)

On average, it takes 3.4 minutes to download a 100-Megabyte 
video fi le. At this rate, how long will it take to download a 
4-Gigabyte movie fi le? (1 GB = 1024 MB)

4)

Autos ‘R Us
9 cars sold in 9 days

Motor World
4 cars sold in 8 days

Quality Ride
5 cars sold in 2 days

Car Nation
6 cars sold in 10 days

Car Dealership

Least

Most

Cars sold each 
month

20 28

In fi ve hours, about 72.5 minutes of commercials will be shown.

It will take approximately 139.3 minutes (2 hours 19 minutes) 
to download a 4-Gigabyte movie fi le.

Quality Ride

Aiko needs to work 14 hours to buy her grandparents the bowl.

Motor World

Autos 'R Us
75
30
18

15

Car Nation

25

Student Reflection
The Student Reflection assignment at the end of a    
lesson warrants special attention. The two primary 
purposes of the Student Reflection are for students 
to (1) synthesize their work, and, (2) create a visual 
representation, triggering a ‘memory cascade’ of the 
math concept. 

A Student Reflection is comprised of four elements: 
a title, a full color image, a written narrative of the 
mathematics learned in the standard, and a unique 
standardized question developed by students. The 
image itself is more than a picture for looks: the image 
creates a memory cascade accessing the mathematics 
learned in the standard and enhancing long-term recall 
of the concept. The standardized item aids in transfer of 
learning to other contexts, and the narrative reflection
deepens conceptual learning of the standard. Teachers 
typically choose to do reflections for 8-10 standards 
per year due to the time-intensive nature of these 
student products.

The Student Reflection is an acceptable methodology 
for 'constructed response' on a test which asks for 
drawings, letters and descriptions as an answer. 
Student creation and revision of the Student Reflections 
are practices that lead to better responses and scores. 

Date PeriodName

Instructions:
1. Draw a visual representation of the story and math concept. Include a “relevant title”. Be creative and use color!
2. Write a clear explanation of the math concept in the story.
3. Show the math problem from the story and its solution.
4. Create your own multiple choice test question using the same math concept from the story. Circle the correct answer.
5. Use the rubric below to grade yourself by circling how you did in each category. Turn this in with your Student Refl ection.

My drawing and title 
are creative, colorful, 
and relevant to the 
story. I put sincere 
eff ort into my work.

My math explanation 
is clear and concise. 
I showed complete 
understanding of the 
math concept.

My solution to the 
math problem is 
correct and shows my 
work.

My test question is 
original and directly 
relates to the math 
concept. I have the 
correct answer.

My test question is 
original and directly 
relates to the math 
concept. I have an 
incorrect answer.

My test question is 
not original, but it 
relates to the math 
concept. I have the 
correct answer.

My drawing and 
title are somewhat 
creative, colorful, 
and relevant to the 
story. I put good 
eff ort into my work.

My math explanation 
is somewhat clear 
and concise. I 
showed partial 
understanding of the 
math concept.

My solution to the 
math problem is 
incorrect, but shows 
my work.

I didn’t include a 
title, but my visual 
is creative, colorful, 
and relevant to the 
story. I put some 
eff ort into my work.

My math explanation 
is not very clear 
nor concise. I 
showed limited 
understanding of the 
math concept.

My solution to the 
math problem is 
correct, but does not 
show my work.

I didn’t include a 
visual representation. 
I included a relevant 
title, but my eff ort 
was minimal.

My math explanation 
is not clear. I didn’t 
understand the math 
concept.

My solution to the 
math problem is 
incorrect and does 
not show my work.

My test question 
doesn’t relate to the 
math concept.

I didn’t include a 
visual representation 
or title.

I didn’t explain the 
math.

I didn’t include a 
math problem or 
solution.

I didn’t include a test 
question.

Visual 
Representation

4 3 2 1 0

Math 
Explanation

Math 
Problem

Test 
Question

MidSchoolMath

STUDENT REFLECTION 
This will help you with in-depth understanding.

Example:

Student Refl ection 1
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Intensives
Teachers consistently report engagement of students to be among the greatest challenges in the classroom. 
Likewise, conceptual learning is difficult to achieve. The Comprehensive Curriculum is designed to address 
these concerns on a daily basis, while focused Intensives in game-based learning, visual learning, and story 
projects provide built-in breaks and opportunities for deeper learning. All Intensives and curricula units, 
from 5th to 8th grade, may be used repeatedly for new concepts and as support for remediation in other 
grades to facilitate understanding of prior concepts in a deeper, more meaningful way. 

Distributed Practice
Distributed Practice (sometimes called ‘spaced practice’) is interspersed throughout all grade levels and is 
an essential part of the curriculum. Rather than providing all domains sequentially, Distributed Practice is 
designed for students to acquire practice with the overall curriculum for their grade level in a short span of 
time. That is, by employing the Clicker Quiz and Teacher Instruction methodologies, teachers can provide an 
overview of all domains and a broad range of standards in the span of a single week. The methodology for 
Distributed Practice modules is relatively simple with the Clicker Quizzes launched each day in conjunction 
with short interactive Teacher Instruction lectures. 

Distributed Practice includes a variety of standards from all domains and is planned into each year. 
Facilitation is simplified using the MidSchoolMath Test Trainer and Clicker Quiz system, thereby reducing 
preparation time. Although these modules are brief (typically a single week), Distributed Practice is widely 
shown to have greater effects in learning than traditional block (mass) practice.2 Specifically, classroom 
methodologies that rely on mass teaching of highly-related concepts in long blocks (6 to 8 weeks) fail to 
provide sufficient opportunity for students to draw on unique strategies. Distributed Practice encourages 
students to make connections between content units. In the modules, teachers should quiz students in a 
'no-stakes' environment on concepts that have been taught previously, and concepts that have not yet been 
introduced, in all domains. This allows prompt retention of prior learning and 'prime' learning mechanisms 
of new ideas. 

MidSchoolMath recommends the inclusion of two to three one-week Distributed Practice periods during 
the year where ideas from all domains are introduced. Specifically, MidSchoolMath recommends the use of 
our Distributed Practice Clicker Quiz modules in combination with daily practice on the adaptive test trainer, 
switching each day between various domains. Teachers should plan a single, brief lecture (5-7minutes) on 
a concept from one domain each day. During these 'high' learning weeks, high stakes assessments or tests 
should not be given. If mandatory grades are required, homework assignments or quizzes are best. 

Game-Based Curricula
MidSchoolMath aims to provide the richest, most conceptual problem sets ever developed in math 
education. Our game-based components support this goal, providing students with a rich and robust game 
play experience that fosters critical thinking and understanding. MidSchoolMath games were developed to 
ensure that math is presented coherently within the context of the game and story each and every time a 
math problem is encountered. Through the game play experience, students develop a sense for the purpose 
of math, which also supports recall and comprehension, along with deeper understanding of critical math 
concepts. The games are modular, intuitive and designed for use in the classroom environment. 

2 John Dunlosky, Katherine A. Rawson, Elizabeth J. Marsh, Mitchell J. Nathan, Daniel T. Willingham. (2013). Improving Students’ Learning With Effective Learning 
Techniques: Promising Directions From Cognitive and Educational Psychology. Psychological Science in the Public Interest.  Vol 14, Issue 1, pp. 4 - 58
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The award-winning Ko’s Journey is based on 6th grade standards (recommended for use at the end of 5th 
grade and/or at the beginning of 6th grade) and is focused on proportional relationships, considered the 
conceptual lynchpin to successful learning of mathematics through middle school. Students assume the 
role of 'Ko' in an ancient rite-of-passage journey and use math to overcome challenges, calculate travel 
distance and speed, as well as solve equations that vary depending on the load they must carry and the 
biome they are traveling in.

EMPIRES, set in the dawn of civilization, is a socially-networked math game covering all 7th grade standards 
(recommended for 7th grade or for review in the beginning of 8th grade). Students transform into an ancient 
Mesopotamian 'ruler' and manage the problems of their empire, such as how wide to build their granary, or 
determining the distance to trade with neighboring empires. EMPIRES was created with support from the US 
Department of Education’s Institute of Education Science, with the intention to provide the richest and most 
effective game-based education technology available today.  

Teacher-Selected Units
Most teachers have lessons they have developed or found that they know their students will love! The 
MidSchoolMath Library contains some of our favorite project-based units like Two Trains, Expedition Everest 
and Iditarod. The Library allows teachers to simply copy the units and assign to students, as well as create 
and add their own units to their Curriculum in the Teacher Dashboard. Teachers may also source units from 
other leading math experts such as Dan Meyer, Jo Boaler, Marilyn Burns, MathShell and Khan Academy. In 
5th grade, MidSchoolMath offers two weeks of Visual Connection activities as the recommended intensives. 
Teacher-Selected Units may also include assignments and Clicker Quizzes developed by the teacher directly 
on the MidSchoolMath system that can be delivered digitally to their classrooms.

Assessments
Test Trainer Pro
Test Trainer Pro is among the most powerful tools available to increase student achievement; however, it is 
important to understand why and how it works for best implementation. Test Trainer Pro acts as a low-stakes 
learning tool for students to practice testing under more relaxed and stress-free conditions. As an adaptive 
tool, Test Trainer Pro is designed to elicit the largest gains in student achievement possible in the shortest 
period of time. You may see up to an additional 1.2 years of growth by including Test Trainer Pro three days 
per week. Improper implementation will lead to smaller gains. 

Test Trainer Pro integrates four leading evidence-based practices to enhance student learning and 
comprehension:

Productive Failure: Research on Productive Failure indicates that students show greater, longer lasting achievement gains 
if they experience some degree of “safe failure” prior to being taught a math concept. Test Trainer Pro is designed to allow 
students to fail without consequence in a nonthreatening environment.

Distributed Practice: Distributed Practice, in which students are exposed to a variety of item types across multiple domains, 
shows one of the highest effect sizes in learning, as students must draw on novel strategies to problem solve.

Delayed Feedback: After each set of four items, Test Trainer Pro provides Delayed Feedback, showing both the student’s answer 
and the correct answer. Delayed Feedback provides higher learning effects than Immediate Feedback (response after each 
item) especially when an item is at the student’s ability level. 

Testing Effect: The Testing Effect is learning that occurs during the testing process itself, even without instruction. In other 
words, teaching math concepts prior to students using Test Trainer Pro is not necessary for students to see achievement gains 
because, over time, students begin to fill-in learning gaps through testing itself.

•

•

•

•
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How Test Trainer Pro Adapts 
Students begin at the lowest level (a zero proficiency) and, as they answer items correctly, they are 
challenged by more difficult questions. Each item is given a value of difficulty based on continuous data 
from overall national student performance in Test Trainer Pro. After approximately three 12-minute sessions 
within a domain, Test Trainer Pro has assessed each student’s ability and adapts math items to their individual 
proficiency level. Domain-level feedback in the form of a proficiency level is given after every four questions, 
and should be considered a 'snapshot' for that moment in time. Snapshots accumulate over time, revealing 
customized trends from zero proficiency to mastery (90+ proficiency, at which time the domain is considered 
complete). 

Milestone Assessments
Milestone Assessments are provided for each cluster per grade (approximately 10 per grade level). The 
Milestone Assessments are automatically graded, yielding percentage of items answered correctly. These 
summative assessments provide a basis for grading that teachers may wish to include in their overall 
assessment process. 

Milestone Assessments are crafted to include items of varying difficulty estimates and are correlated 
assessments of each cluster. Scores can be ‘cleared’ by the teacher, allowing students to retake the 
assessment, providing the opportunity for mastery of the subject. The practice of retaking assessments is 
highly recommended by MidSchoolMath, and leads to greater long-term learning and retention.

All Domains Review
Each year ends with an All Domains Review, a period focused on reinforcing student learning and retention. 
From a pedagogical perspective, one of the most effective methods for students to review prior learning 
is to construct their own materials explaining the math standards. Students create a final product in the 
form of a small booklet to be shared during a student-led conference. Rather than end the school year with 
lessons of moderate interest, MidSchoolMath recommends that the final student product should pass a 
rubric as a final exit grade of pass/fail.  
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Summary of Curriculum Components

Detailed Lesson Plan: The Detailed Lesson Plan provides a step-by-step guide with specific learning objectives, activities and protocols 
with classroom time allotments and organization for each standard.

The Math SimulatorTM: The Math SimulatorTM is designed specifically for students to acquire experience with complex problem-solving 
strategies, including defining variables, multi-step computation, and strategy development. The structure is simplified for teachers to 
launch the immersion video, followed by asking students what they need to know. The answers may be recorded or formalized on chart 
paper, whiteboard or interactive board, and students may be encouraged to create strategies to solve problems prior to receiving the data 
to do so. Protocols should vary. In the second stage, data is given, and students work to a solution. Finally, the resolution is provided by the 
video, serving as confirmation.  

Teacher Instruction: It is recommended that Teacher Instruction follow immediately after The Math SimulatorTM when students are reflecting 
on a ‘concrete’ example and are able to extend their thinking to the ‘abstract.’ This lesson component is developed by the teacher in direct 
response to the specific needs in the classroom to highlight misconceptions and build upon previous learning. Lectures can be developed 
using guidance and standard math procedures from the Instruction at a Glance section of the teacher's guide. Teacher Instruction may also 
include assigning Instructional Videos to individual students or whole-class available via the Teacher Dashboard for additional support.

Clicker Quiz: Each standard includes a Clicker Quiz. This is the primary formative assessment for teachers to gain a basic level of analysis of 
group knowledge of the standard. This group quiz is designed to allow students to ‘fail safely’ at transferring their knowledge to contexts 
other than the Math SimulatorTM and enhance learning through peer teaching and occasional Teacher Instruction during the quiz. Teachers 
should vary protocols from question to question to foster conversations. The Clicker Quiz is an essential element for every standard and 
should not be considered ancillary to teaching concepts. Achievement gains in teaching standards with the Clicker Quiz are substantially 
higher including this component. 

Practice Printable: The primary purpose of the Practice Printable is to allow students additional practice with concepts they have already 
learned in both the Math SimulatorTM and Clicker Quizzes, yet in a more flexible setting. Teachers may wish to provide time that is not 
technology driven. Teachers are encouraged to utilize protocols that vary teaching methodologies for Practice Printable as outlined in the 
Protocols section.  

Student Reflection: The Student Reflection is composed of the following four elements: A title, a full-color image, a written narrative of the 
mathematics learned in the standard, and a unique standardized question developed by students. The image itself is more than a picture 
for looks: the image creates a memory cascade that accesses the mathematics learned in the standard and enhances long-term recall of the 
concept. The standardized item aids in transfer of learning to other contexts, and the narrative reflection deepens conceptual learning of 
the standard. Teachers typically choose to do reflections for only 8-10 standards per year due to the time-intensive nature of these student 
products.  

Distributed Practice: Distributed Practice is designed for students to acquire practice with the overall curriculum for their grade level in a 
short span of time. That is, by employing the Clicker Quiz and Teacher Instruction methodologies, teachers can provide an overview of all 
domains and a broad range of standards in the span of a single week.

Game-Based Curricula: Exclusive games developed by MidSchoolMath ensure that math is presented coherently within the context of 
the game and story each and every time a math problem is encountered. Through the game play experience, students develop a sense for 
the purpose of math, which also supports recall and comprehension, along with deeper understanding of critical math concepts.

Teacher-Selected Units: Teachers are encouraged to source or develop their favorite lessons that offer deeper learning opportunities. 

Test Trainer Pro: As an adaptive program, Test Trainer Pro works exceptionally well as an opener to class on a frequent basis. Teachers are 
encouraged to utilize the Test Trainer Pro for 7-9 minutes each day. Students will see their scores per domain each week, which provides a 
sense of growth. The Test Trainer Pro takes advantage of three of the largest effect sizes in learning: delayed feedback, distributed practice 
and an engine to provide students items at their ability level. The combination leads to improvement without additional teaching. Specifics 
to reading the Test Trainer Pro graphs are provided in the Software Instructions section.  

Milestone Assessments: Milestone Assessments are provided for each of the clusters per grade (approximately 10 per grade level). The 
Milestone Assessments are automatically graded, yielding the percentage of items answered correctly. These summative assessments 
provide a basis for grading that teachers may wish to include in their overall assessment process. 

All Domains Review: Each year ends with an All Domains Review, a period focused on reinforcing student learning and retention.
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The following provides a basic outline of each scope of content in Grade 6 and more detail on timelines:

6.RP Ratios & Proportional Relationships – 5 Weeks
The content in 6.RP is likely the most-used mathematics within daily life and also within future mathematics. As such, we expect 
that students will use a great deal of intuition when working with this content. Spending ample time with this domain can only 
improve the likelihood of student success in mathematics. This domain lends itself to exploring different representations (tables, 
graphs, words, tape diagrams, number lines, etc.) of the same information, discussing with students the advantages of particular 
representations, and how they all show the same thing in various ways. 

Planning the Year
Scope, Sequence & Pacing
MidSchoolMath provides general sequencing and 
pacing guidelines; however, this does not imply 
that all teachers must be on exactly the ‘same 
page’ on the same day. While that approach may 
appear cohesive, the more essential aspect is how 
that content is taught. If focus is given to effective 
methodologies, with a general sequencing tool 
to support teachers, practices that show greater 
effect sizes for learning are more often utilized.  

MidSchoolMath finds that teachers report the 
greatest challenge in math programs to be ‘fitting 
all the content in’. Indeed, volume of content  
exceeds more than can be addressed in the 
course of a year. Utilizing the MidSchoolMath 
Comprehensive  Curriculum, a typical math 
standard can be taught in 3 to 4 days, though 
a differing number of days may be devoted 
based on a teacher’s professional judgement. 
Our recommendation, broadly, is to consider the 
general scope, sequence and pacing, and, when 
pressed for time, teachers should omit lower 
effect size practices (such as block repetition). The 
Math SimulatorTM, Clicker Quizzes, Test Trainer Pro, 
and Teacher Instruction are considered essential 
for all standards, and can be compressed, in 
a pinch, to two days. This approach is more 
effective than ‘skipping standards’ altogether.
Teachers can use the Scope and Sequence Chart to begin planning for the year and reorganize as needed. 
The online tutorials, available in the Help section of the software, provide core implementation guidance, 
which greatly reduces the time needed to learn the program. Teachers can focus first on learning the basics 
of a teaching a single lesson, then plan for introducing Intensives and Assessments. 

Scope and Sequence Chart

6th Grade

6 weeks

6 weeks

6 weeks

6 weeks

6 weeks

6 weeks

Key Core Curriculum

Distributed Practice Module
Intensive

All Domains Review

6.NS: The Number System (9 weeks)

6.RP: Ratios & Proportional Relationships (5 weeks)

6.EE: Expressions & Equations (9 weeks)

6.SP: Statistics & Probability (3 weeks)

6.G: Geometry (3 weeks)

All Domains Review (2 weeks)

6.NS.A.1, 6.NS.B.2, 6.NS.B.3

6.RP.A.1, 6.RP.A.2, 6.RP.A.3a,

6.EE.A.1, 6.EE.A.2a, 6.EE.A.2b,

6.SP.A.1, 6.SP.A.2, 6.SP.A.3, 6.SP.B.4,

6.G.A.1, 6.G.A.2

6.SP.B.5a, 6.SP.B.5b, 6.SP.B.5c, 6.SP.B.5d

6.G.A.3, 6.G.A.4

6.NS.B.4, 6.NS.C.5, 6.NS.C.6a,

6.RP.A.3b, 6.RP.A.3c, 6.RP.A.3d

6.EE.A.2c, 6.EE.A.3

6.NS.C.6b, 6.NS.C.6c, 6.NS.C.7a,

6.EE.A.4, 6.EE.B.5

6.NS.C.7b, 6.NS.C.7c, 6.NS.C.7d

6.EE.B.6, 6.EE.B.7

6.NS.C.8

6.EE.B.8, 6.EE.C.9

Intensive (1 week)

Intensive: KO’s Journey (2 weeks)

Distributed Practice Module (1 week)

Distributed Practice Module (1 week)



Grade 6 Distributed Practice Module – 1 Week
The distributed practice modules in Grade 6 utilize the Clicker Quiz methodology to review and preview all Grade 6 domains. 
Teachers may wish to vary their practices to include additional lessons from individual standards found in the Detailed Lesson 
Plans. Teacher-selected modules or activities are also appropriate substitutes for Distributed Practice Module days.

Grade 6 Intensive – Ko’s Journey – 2 Weeks
Award-winning Ko’s Journey is a powerful experience for students to enhance learning of 6RP, considered the lynchpin of middle 
grade mathematics. Teacher preparation can include playing the game prior to students beginning their journey. Student 
Reflections are highly encouraged to enhance learning during this intensive. A two-week experience with Ko’s Journey is well 
worth the time devoted to such a high quality enrichment project. 

6.NS The Number System – 9 Weeks
6.NS is a nine-week unit encompassing a diverse array of standards, which students can explore with the goal of bolstering 
their number sense and deepening their understanding of properties of operations (associative property, commutative property, 
distributive property, inverses and identities). Visual models, especially for work with fractions, are recommended to help students 
gain the conceptual understanding behind the procedural algorithms. Negative numbers also make an appearance in this domain, 
giving rise to increased use of the number line to better understand ordering.

Grade 6 Intensive – Dan Meyer 3-Act Tasks – 1 Week
As part of the MidSchoolMath Comprehensive Curriculum, Dan Meyer’s 6th Grade 3-Act tasks are available on the core software. 
These tasks are helpful for Algebra I preparation. Students can complete all tasks available during the week, and create Student 
Reflections for those selected by the teacher to complete. 

6.EE Expressions & Equations – 9 Weeks
6.EE is a crucial domain in students’ journey toward success in Algebra I.  This domain introduces the notion of variables, wherein 
it is important to emphasize precision when defining them–as they should represent a quantity, not just stand for an object.   
Notation begins to evolve to be more algebraic; one example is replacing X and ÷ with • and /.  In 6.EE students will also extend 
their knowledge and use of the properties of operations to manipulate algebraic equations.  Several standards within this domain 
lend themselves to exploring different representations (tables, graphs, words) of the same information, discussing with students 
the advantages of particular representations and how they all show the same thing in various ways.

Grade 6 Distributed Practice Module – 1 Week
The distributed practice modules in Grade 6 utilize the Clicker Quiz methodology to review and preview all Grade 6 domains. 
Teachers may wish to vary their practices to include additional lessons from individual standards found in the Detailed Lesson 
Plans. Teacher-selected modules or activities are also appropriate substitutes for Distributed Practice Module days.

6.G Geometry – 3 Weeks
6.G is an extension of previous work involving area, volume, and the coordinate plane. Students compose and decompose both 
two-dimensional and three-dimensional figures to calculate area and volume. 6.G serves as a foundation for understanding the 
derivations of formulas for area and volume in future grades. Students will also extend their knowledge of properties of two-
dimensional figures as they begin to relate them to coordinates on the xy-plane. 

6.SP Statistics & Probability – 3 Weeks
In 6.SP students begin to describe data distributions in more specific ways. They describe the physical shape of distributions –
clusters, gaps, peaks, skews, outliers, and use a number to represent measures of center and measures of variability. 

All Domains Review – 2 Weeks
The final component of the MidSchoolMath Comprehensive Curriculum is an All Domains Review.  MidSchoolMath recommends a 
final student project, wherein students create their own textbook, summarizing their personal learning from each domain. 

12
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DAY 1 DAY 2 DAY 3 - 4
Test Trainer Pro Test Trainer Pro Test Trainer Pro

Practice Printable (cont'd.)Clicker QuizImmersion 

Data & Computation

Resolution

Teacher Instruction Practice Printable

Student Reflection

Milestone Assessment
(After completion of cluster)

Planning a Lesson
Each lesson follows a distinct pattern and comes with a brief overview as well as a Detailed Lesson Plan. As 
helpful as those lesson plans can be, nothing prepares a teacher more for delivering a lesson than actually 
doing the lesson first. This practice allows them to play the role of the student, to anticipate student thinking, 
and pinpoint likely areas of struggle. Doing the math also prepares teachers for asking critical questions 
during the Data & Computation work time and helps them make mathematical connections during Teacher 
Instruction. By spending the time as a student, a teacher will more readily see connections to prior and future 
standards and will be prepared to identify student work that will help make those connections, highlight 
misconceptions, and illustrate creative problem solving. Doing the math also gives the teacher a more 
realistic idea of pacing for the lesson based on the level of students in the class and the rigor of the math. 

Suggested Sequence 

Day 1
➤   Start with Test Trainer Pro 
Individual lessons begin with ensuring that students can log into MidSchoolMath, and spend at least a 7-9 minutes on Test Trainer 
Pro. 

➤   Launch the Immersion Video
The start of any lesson is The Math SimulatorTM, where a problem is posed to the class in the Immersion. Students should enter the 
problem on their level, using their own intuition and prior knowledge to process the problem. They should be thinking alone, and 
also with classmates, about what information is needed to find a solution. Strategies to reach a solution may come up naturally, 
and if they do, students may also create an initial ‘plan-of-attack’ for the problem. Teachers should give students plenty of time to 
define and discuss what they need to know to solve the problem and/or what ideas, thoughts, or questions they have about the 
problem. They should validate students’ contributions, but consider pushing them for clarity in their thoughts and precision in 
their language. Recording students’ thoughts is another option, as they may be used for reference throughout the lesson. 
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➤   Share Data & Computation
During the Data & Computation phase of The Math SimulatorTM, students receive the necessary mathematical data to now utilize 
strategies they developed during the Immersion. Students should be in problem-solving mode:  grappling, trying things out, 
asking questions of each other, and listening to each other’s ideas. Students are encouraged to be creative in their approach 
to solutions. Teachers are the facilitators of thinking – asking questions to further student thinking and to elicit reasoning and 
connection. Teachers should be observing student strategies and work to identify what areas to develop and focus on during 
Teacher Instruction. Most importantly, teachers must leave students wondering about their solutions by avoiding the confirmation 
of correct or incorrect solutions or processes. 

➤   Show Resolution
The Resolution is the first conclusion to the work students have conducted, yet it is an exciting one. Students will see a confirmation 
of the math and a conclusion to the story. They will want to compare their solutions and strategies to what they saw. While the 
structure is simple, this allows students to determine if they have comprehended, and calculated the math correctly. 

➤   Provide Teacher Instruction
Following the Resolution, teachers should provide a brief lecture (Teacher Instruction) that bridges the math in story context to 
more abstract concepts of the math standard. Teacher Instruction helps to make connections to the target standard and to also 
make connections to different representations. Teachers should highlight vocabulary, and if appropriate, reference other related 
standards (both prior and future). At this time, students will be in a more formal learning mode, and teachers may encourage 
students to take notes (although this should be done sparingly as ‘note-taking’ has low effect size on achievement). 

Day 2
➤   Start with Test Trainer Pro 
Individual lessons begin with ensuring that students can log into MidSchoolMath, and spend at least a 7-9 minutes on Test Trainer 
Pro. 

➤   Launch a Clicker Quiz
Planning for the Clicker Quiz is relatively straightforward, but there are a few important considerations. First and foremost, teachers 
should test the technologies. There is no substitute for the Clicker Quiz methodology that leads to such high learning gains, so 
ensuring the technology works, prior to class, is essential. However, beyond the technology itself, teachers should form a clear 
idea of protocols and ‘instructional moves’ that can be used in the Clicker Quiz. For example, on question 1, a teacher might use 
a methodology where students write down their own answer. On question 2, the teacher might ask students to work in pairs or 
groups and share out two or three strategies and solutions to the class. At the end of each ‘share-out’ a teacher might say, “On 
three, a single clap... one, two, three. ‘Clap.’ Next group.” Then, afterward, open the vote. The nuances of this aspect of teaching take 
practice, and planning. The extra effort makes class more enjoyable and saves time! Conduct a Clicker Quiz with your staff before 
the year begins, using a different protocol for each question, and get feedback. 

➤   Start Practice Printable
The Practice Printable is straightforward but consider variation in its presentation. You may wish to introduce it at the end of Day 
2 of a Lesson, or sometime in Day 3. When you do, consider the large scope of teaching protocols available, cutting it into parts, 
adding manipulatives, or simply using it as a primary assessment. All are valid approaches. 

Day 3
➤   Start with Test Trainer Pro 
Individual lessons begin with ensuring that students can log into MidSchoolMath, and spend at least a 7-9 minutes on Test Trainer 
Pro. 

➤   Finish Practice Printable
The Practice Printable is straightforward but consider variation in its presentation. You may wish to introduce it at the end of Day 
2 of a Lesson, or sometime in Day 3. When you do, consider the large scope of teaching protocols available, cutting it into parts, 
adding manipulatives, or simply using it as a primary assessment. All are valid approaches. 

➤   Assign Student Reflection
For the most important standards, make sure to assign the Student Reflection to deepen students’ conceptual learning of the 
standard.

Note: See Detailed Lessons Plans for additional planning support.
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This ‘Top 12’ bank includes leading strategies and protocols (or instructional moves) to structure learning 
experiences specifically designed to engage the whole class while deepening conceptual and procedural 
understanding. 

Chalk Talk (20-25 min): Place chart paper around the room with topics (circled), ideas, vocabulary and/or problems on each before class begins. Tell 
students to walk in-silence and make supporting comments on each topic (≈ 6-8 min). For example, put 8 pieces of chart paper with math problems of 
varying difficulty on each, and ask students what they would do first to solve each problem. Once comments are made, pair students to quietly review 
comments and write additional comments that show connections and patterns (≈ 6-8 min). Near the end, let students have one minute to choose a 
single comment per pair to be read aloud (≈ 4-5 min). Call on each pair, and after each ‘quick’ reading, on the count of 3, tell students to clap once. Lead 
each reading with, “1-2-3” with a clap. “Next group, Go!”.

Gallery Walks (16-20 min): Prior to class, display student work (such as Student Reflections) on classroom walls. Assign groups with tasks focused on 
specific details (such as identifying different ways to solve a problem) and/or larger patterns (such as general misconceptions). Tell groups to walk around, 
complete their task (≈ 8-10 min), then prepare and report brief remarks to the class with their broader “a-ha” and “why” understandings (≈ 8-10 min). 

I Wonder, I Notice (8-10 min): Following a completed whole-class assignment, set ground rules for peer critique, including being thoughtful, specific, 
helpful and to join in (≈ 1 min)! Choose a student to be “the originator” who is tasked to explain his or her approach and solution to a problem (≈ 2 min), 
while other students listen only. Then ask other students to ask “the originator” clarifying questions or comments that start with ‘I wonder’ and ‘I notice’ 
(≈ 5-6 min).

Lawyer Up! (12-17 min): Divide students in groups of four with two attorneys on each side. Tell each attorney team to prepare a defense for their “case” 
(≈ 4 min).  Instruct students to present an argument even if they believe their side to be incorrect. Each attorney is given one minute to present their view, 
alternating sides (≈ 4 min). Together, the attorneys must decide which case is more defendable (≈ 1 min). Tally results of each group to determine which 
case wins (≈ 1-2 min). Complete the protocol with “popcorn style” case summary (≈ 2-3 min).  

Low Guess, High Guess, Best Guess (8-12 min): Start with a math problem presented to students, whole-class (≈ 1-2 min). Ask students to write down 
a guess that is too low, a guess that is too high and a guess that is best (≈ 1-2 min). Present the math procedure and solution to students (≈ 1-2 min). Ask 
students to share what informed their thinking for their initial best guess and what changed their thinking once the math procedure and correct answer 
was presented (≈ 5-6 min).

Math Circles (15-28 min): Prior to class, create 5 to 7 engaging questions at grade level, place on different table-tops. For example, Why does a circle have 
360 degrees and a triangle 180 degrees?  Assign groups to take turns at each table to discuss concepts (≈ 3-4 min each table).

Make Up Your Own (14-16+ min): Give students an example math problem in a story-based context (≈ 2-3 min).  After students solve the problem, 
have them make up their own problem similar to The Math Simulator that includes (1) an immersion with no data, (2) computation with data and (3) the 
resolution and confirmation (≈ 12-15 min). Consider having students play act their own math problem with the rest of the class tasked to solve it (≈ 2-3 
min each) if time allows.  
 
Mental Comparison (4-6 min): Following a Resolution video, tell students to write on their own paper, the level to which their approach was similar to, 
or not, the approach taken in the video on a scale of 1 to 5 (1= Not at all similar. 5= Exactly the same.) Then, in sentence format, they should write just a 
single difference or similarity (≈ 4-6 min).   

Note Catcher (8-10 min): Provide students with a note taking template, with columns such as “Word”, “Description”, and “Visual”. Give an 8-minute lecture 
with precision and tell students to fill-out the Note Catcher. (≈ 8-10 min). Use Sparingly!!: The method ‘note taking’ has an overall Effect Size of .02 in meta-
analyses, which is very low, but can work when used in this highly simplified method for important concepts when the lecture is well-presented.) 

Quick Write (8-10 min): After showing an Immersion video, provide students with a unique prompt, such as: “I believe that the store owner should…”, or, 
“The person on Mars should make the decision to…” and include the prompt, “because…” with blank space above and below. Quick writes are excellent 
for new concepts (≈ 8-10 min).   

Sketch It (11-13 min): Tell students to draw a picture that includes both the story and math components that create a visual representation of the math 
concept (≈ 5-7 min).  Choose two students with varying approaches to present their work (≈ 1 min each) to the class (via document camera) and prepare 
the entire class to discuss the advantages of each model (≈ 5 min).

Think-Pair-Share (5-6 min): Ask students to think individually about what information they need to know and make some notes (≈ 1-2 min). Tell 
students to pair with a partner and discuss their notes (≈ 2 min).  Finally, facilitate whole-class by cold-calling on students to share their strategies on 
an interactive board (≈ 2 min).

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Strategies and Protocols

For each protocol, take time to imagine the experience of all students in the classroom. For example, having one student present their work 
to the rest of the class could lead to only one student benefiting while most students are passively listening (or not listening at all).

The Key Element for Making Protocols Effective: Double-Planning

Note: Recommended protocols for each lesson are provided in the Detailed Lesson Plans.
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Software Instructions

Getting Started
Teacher Login
• Select your preferred browser (i.e. Chrome, Safari, Internet Explorer)
• Enter URL: yourschooldomain.midschoolmath.com
• Enter Username: your email address
• Enter Password: midschoolmath (default)

Setup Classroom
• Select Classrooms
• Click on '+'
• Enter Classroom Name
• Assign Classroom Grade
• Click Setup Classroom
Note: To Edit a Classroom, click '      ' and to Delete a Classroom, click on the 'x'.

Setup Students
• Select Classrooms
• Select the Classroom Name
• In the Classroom, click on Add-Student icon '      '
• Click on Create New Student
• Enter Student Information
 ° Student First Name
 ° Student Last Name
 ° Student Login (unique login, often ID#)
 ° Grade
• If desired, upload image for Student Avatar
• Click Setup Student
Note: If the student has an existing MSM account from prior use, click on Add Existing Student, select the student from the 
dropdown list and Add Student to your classroom. To Edit a Student, click ‘      ’  and to Delete a Student, click on the ‘x’.

Navigation Bar
The navigation bar is organized in a natural left-to-right flow with dropdown menus and visual prompts. 

MidSchoolMath Comprehensive Curriculum is designed to be intuitive and easy to use. Within the software, 
you will be able to quickly transition your students between activities, individual or whole-class.
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Planning Lessons
Import Curriculum
• Select and browse Library
• Select and review Curriculum Unit '      ' (by 'Standards and Lessons' or 'Intensives')
• Click on Import Curriculum Unit
Note: All Assignments and Clicker Quizzes will be added to My Curriculum. Assignments are aligned to 
standards and include resources for assignments (Videos and Data Artifacts).

Digital Assignment
• Make sure you imported the Curriculum Unit from the Library (Import Curriculum above)
• Select Assign & Review
• Select Curriculum Unit
• Select Assignment
• Select Classroom
 ° Click Assign to Classroom for whole-class, or
 ° Select Student, then Assign Assignment to [Student Name]
Note: A solid blue dot will appear to the right of the student(s) who have been sent the assignment.

Create 'Your Own' Assignment (optional)
• Select My Curriculum
• Select Curriculum Unit
• Select Create New Assignment
• Enter Assignment Information
 ° Assignment Title
 ° Assignment Description
• Add Standard(s)
• Add Resource(s)
• Add Teacher Guide (Detailed Lesson Plan)
• Click on Save Assignment

Create 'Your Own' Clicker Quiz (optional)
• Select My Curriculum
• Select Curriculum Unit
• Select Create Clicker Quiz
• Choose File for each Question or use the templates
• Click on Save Quiz
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Teaching in the Classroom
Student Login
Student:
 • Select browser (i.e. Chrome, Safari, Internet Explorer)
 • Enter URL: yourschooldomain.midschoolmath.com
 • Enter Username: Student ID #
 • Enter Password: abc123 (default)

Test Trainer Pro
Student:
 • Select Test Trainer
 • Select Grade
 • Select Domain
Note: Test Trainer is not visible from the teacher login. Teachers can review results under Classrooms by student.

Whole-Class Assignments
Teacher:
 • Select My Curriculum
 • Select Curriculum Unit
 • Select Assignment 
 • Play Resources (video) projected from teacher screen
Note: Recommended for The Math SimulatorTM (Immersion & Resolution).

Individual Assignments
Student:
 • Select My Assignments
 • Select Assignment
 • Follow instructions and complete the Assignment
 • Enter Assignment Response
 • Add Resource (upload work as directed)
 • Click on Submit Assignment

Clicker Quizzes
Teacher:
 • Select My Curriculum
 • Select Curriculum Unit
 • Select Clicker Quiz
 • Click on the Clicker Icon '      '
 • Project from teacher screen

 • Clicker Launch Quiz
 • For each question, select Skip or Vote

 • Once vote time is completed, a whole-class 
   distribution graph will appear

 

Note: Correct answer letter is highlighted in green. If no one chooses the correct answer, the correct answer is bolded at 
the bottom of graph. Use this time to discuss misconceptions, strategies or to give a mini-lesson.

Student:
 • Select Virtual Clicker
 • Enter Quiz Code (case sensitive and use  
    zeros, not the letter O)
 • Green light will appear on the left side of  
    the Virtual Clicker Quiz Code box

 • Choose answer by letter (A-E) within 10  
                 seconds to vote

1

3

2

4

5
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Reviewing Student Progress
Review Assignment by Class 
• Click on Assign & Review
• Select Curriculum Unit
• Select Assignment
• Select Classroom to view assignment status by student
 ° Solid blue dot '     ' = Assignment has yet to be sent to the teacher
 ° Yellow dot with blue ring '     ' = Assignment is ready for review by teacher
 ° Solid yellow dot '     ' = Assignment has been reviewed by teacher, but not finalized; awaiting   
   student response
 ° Green dot '     ' = Assignment is completed and accepted (no further edits allowed)
• To review Yellow dot with blue ring '     ', Select Student
• Review student response and attached work
• Reply in response box and attach any additional resources
• Select the yellow Send Review to request revision or the green Accept & Finalize
Note: Accept & Finalize will time-stamp the completed time and remove the assignment from the student assignment list

Review Domain Proficiencies by Student
• Select Classrooms
• Select the Classroom Name
• Select Student to view Test Trainer Pro progress graph by Domain
• Select Test Trainer Pro for a detailed reference on how to measure student proficiency

Review Assignment by Student
• Select Classrooms
• Select the Classroom Name
• Select Student to view status by assignment
• Select Classroom to view assignment status by student
 ° Solid blue dot '     ' = Assignment has yet to be sent to the teacher
 ° Yellow dot with blue ring '     ' = Assignment is ready for review by teacher
 ° Solid yellow dot '     ' = Assignment has been reviewed by teacher, but not finalized; awaiting   
   student response
 ° Green dot '     ' = Assignment is completed and accepted (no further edits allowed)
• To review Yellow dot with blue ring '     ', Select Student
• Review student response and attached work
• Reply in response box and attach any additional resources
• Select the yellow Send Review to request revision or the green Accept & Finalize
Note: Accept & Finalize will time-stamp the completed time and remove the assignment from the student assignment list





6.RP
Ratios & Proportional Relationships
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Answer: Song lyrics will vary, but for every day, O'Hara can have: 1/8 chocolate bar, 3 vitamin pills, 8 liters 
of water, 3 ½   ounces of cheese, 2 bowls of potatoes and gravy, 1/2 energy bar, and 5 ounces of apple juice.

MidSchoolMath 1

LESSON: FOR EVERY DAY

Using the phrase “For every…” is essential when learning ratios.  During For Every Day, Delta Team Geologist Kim 
O’Hara is on Mars at the home base, and she is rationing her food supply until her team returns from their supply 
mission.  Aside from determining how much of each item she can have per day, she decides to write a rap song, to help 
her remember the quantities so she doesn’t overeat.  The data provided is O’Hara’s notes: a reminder that she has to 
ration for 80 days, her food inventory, and the fi rst few lyrics of the song which begins with the phrase:  “For Every Day.”

What are the rest of the lyrics?

For Every Day

6.RP.A.1Ratios & Proportional Relationships

Understand the concept of a ratio and use ratio language to describe a ratio relationship between 
two quantities. For example, "The ratio of wings to beaks in the bird house at the zoo was 2:1, because 
for every 2 wings there was 1 beak." "For every vote candidate A received, candidate C received nearly 
three votes."

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play For Every Day Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: What are the rest of the lyrics?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

•

•

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•
•

3 Resolution

Play For Every Day Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath 2For Every Day

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

6.RP.A.1Ratios & Proportional Relationships

Gladys: Model for students the various 
ways ratios can be written:  with a fraction 
bar, with a semicolon, and with the word 
"to" (1/4, 1:4, 1 to 4).

Kevin: Encourage peer-to-peer interactions 
so your students can compare their 
strategies for working with ratios.

Megan: Be prepared to discuss the 
diff erence between ratios, which often 
compare two diff erent quantities; and 
fractions, which describe a part of a whole. 
Sometimes ratios represent fractional 
information and sometimes they don't; 
it depends on what is being compared.  

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #3
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1

4

Count the number of green monsters and the 
number of red monsters.

Select answer option that corresponds to the ratio.

Red monsters: 4

6 : 3

6 : 3
2 : 1

Green monsters: 6

C: For every 2 green monsters, there is 1 red  
     monster.

Green monsters : Red monsters

Green monsters : Red monsters

2

3

Write a ratio. Pay attention to the order.

Simplify ratio, if possible.
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FOR EVERY DAY
What are the rest of the lyrics?

Delta Team Geologist Kim O’Hara is at the home base on Mars, 
awaiting the rest of her team to return from their supply mission. 
The team is expected to return in 80 days, and O’Hara is rationing 
her food supply so she won’t run out before the team returns.  To 
help her remember how much she can have each day, she is writ-
ing lyrics to a rap song called “For Every Day.” 

She found some additional snacks and made a new inventory list.

For each item on the list, write the additional lyrics to O’Hara’s 
song.

6.RP.A.1

Understand the concept 
of a ratio and use ratio 
language to describe a ratio 
relationship between two 
quantities. For example, “The 
ratio of wings to beaks in the 
bird house at the zoo was 2:1, 
because for every 2 wings 
there was 1 beak.” “For every 
vote candidate A received, 
candidate C received nearly 
three votes.”

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath For Every Day 1 of 2

Encourage students to write 
the creative part of the lyrics, 
in addition to the math part 
of the lyrics.

Practice Printable
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8 : 6  or  8 to 6

64 : 48

4 : 6 2 : 3

3 : 5 2 : 5

3 : 2or

or or

or

6 : 10

6 : 4

4 : 10

8 : 6

4

6

3

16 : 12 4 : 3

Answers may vary.

Answers may vary.

For every 8 drops of red paint, there are 2 drops of yellow paint.

For every 1 drop of yellow paint, there are 4 drops of red paint.

The ratio of red paint to yellow paint is 4 to 1.

8/10 (or 4/5) of the paint mixture is red.

4 : 3  or  4 to 3

MidSchoolMath For Every Day 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

APPLYING THE STANDARD

Write the ratio of stars to moons in two diff erent ways.

There are 10 students in a group: 4 boys and 6 girls.

Write the ratio of made free throws to missed free 
throws in two diff erent ways.

Steven is on the school basketball team. His season free throw record is shown in the 
table. 

1)

2)

a)

b)

a)

Write the ratio of boys to girls.a)

Write the ratio of girls to students.c)

Write the ratio of girls to boys.b)

Write the ratio of boys to students.d)

How might this standard appear on a test?

For every 4 free throws Steven made, he missed 
__________ free throws.

To make a deep orange paint color, Regina mixed 8 drops of red paint and 2 drops of yellow 
paint. Describe the relationship between the red paint and the yellow paint in at least 4 diff erent 
ways.

b)

4)

a)

c)

b)

d)

3)

For every 7 free throws Steven attempted, he made __________ free throws.c)

For every 14 free throws Steven attempted, he missed __________ free throws.d)

Steven’s Regular Season
Free-Throw Record

Made

64 48

Missed
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Answer: Each morning, the girls can have 6 eggs, 6 cups of coff ee and 9 coff ee creamers.

MidSchoolMath 1

Ratios are likely the most-used math concept in daily life. During Road Trip Ratios, sisters Sonia and Misha 
are on a road trip together reminiscing about their late father. One of their fond memories is the weird ratios 
their dad would use when packing for their childhood trips.  In memory of him, Sonia also made interesting 
ratios to determine their breakfast supplies. The girls want to double-check what exactly they have for each 
morning. The data provided is a page in Sonia’s notebook, which shows the length of their trip as well as the 
items and quantities purchased for breakfast.

LESSON:  ROAD TRIP RATIOS
How many eggs, cups of coff ee and creamers can the girls have each morning?

Road Trip Ratios

6.RP.A.2Ratios & Proportional Relationships 

Understand the concept of a unit rate a/b associated with a ratio a:b with b ≠ 0, and use rate 
language in the context of a ratio relationship. For example, “This recipe has a ratio of 3 cups of fl our 
to 4 cups of sugar, so there is 3/4 cup of fl our for each cup of sugar.” “We paid $75 for 15 hamburgers, 
which is a rate of $5 per hamburger.”

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Road Trip Ratios Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: How many eggs, cups of coff ee 
and creamers can the girls have each morning?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

3 Resolution

Play Road Trip Ratios Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath Road Trip Ratios

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

6.RP.A.2Ratios & Proportional Relationships 

2

Gladys: Asking students to use models or 
diagrams to express their reasoning (drawings, 
tables, double number lines, etc.), as opposed 
to using only numerical representations, will 
support the development of ratio reasoning.

Kevin: Encourage students to use ratio and rate 
language ("for every," "for each," "for each 1," 
and "per") when sharing out ideas.

Megan: Consider discussing that two unit rates 
can be written for any ratio of two quantities. 
Use an example such as "10 pencils for $2.00." 
One unit rate is "5 pencils per dollar"; a second 
unit rate is "$0.20 per pencil." Use this fact to 
emphasize the importance of knowing which 
quantity is being divided by which quantity.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #4
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1

3

Make a ratio with the given information.

Select the statement that corresponds to the 
information.

8 miles : 2 hours     or     2 hours : 8 miles

C: Both A & B are accurate.

= 4 miles per hour      or          =      hour per mile
2 Determine the associated unit rates.

8
2

2
8

1
4
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ROAD TRIP RATIOS
How many eggs, cups of coff ee and 
creamers can the girls have each morning?
Misha and Sonia decide to go on another road trip. Traveling 
always makes them remember their dad and the crazy ratios he 
used to plan their breakfast.

To honor their father, Sonia made a list of the breakfast items 
she purchased, using some interesting ratios. Misha thinks they 
should double-check how much they can have each morning so 
they don’t run out.

Look at Sonia’s notes carefully, and determine how many eggs, 
cups of coff ee and coff ee creamers the sisters can have each 
morning.

6.RP.A.2

Understand the concept 
of a unit rate a/b 
associated with a ratio a:b 
with b ≠ 0, and use rate 
language in the context 
of a ratio relationship. For 
example, “This recipe has 
a ratio of 3 cups of fl our to 
4 cups of sugar, so there 
is 3/4 cup of fl our for each 
cup of sugar.” “We paid 
$75 for 15 hamburgers, 
which is a rate of $5 per 
hamburger.”

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Road Trip Ratios 1 of 2

Each morning, the sisters can have:

_______ eggs, _______ cups of coff ee and _______ creamers.6 4 5

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

For each rate, determine two unit rates.

Given the unit rate, write two equivalent ratios.

8 cats eat 4 large cans of cat food.
________ cans per cat
________ cats per can

3 pounds of bananas cost $5.
________ dollars per pound
________ pounds per dollar

1)

5)

6)

How many total fi sh will Pareesa have?a)

What is the total number of girls in 
Classroom 1?

a)

What is the ratio of girls to boys in both classrooms?c)

What will be the ratio of large fi sh to 
small fi sh?

b)

What is the total number of girls in 
Classroom 2?

b)

3)

The state champion runs 3 miles in 12 minutes.
________ miles per minute
________ minutes per mile

2)

24 sandwiches were made with 16 ounces of jelly.
________ ounces of jelly per sandwich
________ sandwiches per ounce of jelly

4)

MidSchoolMath Road Trip Ratios 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Pareesa bought two new aquariums, each holding exactly 200 
gallons of water. One aquarium will hold only small fi sh and the 
other will hold large fi sh.
 • She will buy 5 small fi sh for every 10 gallons of water in   
    the aquarium.
 • She will buy 8 large fi sh for every 40 gallons of water in   
                 the aquarium.

7)

Two classrooms at Cedarville Middle School each have 18 students.
 • In Classroom 1, the ratio of girls to boys is 2 : 4.
 • In Classroom 2, the ratio of girls to boys is 4 : 5.

8)

0.5 or 1
2 0.25 or 1

4

2 4

1.67 or 5
3 0.667 or 2

3

0.6 or 3
5 1.5 or 3

2

12 feet 2 seconds 5 seconds

4 gallons2 gallons

30 feet

60 miles30 miles

Answers will vary.

Small fi sh: 100
Large fi sh: 40

140 fi sh total 
40 : 100 2 : 5

6 girls

Classroom 1
Girls: 6   Boys: 12

Classroom 2
Girls: 8   Boys: 10

8 girls

14 : 22 7 : 11

6 feet per second  ___________ : ___________  ___________ : ___________

15 miles per gallon  ___________ : ___________  ___________ : ___________
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Answer:

MidSchoolMath 1Clone Wars

6.RP.A.3aRatios & Proportional Relationships

Make tables of equivalent ratios relating quantities with whole-number measurements; fi nd 
missing values in the table; and plot the pairs of values on the coordinate plane. Use tables to 
compare ratios.

Comparing ratios and recognizing them in charts and graphs is a fundamental skill in Algebra. In Clone Wars, boss Regina is giving 
Kellerman and Sharma more work and a tight deadline. She explains it’s very important that they get this work done, as the fate 
of the company depends on it. After Regina leaves the room, Kellerman and Sharma begin complaining, saying that they will 
never be able to fi nish the work on time. Kellerman jokingly comments that they would need two of him in order to get it done. 
Sharma follows by saying that for every two Kellermans they would need three Sharmas to fi nish the work, since he’s always fi xing 
Kellerman’s mistakes. The two get completely wrapped up in how many clones of each other they would need, and soon they 
make a ratio table to show diff erent scenarios. The data provided is the image of the ratio table they have drawn, with some parts 
not yet fi lled in.

LESSON:  CLONE WARS
What does their fi nished table look like?

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Clone Wars Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: What does their fi nished table 
look like?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What are 
your ideas?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Clone Wars Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath Clone Wars

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

6.RP.A.3aRatios & Proportional Relationships

2

Gladys: Working with this standard, students will 
need to draw on their prior understanding of the 
coordinate plane from 5.G.A.1 and 5.G.A.2.

Kevin: When students create ratio tables, they may 
initially use repeated addition to generate additional 
values for each quantity. Help them see that they 
can also generate values by multiplying the original 
ratio by various factors. Students should transition to 
view rows (or columns) of a ratio table as multiples 
of each other.

Megan: As students explore plotting on a graph the 
values in a ratio table, consider showing them how 
the original ratio appears as repeated horizontal and 
vertical movements along the line. This has strong 
connections to future work with rate of change and 
slope.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #5
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Use the shown ratios to extend each recipe table to 
include a common amount of either ingredient.

B: Recipe #2

2 Determine which recipe has the highest 
lemonade mix to water ratio.
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CLONE WARS
What does their finished table look like?

When given new work tasks, Kellerman and Sharma like to get 
into “Clone Wars,” deciding how many clones of themselves it 
would take to finish the tasks. They often become obsessed with 
the “clone” scenario and can discuss it for hours.

They are currently having a clone discussion, trying to determine 
how many clones of themselves would be needed, given how 
many the other one would have.

Below is a section of the ratio table that they made to represent 
how many clones would be needed in different scenarios. 

What does their finished table look like?

6.RP.A.3a

Make tables of equivalent 
ratios relating quantities 
with whole-number mea-
surements, find missing 
values in the tables, and 
plot the pairs of values on 
the coordinate plane. Use 
tables to compare ratios.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Clone Wars 1 of 2

;
;

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

Axel was making his great grandmother’s famous cookies. He followed the recipe below. 
Complete the ratio table to determine the ratio between different ingredients.

1)

Frankie is looking to add to his fish tank. He has done some research and found that different 
fish require a certain number of cubic feet of water to thrive. Fill in the missing information in 
the ratio tables and then plot the ordered pairs on the coordinate plane. (Be sure to clearly label 
which line represents which fish.)

2)

Using the tables and graph from question 2, 
write a few sentences comparing the ratios of 
the amount of space needed for each fish. How 
is this shown in the graph?

3)

Kennedy thinks the best orange juice is made using 3 cups of water and 5 cups of juice 
concentrate. How many cups of water and juice concentrate will she need to make 40 cups 
of juice? Create a table or diagram to show your reasoning.

4)

MidSchoolMath Clone Wars 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

Here is how similar problems might look on a test.

ANSWERS MAY VARY. The Swordtail Fish needs 3 cubic feet of space per fi sh, while the Neon Tetra needs 2 cubic 
feet of space per fi sh.  The number of cubic feet the Swordtail Fish requires to thrive increases at a faster rate than 
the number of cubic feet needed by the Neon Tetra. The line representing the Swordtail Fish is steeper than the line 
representing the Neon Tetra.

Kennedy will need 15 cups of water and 25 
cups of juice concentrate to make 40 cups 
of juice.

DIAGRAMS MAY VARY.

How might this standard appear on a test?

fi sh require a certain amount of space to thrive. Fill in the missing information in the ratio tables 
and then plot the ordered pairs on the coordinate plane. (Be sure to clearly label which line 
represents which fi sh.)
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Answer: Cicero cannot aff ord the resort. He is 2 denari short. 

MidSchoolMath 1

Being able to work with dollars as units relative to time is one of the most fundamental standards to prepare 
students for fi nancial literacy. In Vacation Day, Cicero the Guard and his colleague are discussing vacation. 
Cicero gets one day of vacation every year. This year he wants to go to an all-inclusive resort, and he hopes 
to get a pedicure. Students must determine whether Cicero can aff ord to go to the resort.  The data provided 
are Cicero’s Guard contract and the resort pamphlet. 

LESSON:  VACATION DAY
Can the guard aff ord the all-inclusive resort?

Vacation Day

6.RP.A.3bRatios & Proportional Relationships

Solve unit rate problems including those involving unit pricing and constant speed. For example, 
if it took 7 hours to mow 4 lawns, then at that rate, how many lawns could be mowed in 35 hours? At 
what rate were lawns being mowed?

Immersion

Play Vacation Day Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: Can the guard aff ord the 
all-inclusive resort?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to 
students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your answer 
make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Vacation Day Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

The Math SimulatorTM 
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath 2Vacation Day

6.RP.A.3bRatios & Proportional Relationships 

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

Cicero, the Guard of the Window, 
dreams of earning 6 denari for 
every 8 days worked. At that rate, 
how many denari would Cicero 
earn if he worked 24 days?

D 32 denari

C 18 denari

B 4 denari

A 3 denari

Joey Chestnut holds the record for eating 70 hot 
dogs in 10 minutes.

What is Joey’s hot dog eating rate?

D 60 hot dogs 
per minuteC 3 hot dogs 

per minute

B 7 hot dogs 
per minuteA 17 hot dogs 

per minute

The top speed of this car is 225 miles per hour.

Which rate is faster than that?

D 630 miles in 
5 hoursC 916 miles in 

4 hours

B 450 miles in 
3 hoursA 300 miles in 

2 hours

Lola can read 8 pages in 
3 minutes. 

D 10 pages

C 38 pages

B  80 pages

A 11 pages

Giraffes eat about 90 kilograms of food in 3 days.

Which set of numbers complete the table?

A 45, 75, 105, 135, 165

B 30, 60, 180, 360, 450

C 90, 180, 270, 360, 450

D 30, 60, 180, 270, 350

Days

Food
(kg)

1 2 3 6 12 15

90

12 oz.

16 oz.
24 oz.

$2.40
$1.44

$1.32

Which drink is the best deal?

C LargeB MediumA Small

Gladys: Avoid rushing to set up a proportion to solve 
ratio problems in Grade 6, as it is not required at 
this level. Encourage strategies such as ratio tables, 
tape diagrams, double number lines, and other 
intuitive strategies used by students. Give students 
opportunities to share their own creative methods 
with classmates.

Kevin: Provide students opportunities to analyze 
various rates and unit rates, taken from real-world 
contexts, and appearing in diff erent forms (written 
text, table, graphs). Consider assigning these rates/
unit rates in the various forms to students and ask 
them to fi nd classmates with matching rates/unit 
rates.

Megan: Ask students to use the skills in this standard 
to create and solve their own real-world problem; 
then have students exchange with each other.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #6
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Determine the unit rate for each of the given rates.

Small: $1.32 ÷ 12 oz. = $0.11 per oz.

Large: $2.40 ÷ 24 oz. = $0.10 per oz.
Medium: $1.44 ÷ 16 oz. = $0.09 per oz.

B: Medium
2 Select most economical option.
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VACATION DAY
Can the guard aff ord the all-inclusive 
resort?
Cicero the Guard looks forward to his one vacation day every year. 
After a small raise, Cicero now earns 6 denari for every 5 days of 
work. He has 35 more days of work until his vacation day.  

The resort he has chosen is all-inclusive, meaning meals and spa 
services are included in the cost.  This year, though, he wants to go 
all out and purchase brand new attire. He has made a list of what 
he hopes to buy.

Determine if Cicero can aff ord his vacation day.

6.RP.A.3b

Solve unit rate problems 
including those involving 
unit pricing and constant 
speed. For example, if it took 
7 hours to mow 4 lawns, then 
at that rate, how many lawns 
could be mowed in 35 hours? 
At what rate were lawns 
being mowed?

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Vacation Day 1 of 2

Can Cicero aff ord his vacation day?

Yes

42 denari
Earnings:

41 denari
Costs:

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

Three friends each mow lawns on the weekend to earn extra money. How many lawns can each 
friend mow in 10 hours?

During two hours of television, there are approximately 29 minutes of commercials. If one watch-
es television for fi ve hours, how many minutes of commercials will be shown?

1)

2)

MidSchoolMath Vacation Day 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Ricardo
16 lawns in 8 hours

__ lawns in 10 hours

Julia
14 lawns in 5 hours

__ lawns in 10 hours

Kenneth
15 lawns in 6 hours

__ lawns in 10 hours

If the sales rates remain constant, order the car dealerships from most cars sold per month to 
least cars sold per month.

Aiko is hoping to buy her grandparents a ceramic bowl for their anniversary. The bowl costs 
$112.00. At her job, Aiko earns $40 for 5 hours of work. How many hours does Aiko need to work 
to buy her grandparents the bowl?

3)

5)

On average, it takes 3.4 minutes to download a 100-Megabyte 
video fi le. At this rate, how long will it take to download a 
4-Gigabyte movie fi le? (1 GB = 1024 MB)

4)

Autos ‘R Us
9 cars sold in 9 days

Motor World
4 cars sold in 8 days

Quality Ride
5 cars sold in 2 days

Car Nation
6 cars sold in 10 days

Car Dealership

Least

Most

Cars sold each 
month

20 28

In fi ve hours, about 72.5 minutes of commercials will be shown.

It will take approximately 139.3 minutes (2 hours 19 minutes) 
to download a 4-Gigabyte movie fi le.

Quality Ride

Aiko needs to work 14 hours to buy her grandparents the bowl.

Motor World

Autos 'R Us
75
30
18

15

Car Nation

25
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Answer: Jackie Robinson will score about 109 runs in the 1948 season.

MidSchoolMath 1

Percents come up repeatedly in everyday life and knowing how they work will prove to be very useful. In 
Stealing Home, Margie and Ed work at the Chicago Daily News and decide to do a story on the new baseball 
player that has everyone talking: Jackie Robinson. In the piece, they attempt to predict how many runs he 
will have in the 1948 season. The data provided are an image of Jackie Robinson stating that he is expected 
to get on base 210 times, and another image stating that once on base, he scores 52% of the time. 

LESSON:  STEALING HOME
How many runs will Jackie Robinson likely score in the 1948 season?

Stealing Home

6.RP.A.3cRatios & Proportional Relationships

Find a percent of a quantity as a rate per 100 (e.g. 30% of a quantity means 30/100 times the 
quantity); solve problems involving fi nding the whole when given a part and the percent.

Immersion

Play Stealing Home Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: How many runs will Jackie 
Robinson likely score in the 1948 season?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to 
students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your answer 
make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Stealing Home Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

The Math SimulatorTM 
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath 2Stealing Home

6.RP.A.3cRatios & Proportional Relationships 

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

Gladys: This is your 6th graders' introduc-
tion to percents. Help them connect their 
prior understanding of fractions and deci-
mals to percents.

Kevin: Help students understand that "n 
percent" is a rate per 100 (n/100), and that 
this rate may be used in ratio tables, double 
number lines, or with fraction and decimal 
operations.

Megan: Use a 10 x 10 grid to create models 
to help students see the concept of percent 
concretely. Use the model to connect dif-
ferent representations (percents, decimals, 
and fractions).

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #4
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1

3

Convert percentage to a rate per 100.

Interpret resulting ratios.

90% = 90/100

27 years slept out of 30 years

2 Create a ratio table using the rate.
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STEALING HOME
How many outs will Yogi Berra get in the 
1948 season?

The Chicago Daily News prediction piece on Jackie Robinson was 
so popular that Margie and Ed decide to write a piece on another 
popular baseball player, Yogi Berra. Berra is only a few years into 
his major league baseball career, playing catcher for the New York 
Yankees. After doing some research, Margie and Ed found some 
information that would help them write their article.

Given the stats Margie and Ed obtained, how many outs will Yogi 
Berra likely get in the 1948 season?

6.RP.A.3c

Find a percent of a 
quantity as a rate per 100 
(e.g., 30% of a quantity 
means 30/100 times the 
quantity); solve problems 
involving fi nding the 
whole, given a part and 
the percent.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Stealing Home

289

Strategies may vary.

1 of 2

Yogi Berra will likely get __________ outs in the 1948 season.

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

MidSchoolMath 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Stealing Home

Solve each problem below by using a table of equivalent ratios, a tape diagram, a double number 
line or an equation.

5)

75 is 15% of what number?a)

120 is 30% of what number?c)

What is 60% of 210?b)

160 is 20% of what number?d)

Joey brought 17 baseball trading cards to school. This represents only 20% of his collection.
How many trading cards does he have in his whole collection?

Country music makes up 75% of Ashley’s music collection. If she has 33 albums that are by 
country artists, how many albums does she have in her entire music collection?

1)

2)

Cade makes 82% of his free throw attempts. If, at a basketball camp, he attempts 250 free throws, 
how many can he expect to get in?

4)

Tyrell took a history test. He answered 21 of the 25 questions correctly. In order to get an “A” 
on the test he needs to get at least a 90%. Did Tyrell get an “A” on his history test? Explain your 
reasoning.

3)

Joey has 85 cards in his whole collection.

Ashley has 44 albums in her entire music collection.

Tyrell did not get an “A” on his history test. 21 out of 25 questions correct is an 84%.

205 of Cade’s 250 free throw attempts will likely go in 
the net.

500

Answer representations will vary.

400

126

800
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Answer: Patrick 'Mad Dog' Snog should receive 200 gold doubloons.

MidSchoolMath 1

With far-reaching applicability (up through high school chemistry), knowing the art of unit conversion can 
save time and many headaches for students. During Saff ron Shuffl  e, Ship Captain Mary Read gets wind that 
one of her crewmen, Patrick 'Mad Dog' Snog has some valuable saff ron. She calls him in to discuss trading 
silver shillings for some of the saff ron. 'Mad Dog' politely requests gold doubloons, so some conversions 
must be made. The data provided is an image of the saff ron on a scale showing its weight as well as the 
current Silver Exchange rates. 

LESSON:  SAFFRON SHUFFLE
How many gold doubloons should he receive?

Saff ron Shuffl  e

6.RP.A.3dRatios & Proportional Relationships

Use ratio reasoning to convert measurement units; manipulate and transform units appropriately 
when multiplying or dividing quantities.

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Saff ron Shuffl  e Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: How many gold doubloons should 
he receive?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

3 Resolution

Play Saff ron Shuffl  e Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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2MidSchoolMath Saff ron Shuffl  e

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

6.RP.A.3dRatios & Proportional Relationships 

Gladys: This standard builds upon 5.MD.A.1 in 
which students learned conversions within the 
same measurement system. Your students will 
now apply ratio reasoning to more complex 
conversion problems.

Kevin: Students may use their prior experience 
with ratio tables and double number lines 
to convert measurement units. Although, as 
complexity increases, these methods may not 
be the most effi  cient. Consider discussing unit 
analysis with students, as it is effi  cient and it 
omits confusion about deciding whether to 
multiply or divide.

Megan: A good resource to have for this stan-
dard is a chart with common conversion ratios.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #6
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1

3

Set up problem.

Perform calculations and unit analysis.

3.5 miles = _______ inches

C: 221,760 inches

3.5 miles x                        x 

2 Use measurement ratios to convert miles to inches.
5,280 feet

1 mile
12 in
1 foot
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SAFFRON SHUFFLE
How many gold doubloons should he 
receive?
Patrick ‘Mad Dog’ Snog has acquired more valuable goods while 
onshore for a few days. He has made a list of his valuables and 
has again asked Captain Mary Read to trade with him for more 
gold doubloons. Being short on her supply of precious stones, she 
agrees.

Use the Captain’s Silver Exchange Rate document and Mad Dog’s 
list to calculate how many gold doubloons he should receive for 
each item.

6.RP.A.3d

Use ratio reasoning to 
convert measurement 
units; manipulate 
and transform units 
appropriately when 
multiplying or dividing 
quantities.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Saff ron Shuffl  e 1 of 2

0.3 k. ruby  x                                   x                                   =  7 doubloons
210 shillings

1 k. ruby

1 doubloon

9 shillings

0.45 k. sapphire  x                                   x                                   =  14 doubloons
280 shillings

1 k. sapphire

1 doubloon

9 shillings

0.9 k. emerald  x                                   x                                   =  31 doubloons
310 shillings

1 k. emerald

1 doubloon

9 shillings

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

Determine in what units each conversion would result. 1)

Complete the ratio table, and then use it to complete the conversions.2)

MidSchoolMath Saff ron Shuffl  e 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

In México, the speed limit signs are in kilometers per hour. What 
would this same speed be in miles per hour? (There are approximately 
1.6 kilometers in a mile.)

3)

164 cups  x                       x                       =  10.25a)
1 gallon

4 quarts

1 quart

4 cups

2 yards  x                       x                       x                                       =  182.88b)
12 inches

1 foot

2.54 centimeters

1 inch

3 feet

1 yard

a) 20 tablespoons =                            cups b) 36 tablespoons =                            cups

c) 5.5 cups  =                            tablespoons d)       cup =                            tablespoons1
8

Rattlesnakes can grow up to 2.4 
meters long. How many feet is that?

1 meter  =  100 centimeters
1 inch  =  2.54 centimeters
1 foot  =  12 inches

gallons

centimeters

1
4

1 1
4

2

288

50 km  x                       =  31.25 mi
1 mi

1.6 km
31.25 miles per hour

2.4 m  x                       x                       x           ≈  7.87 feet
100 cm

1 m

1 in

2.54 cm

1 ft

12 in
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6.NS
The Number System

47



Answer: Mr. Mung's ice cream costs $5.40.

MidSchoolMath 1

Interpreting and computing quotients with fractions is a fundamental skill that can be applied to many real life situations. In Mr. 
Mung’s Ice Cream, Mr. Mung is fl ipping through the newspaper when he sees an ad for ice cream that intrigues him. The ad states 
that for customers who bring their own container, the price is $1.00 per 1 ¼ cups of ice cream.  Mr. Mung grabs a container and 
goes down to the ice cream shop to fi ll it. The data provided are the image of the ad stating the price of the ice cream, as well as 
an image of Mr. Mung’s container and its volume.

LESSON:  MR. MUNG'S ICE CREAM
How much does Mr. Mung's ice cream cost?

Mr. Mung's Ice Cream

6.NS.A.1The Number System
Interpret and compute quotients of fractions, and solve word problems involving division of fractions 
by fractions (e.g. by using visual fraction models and equations to represent the problem). For example, 
create a story context for (2/3) ÷ (3/4) and use a visual fraction model to show the quotient; use the relationship 
between multiplication and division to explain that (2/3) ÷ (3/4) = 8/9 because 3/4 of 8/9 is 2/3. (In general, (a/b) 
÷ (c/d) = ad/bc.) How much chocolate will each person get if 3 people share 1/2 lb of chocolate equally? How 
many 3/4-cup servings are in 2/3 of a cup of yogurt? How wide is a rectangular strip of land with length 3/4 mi 
and area 1/2 square mi?

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Mr. Mung's Ice Cream Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: How much does Mr. Mung's ice 
cream cost?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to 
students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Mr. Mung's Ice Cream Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath 2Mr. Mung's Ice Cream

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

6.NS.A.1The Number System

Gladys: Consider verbally representing fractional 
division problems by asking how many of the 
divisor are in the dividend. This may help keep the 
conceptual front and center for students.

Kevin: Use number lines or other diagrams to clear 
up the misconception that dividing by unit fractions, 
like 1/2, 1/3 or 1/4, is the same as dividing by the 
whole numbers of 2, 3, or 4.

Megan: To build student understanding of the 
algorithm for division of fractions, provide them 
with multiple examples of division of fractions with 
the same denominator,(e.g. 10/3 ÷ 1/3), and use a 
number line to show that there are 10 sections of 1/3 
within 10/3.  Give another example, still using the 
number line (e.g. 10/3 ÷ 2/3).  This may help students 
understand why multiplying by the reciprocal of the 
divisor works.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #4
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1

3

Recognize: Area of rectangle ÷ Length = Width. 
Set up problem.

Use relationship between multiplication and 
division.

3     ÷ 2     = Width

• ? =

÷        = Width

•        =

C: 1     yards

2

4

5

Convert to improper fractions.

Reason to fi nd missing factor.

Select option with correct width.

2
3

3
4

4
3

1
3

11
3

11
3

11
3

11
4

11
4

11
4
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MR. MUNG’S ICE CREAM
How much does Mr. Mung’s ice cream cost?

The price in the advertisement is still the current special, so Mr. 
Mung returns to the ice cream store with yet another container 
and requests that it is fi lled to the top. 

How much does Mr. Mung’s ice cream cost?

6.NS.A.1

Interpret and compute 
quotients of fractions, and 
solve word problems involving 
division of fractions by 
fractions (e.g. by using visual 
fraction models and equations 
to represent the problem). For 
example, create a story context 
for (2/3) ÷ (3/4) and use a visual 
fraction model to show the 
quotient; use the relationship 
between multiplication and 
division to explain that (2/3) ÷ 
(3/4) = 8/9 because 3/4 of 8/9 is 
2/3. (In general, (a/b) ÷ (c/d) = 
ad/bc.) How much chocolate will 
each person get if 3 people share 
1/2 lb of chocolate equally? How 
many 3/4-cup servings are in 2/3 
of a cup of yogurt? How wide 
is a rectangular strip of land 
with length 3/4 mi and area 1/2 
square mi?

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Mr. Mung’s Ice Cream 1 of 2

$3.80

4     ÷ 1     = 33
4

1
4

4
5

Mr. Mung’s ice cream costs _________________.

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

MidSchoolMath 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Mr. Mung’s Ice Cream

Write and solve an equation to represent each scenario.

How many pounds will each person 
get if 5 people equally share      pound 
of chocolate?

1)

a)
3
4

Create a story context for 6     ÷ 1    . Draw a visual fraction model to show the quotient.2) 1
4

1
4

Claire has a piece of ribbon that is      yards long. She is doing a craft that requires the ribbon be 
cut into 12 pieces of equal size. Use a diagram to determine how long each piece will be, and 
describe how you used the diagram.

3) 2
3

Use the relationship between multiplication and division to explain       ÷      =     .4) 2
15

1
3

2
5

Write a fraction to make each equation true.5)

÷       =2
5

5
8

a)

÷       =3
4

1
9

b)

Milo bags groceries at a local market. The plastic bags he uses are 
designed to hold 25     pounds. If a typical water bottle weighs 1     
pounds, how many bottles could Milo put in a bag (assuming they all 
fi t)?

6)
1
4

1
2

3
4 ÷ 5 = 3

20
5
8 ÷     =     =5

6
6
8

3
4
3
4

3
20

Each person will get       of a pound.

1
4

1
4

Answers will vary. Ex: Jed is cutting a roll 
of biscuit dough into slices that are each 1     
inches thick. The roll is 6     inches long, how 
many slices can he make?    5 slices.

Multiplication and division are inverse operations. 
The quotient and the divisor can be multiplied to 
yield the dividend.

The width is      of a foot.

1
3

2
5of      is      .2

15

1
3

2
5x      =      .2

15

2
3Each piece of ribbon will be      yard long. By dividing     of the diagram 

into 12 equal pieces, each section represents      of the whole.1
18

1
18

1

Answers may vary.

Milo should probably only put 20 
bottles in a bag.

1

4 12

25     ÷ 1     = 20 2
5

1
4

1
2

How wide is a piece of rectangular 
wrapping paper with length      of a 
foot and area      of a square foot?

b)
5
6

5
8
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Answer: They should take the Slithy Tove Mountain Pass, which will get them there in just under 15 days 
(14 14⁄15� days). The High Road to Taos would take just over 16 days (16 1⁄9 days), and the Old Red River Trail 
would take 17 days.

MidSchoolMath 1

Dividing numbers fl uently is a skill that will be utilized in many other domains; not only in mathematics, but 
in life as well. In Which Way..., Dallas and her horse, Maggie, are both feeling the eff ects of being on the trail 
for so long. Dallas is worried about the condition of Maggie’s hooves, and she herself could use a good meal 
and some solid rest. She knows that she needs to get to a town soon. They stumble across a sign indicating 
there are three trails leading to various towns. Dallas wants to make the best decision, so she sits down to 
rest, think and do some calculations. The data provided are an image of the sign, with the trails and respec-
tive distances, as well as an image of her diary stating the anticipated pace she and Maggie could travel on 
each route. 

LESSON:  WHICH WAY...
Which way should they go?

Which Way...

6.NS.B.2The Number System

Fluently divide multi-digit numbers using the standard algorithm.

Immersion

Play Which Way... Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: Which way should they go?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to 
students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Which Way... Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

The Math SimulatorTM 
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath 2Which Way...

6.NS.B.2The Number System

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

Gladys: Move students towards thinking about 
place value when using the algorithm for 
division. When dividing 2,416 ÷ 8, for example, 
help students "see" the 2 and the 4 as 2,400. 
Students should recognize that the quotient 
should be around 300. 

Kevin: Students often make mistakes during 
division because they have diffi  culty keeping 
digits in line. Provide access to graph paper for 
those students who need help correctly align-
ing digits in columns.

Megan: Encourage students to check their 
solutions by multiplying the quotient by the 
divisor. The product should be the same as the 
dividend.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #5
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1

3

4

Use place value to estimate quotient.

Discuss various representations of the quotient.

Select best answer option.

3482 is around thirty-four hundred.

217 R 10       217        = 217           217.625   

D: All of the above

16 3482
-32

28

122
-16

-112
10

217 R10

16 times 200 is 3200, so 16 goes into 3400 at 
least 200 times.

2 Divide using algorithm.

5
8

10
16
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WHICH WAY...
Which way should they go?

Dallas and her horse, Maggie, have been traveling along the 
Slithy Tove Mountain Pass, hoping to fi nd a place to rest soon. 
Along the pass, they encounter a new sign.

Dallas assumes there is a town at the end of each route and 
wonders if switching trails might get them to a place of rest 
faster. She takes some time to journal what she knows about 
each trail and what pace she thinks she and Maggie would be 
able to go on each route.

Wanting to arrive at a town as soon as possible, which way should 
they go?

6.NS.B.2

Fluently divide multi-
digit numbers using the 
standard algorithm.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Which Way...

They should switch to the Winding River Road, as it 
will take them just over 4 days to arrive at the end.

Slithy Tove Mountain Pass
54 miles ÷ 7.5 miles per day = 7.2 days

Steep Ridge Way
83 miles ÷ 10 miles per day = 8.3 days

Winding River Road
105 miles ÷ 25 miles per day = 4.2 days

1 of 2

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

MidSchoolMath Which Way... 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?
Find each quotient.1)

Below is a table showing the average weight of various animals. Use the information to answer 
each question. Hint: 1 ton = 2,000 pounds.

2)

Kayla has a change jar into which she only puts quarters. The jar weighs 950 grams when it is 
empty. A quarter weighs 5.6 grams. After collecting quarters for a month, the jar weighs 5,934 
grams. How much money has Kayla saved?

3)

Carlos and Doug went on a road trip. They recorded how far 
they traveled each day in a travel journal. If they drove for a total 
of 30 hours, what was their average speed?

4)

The city of Vine View is building a new rectangular park for the townspeople. The park will have 
an area of 8,925 square yards. If the width of the park is to be 84 yards, how much fencing does 
the city need to surround the park?

5)

a) 40,584 ÷ 76

a) How many more tons does a blue whale weigh 
than a hippopotamus?

b) How many more tons does an African elephant 
weigh than a Kodiak bear?

b) 445 ÷ 6 c) 4,221 ÷ 35 d) 9,537 ÷ 33

534 74 120 289

A blue whale weighs 116.1 more tons than a 
hippopotamus.

An African elephant weighs 5.75 more tons 
than a Kodiak bear.

Kayla has saved $222.50.

Their average speed was 50 miles per hour.

The city will need 380.5 yards of fencing to surround the new park.

1
6

3
5
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Answer: They will travel 2093.4 miles, which will require approximately 38.06 gallons of gas. At $2.36 per 
gallon, they will need $89.82. They only have $82.93, which means they will be $6.89 short.

MidSchoolMath 1Enter the Dragon

6.NS.B.3

LESSON:  ENTER THE DRAGON

Many real-life situations require performing operations with decimals. In Enter the Dragon, Jill Sykes and 
her brother, Jake, discover that zombies have begun to overrun their hometown of Phoenix, Arizona. They 
know that they need to leave and get to safety quickly.  Jill knows of someone who has a safety compound in 
Savannah, Georgia. Jill and Jake need to determine if they have enough money to take them from Phoenix 
to Savannah. The data provided are a map showing distances along the route between the two cities and 
website information about the tank size and MPG of Jill’s car (a 2006 Prius), and the estimate of the average 
price of gasoline for that week.

Can they make it to safety at the Golden Dragon's compound in Savannah?

The Number System

Fluently add, subtract, multiply, and divide multi-digit decimals using the standard algorithm for 
each operation.

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Enter the Dragon Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: Can they make it to safety at the 
Golden Dragon's compound in Savannah?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to 
students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Enter the Dragon Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath 2Enter the Dragon

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

6.NS.B.3The Number System

Gladys: Assess your students' 
understanding of multi-digit whole 
number and decimal computation before 
introducing this standard.

Kevin: When possible, use a variety of 
representations (arrays, area models, 
number lines, etc.) to help students 
conceptualize the algorithms of decimal 
operations.

Megan: A focus on estimation and 
place value will help students determine 
the decimal point placement in sums, 
diff erences, products and quotients.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #6
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1

3

Determine the number of patrons in each category.

Use addition to fi nd total for the entire family.

Adults (2)

Seniors (1)
Children (3)

Adults Children Seniors

2 Use multiplication to calculate the entrance fees 
for each category.

12.50

$25.00
x        2

26.25
25.00

$62.75
+ 11.50

8.75

$26.25
x        3

11.50

$11.50
x        1
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ENTER THE DRAGON
Can they make it to safety at the Golden 
Dragon’s compound?
Jill Sykes and her brother, Jake, are running for their lives! They 
don’t have enough money to make it safely to Savannah from 
Phoenix in Jill’s Prius; together, they only have $82.93.  The Golden 
Dragon texts Jill to inform her that she can pick up an abandoned 
Chevrolet Volt in Dallas. She quickly looks up the information on 
her cell phone and sees that the Volt has better gas mileage. Use 
the artifacts below to determine whether Jill and Jake can make it 
safely to Savannah if they change to the Volt in Dallas.

6.NS.B.3

Fluently add, subtract, 
multiply, and divide 
multi-digit decimals using 
the standard algorithm 
for each operation.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Enter the Dragon 1 of 2

Distance to Dallas: 119.4 + 228.2 + 133.4 + 516.1 = 997.1 mi ÷ 55 mpg ≈ 18.13 gal × 2.36 ≈ $42.79
From Dallas to Savannah: 526.9 + 409.5 + 159.9 = 1096.3 mi ÷ 59 mpg ≈ 18.58 gal × 2.36 ≈ $43.85 
$42.79 + 43.85 = $86.64    $86.64 – 82.93 = $3.71
They still will not have enough money.

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

MidSchoolMath 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Enter the Dragon

Add.

70.64 + 0.0059 =2) 80.0025 + 4.301 =4)
+

1) 46.7
3.69

5.129
13.8+

3)

Subtract.

43.02 – 0.0078 =6) 103.6 – 84.209 =8)
–

5) 25.007
8.64

46.13
7.029–

7)

Multiply.

48.5 • 1.604 =10) 0.19 • 0.008 =12)
x

9) 12.4
3.7

11) 53.04
9.6x

Solve.

17) A pound of apples costs $1.29. How much will 4.5 pounds of apples cost?
Round your answer to the nearest cent.

18) A customer buys a piece of ribbon that is 9 meters long. She needs to cut it into equal pieces 
that are each 0.75 meters long. How many pieces can she cut from the ribbon?

Divide.

0.5208 ÷ 6.2 =14) 9 ÷ 1.5 =16)13) 43.464.1 15) 6.8750.5

50.39
70.6459

18.929
84.3035

16.367
43.0122

39.101
19.391

45.88

10.6 13.75

0.084 6

77.794
509.184

0.00152

1.29 • 4.5 = 5.805 
4.5 pounds of apples will cost $5.81.

9 ÷ 0.75 = 12
She can cut 12 pieces from the ribbon.
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Answer: The three guards will work together in 20 days. (The LCM of 2, 4, and 5 is 20.)

MidSchoolMath 1

Students often confuse factors, multiples, GCF and LCM. It is important that students get plentiful practice 
and are able to eventually defi ne each of these terms. In The Castle Guard, two new guards join Clayton at 
his post, the Westyrn Door. Clayton is a lonely guard who is grateful to have company, and he talks the ears 
off  of the other two guards, who don’t have much to say. The two new guards eventually leave for the day, 
leaving Clayton alone. He is so pleased to have had company, he immediately wonders when they will all 
be together again and is eager to fi gure it out. The data provided is the work schedule for each of the three 
guards.

LESSON:  THE CASTLE GUARD
When will all three of the guards work together again?

The Castle Guard

6.NS.B.4The Number System

Find the greatest common factor of two whole numbers less than or equal to 100 and the least 
common multiple of two whole numbers less than or equal to 12. Use the distributive property to 
express a sum of two whole numbers 1-100 with a common factor as a multiple of a sum of two 
whole numbers with no common factor. For example, express 36 + 8 as 4 (9 + 2).

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play The Castle Guard Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: When will all three of the guards 
work together again?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

3 Resolution

Play The Castle Guard Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath The Castle Guard

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

6.NS.B.4The Number System

2

Gladys: Help students identify clues in 
word problems to help them identify 
whether the solution will be a GCF (split 
something into smaller parts, arrange into 
groups) or LCM (fi nd something that happens 
at the same time). 

Kevin: Given numbers A and B, look out for 
students who don't see A or B as a factor or 
a multiple of itself.

Megan: A Venn diagram is a way to 
organize factors and multiples when 
fi nding LCM and GCF.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #3
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 List both factors and multiples.

Factors:

B: GCF: 6
    LCM: 36

Factors:

Multiples:

Multiples:

18: 1, 2, 3, 6, 9, 18

18: 1, 2, 3, 6, 9, 18

18: 18, 36, 54...

18: 18, 36, 54...

12: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 12

12: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 12

12: 12, 24, 36, 48...

12: 12, 24, 36, 48...

2

3

Identify common factors and multiples.

Identify GREATEST common factor and LEAST 
common multiple.
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THE CASTLE GUARD
When will all three of the guards work 
together again?
Clayton, Fiona, and Gustave are all guards for the Westyrn Door. 
They each work on a rotating basis, and sometimes they all three 
end up together.  The King, though, has recently changed the 
work schedules for the guards and has decreed it in the offi  cial 
Guard Calendyr.

They are all working together this day, but Clayton is already 
eager to be with his friends again. Use the Guard Calendyr to help 
Clayton determine when all three guards will work together again.

6.NS.B.4

Find the greatest 
common factor of two 
whole numbers less than 
or equal to 100 and the 
least common multiple of 
two whole numbers less 
than or equal to 12. Use 
the distributive property 
to express a sum of two 
whole numbers 1-100 
with a common factor 
as a multiple of a sum of 
two whole numbers with 
no common factor. For 
example, express 36 + 8 as 
4 (9 + 2).

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath The Castle Guard 1 of 2

The three guards will work together in __________ days.30

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

List the factors of each set of numbers. 
Circle the common factors. Determine 
the greatest common factor (GCF).

List the fi rst 7 multiples of each set of 
numbers. Circle the common multiples. 
Determine the least common multiple (LCM).

For each sum or diff erence, factor out the GCF, and rewrite the sum or diff erence. 
Ex: 8 + 12 = 4(2 + 3)

Read each problem. Determine if multiples (LCM) or factors (GCF) are needed to answer the question. 
Then fi nd the solution.

1) 2)

3)

Anjelah is making snack bags for a hiking trip with her friends. She has 28 granola bars and 35 
packs of string cheese. If the snack bags are to be identical without any food left over, how many 
snack bags can Anjelah make? 
LCM or GCF

4)

Tony and Ming are two salesmen who periodically go to New York for one day of work. Tony 
comes to New York every 15 days and Ming comes every 24 days. Today, both are in New York. 
When will both salesmen be in New York again?    
LCM or GCF

5)

During a radio giveaway, every 26th caller receives a signed poster from a popular country music 
artist. Every 65th caller receives tickets to the concert. Which caller number will receive both a 
signed poster and tickets to the concert?    
 LCM or GCF

6)

Anya bought 12 oranges, 20 apples, and 16 pears to put in baskets for her party. If she wants to 
use all the fruit and wants the baskets to be identical, how many baskets can Anya make?     
LCM or GCF

7)

MidSchoolMath 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

35 + 14a) 30 – 25b) 18 + 42c) 26 – 13d)

The Castle Guard

7(5 + 2)

Anjelah can make 7 snack bags, each with 4 granola bars and 5 string cheese packs.

Tony and Ming will both be in New York in 120 days (or about 4 months).

The 130th caller will receive both the poster and the concert tickets.

Anya can make 4 baskets, each with 3 oranges, 5 apples, and 4 pears.

5(6 – 5) 6(3 + 7) 13(2 – 1)
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Answer: Sea Level is 0 feet in elevation. Because Badwater Basin is below sea level in Death Valley, CA, its    
elevation is represented by a negative number (-282 feet). 

MidSchoolMath 1

Negative numbers are used in many instances, so exposing students to real-world representations of them is crucial 
for their current understanding and for future learning.  During Weather Bear, twins Jordan and Jon Wonder, owners 
of Wonder Toys, are both out testing their latest creation, Weather Bear.  Jon is in Denver, Colorado and gets many 
weather readings, including a positive elevation of 5,280 feet. Jordan, meanwhile, is in Death Valley, California and is 
getting a negative reading.  He questions if his Weather Bear is defective. Students are to reason why the Weather Bear 
would give a negative reading.  The data provided is a postcard of each geographic location, with some information, 
including the elevation.

LESSON:  WEATHER BEAR
Why would the Weather Bear show a negative altitude?

Weather Bear

6.NS.C.5The Number System

Understand that positive and negative numbers are used together to describe quantities having 
opposite directions or values (e.g. temperature above/below zero, elevation above/below sea 
level, credits/debits, positive/negative electric charge); use positive and negative numbers to 
represent quantities in real-world contexts, explaining the meaning of 0 in each situation.

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Weather Bear Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: Why would the Weather Bear show 
a negative altitude?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What are 
your ideas?" 

•

•

•

1

3 Resolution

Play Weather Bear Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

MidSchoolMath 2Weather Bear

6.NS.C.5The Number System

Gladys: Use vertical number lines to help stu-
dents understand "above" and "below" and use 
horizontal number lines to clarify "right" and 
"left."

Kevin: Remind students to pay attention to the 
details of the number lines they see, particularly 
the scale. To read data accurately on a number 
line, students need to be able to identify the 
intervals used on the number line scale.

Megan: Help students understand that al-
though "0" is an important point on a number 
line, a context can determine what values will 
be important to show on a number line and 
whether "0" is essential.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #4
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1

3

Determine the number to represent a dive with 
depth of 50 feet.

Select option that is less than -50 (deeper than 50 
feet).

B: -44 > -50

D: 93 > -50

-50

A: -65 feet

A: -65 < -50

C: 82 > -50

2 Compare all answer options to -50.
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WEATHER BEAR
What should the Weather Bear 
display?
For quality control purposes, the Wonder twins decided to send 
Weather Bear to friends in three other locations, during the month 
of March, to test the display. They send Weather Bear to Iceland, 
Denmark, and Nepal.

Based on the given information for each location, determine what 
Weather Bear should display.

6.NS.C.5

Understand that positive 
and negative numbers are 
used together to describe 
quantities having opposite 
directions or values (e.g. 
temperature above/below 
zero, elevation above/
below sea level, credits/
debits, positive/negative 
electric charge); use positive 
and negative numbers to 
represent quantities in real-
world contexts, explaining 
the meaning of 0 in each 
situation.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Weather Bear 1 of 2

Reykjavik, Iceland

Temperature: 2° below 0° C

Precipitation: 40%

Elevation: 174 feet above 
       sea level

Lammefj ord, Denmark

Temperature: 2° above 0° C

Precipitation: 29%

Elevation: 23 feet below  
       sea level

Namche Bazaar, Nepal

Temperature: 3° below 0° C

Precipitation: 3%

Elevation: 11,286 feet  
       above sea level

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

Plot and label each temperature on the thermometer.1)

Determine the highest and lowest temperature you plotted.2)

MidSchoolMath Weather Bear 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Complete Lorraine’s check register using the following information.

After getting coff ee, Lorraine got a haircut and spent $45. She then went home, 
checked her mail, and received a birthday card with a check for $150! She immedi-
ately deposited her gift. The next day, Lorraine sent in her car payment for $422.30 
and paid her car insurance bill for $109. 82.

4)

40°C

-10°C

-20°C

-50°C

80°C

30°C

-70°C

90°C

Warmest Temperature: Coldest Temperature:
90°C

The diff erence between the warmest and coldest 
temperatures is 160°C.

-70°C

What is the diff erence between the warmest and the coldest 
temperatures you plotted?

3)
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Answer: Lucinda should place the fi nal tomato at -4, the olives at 2, 3, -4, and -5, and the pickles at 5, -2, 
and -3.  There is no need for an additional pepperoncini as zero has no opposite.

MidSchoolMath 1The Sandwich Artist

6.NS.C.6aThe Number System

Recognize opposite signs of numbers as indicating locations on opposite sides of 0 on the number 
line; recognize that the opposite of the opposite of a number is the number itself, e.g., -(-3) = 3, 
and that 0 is its own opposite.

The ability to recognize the signs of opposite numbers both conceptually and visually on a number line 
encourages students to use rational thinking and enhances their knowledge of number sense. In The  
Sandwich Artist, Chef Pierre is training new chef Lucinda on his ways. He introduces her to the sandwich 
ruler, which will help to make "ze perfect" sandwich. Lucinda recognizes that the ruler is a number line 
running from -10 to 10 with zero exactly in the middle. Chef Pierre explains that the rule to create "ze 
perfect" sandwich is to place the toppings at opposite locations along the sandwich ruler. Chef Pierre starts 
a sandwich which Lucinda must fi nish. The data provided is an image of the ruler and the sandwich with 
various toppings in specifi c positions.

LESSON:  THE SANDWICH ARTIST
Where should she place the rest of the sandwich toppings?

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play The Sandwich Artist Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: Where should she place the rest of 
the sandwich toppings?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play The Sandwich Artist Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath The Sandwich Artist

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

6.NS.C.6aThe Number System

2

Gladys: Provide students with many 
opportunities to explore the idea of opposites 
with fractions and decimals, in addition to 
whole numbers.

Kevin: During this standard, emphasize that 
putting a negative sign in front of a number 
changes the direction of the number (from 
positive to negative or from negative to 
positive).

Megan: Using the language "the opposite of" 
will help move students toward understanding 
that a variable does not always represent a 
positive number.  For example, -p = 3 tells us 
that "the opposite of p is 3."   So p = -3.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #2
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Analyze the given values.

m = -3

p = -2
q = -q           q and -q are the same number

q = 0

n = -m          n = the opposite of m

n = -3

D

2

3

Determine the values of n and q.

Select the number line with the values plotted 
correctly.
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THE SANDWICH ARTIST
Where should she place the rest of the 
sandwich toppings?
New chef Lucinda is working on her own for the fi rst time and 
is determined to make Chef Pierre proud by creating ze perfect 
sandwich. According to Chef Pierre, ze perfect sandwich is one on 
which ze toppings are exactly symmetrical.

Lucinda has started the sandwich below and now must complete 
it.  Pickles are at -5 and -2. Olives are at -4, -3, 0, and 4. Tomatoes 
are at 0 and 4. 

Use the sandwich ruler to help Lucinda place the rest of the 
toppings correctly.

6.NS.C.6a

Recognize opposite signs 
of numbers as indicating 
locations on opposite 
sides of 0 on the number 
line; recognize that the 
opposite of the opposite 
of a number is the 
number itself, e.g., -(-3) 
= 3, and that 0 is its own 
opposite.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath The Sandwich Artist

5 and 2

-4

3

1 of 2

Pickles should be placed at:

Olives should be placed at:

Tomatoes should be placed at:

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

Graph and label the following points on the 
number line:
a = -1, b = -a, c = 1.5, d = -c, e = 0, f = -e

The boat launch is located at 0, and the swimming area is 4 units away, as pictured on the 
number line below.
• The picnic area is located 10 units away from the swimming area, in the direction of the boat   
   launch. Label the picnic area as point P below.
• The distance between the diner and the boat launch is the same as the distance between the  
  picnic area and the boat launch, but in the opposite direction. Label the diner as point D on     
  the number line.

1)

3)

State the opposite of each number 
in the chart below.

8)

What is the opposite of the opposite 
of 22.2?

5)

Graph the opposites of the points plotted below and label them with the same letter.7)

What is the opposite of 12 feet above sea 
level? What number represents it?

4)

In the chart below, choose six numbers and 
state their opposites.

9)

What is the opposite of the opposite 
of -35     ?

6)

2)

MidSchoolMath 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

The Sandwich Artist

3
8

3
8

3
8

3
8

3
8

The opposite of a debit of $25 is a credit of 
$25. It can be represented by 25.

The opposite of the opposite of 22.2 is 22.2.
-(-22.2) = 22.2

The opposite of 12 feet above sea level is 12 feet 
below sea level. It can be represented by -12.

The opposite of the opposite of -35     is -35     .
-(-(-35    )) = -35

What is the opposite of a debit of $25?
What number represents it?
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22

Answer: Clue #1: (-10, 5) Clue #2: (-20, 6) Clue #3: (-14, 21) Clue #4: (0, -13) Clue #5: (15, 0) 
Clue #6: (18, -9) Clue #7: (0, -20)

MidSchoolMath 1

Understanding the location and relationship of coordinates based on the signs is key for students to 
successfully navigate the xy-plane. In Treasure Trail, JT Cornichon is a blogger and geocaching enthusiast. 
He tells of being contacted by a woman named Cat, a descendant of the famous Forrest Fenn. Cat is seeking 
his help to follow a treasure map she recently came upon in some of her late father’s belongings.  Cat has 
a gridded map and seven clues, which she hopes JT can help her decipher. The data provided are the map 
with the legend and the fi rst clue, and still shots of the remaining six clues.

LESSON: TREASURE TRAIL
What coordinates did they follow to fi nd treasure?

Treasure Trail

6.NS.C.6bThe Number System

Understand signs of numbers in ordered pairs as indicating locations in quadrants of the coordinate 
plane; recognize that when two ordered pairs diff er only by signs, the locations of the points are 
related by refl ections across one or both axes.

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Treasure Trail Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: What coordinates did they follow 
to fi nd the treasure?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to 
students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Treasure Trail Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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23MidSchoolMath 2Treasure Trail

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

6.NS.C.6bThe Number System

Gladys: Review with students ordered pairs and 
how they work. Emphasize that an ordered pair 
is two numbers that describe a single location 
on the coordinate plane, either in one of the 
four quadrants, on the origin, or on an axis. 

Kevin: To help students visualize the 
relationship between a point and its refl ection 
over an axis, provide mirrors or tracing paper 
that students can use as tools.

Megan: Ordered pairs and their refl ections 
over an axis diff er only by signs. Consider 
distributing lists of such ordered pairs and their 
refl ections for students to analyze, so that they 
may discover the relationship for themselves.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #6
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1

2

Refl ect original point over x-axis. (Imitate a mirror on 
the graph image.)

Refl ect new point over y-axis. (Imitate a mirror on the 
graph image.)

x-coordinate remains: y-coordinate is opposite 

x-coordinate is opposite: y-coordinate remains

(a, b)           (a, -b)

(a, -b)           (-a, -b)
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TREASURE TRAIL
What coordinates did they follow to fi nd 
the treasure?
JT and Cat are on the hunt for the new treasure. Cat discovered 
another map while cleaning out her family’s basement. The fi rst 
clue led them to the point (4, 7).

Use the clues below to help them determine the path to the 
treasure.

6.NS.C.6b

Understand signs of 
numbers in ordered pairs 
as indicating locations in 
quadrants of the coordi-
nate plane; recognize that 
when two ordered pairs 
diff er only by signs, the 
locations of the points 
are related by refl ections 
across one or both axes.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Treasure Trail 1 of 2

Clue #1: (4, 7)
Clue #2: (-6, -3)
Clue #3: (5, 2)
Clue #4: (1, -3)
Clue #5: (2, 8)
Clue #6: (-4, -6)
Clue #7: (-2, -1)

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

Given original points (a, b) and (c, d), 
graph and label the following: 
(-a, b), (a, -b), (-c, -d), (c, -d).

1) Graph and label rectangle A with the 
vertices (-7, 5), (1, 5), (1, 1), (-7, 1).
Graph the refl ection of rectangle A over 
the x-axis. Label it rectangle B.

2)

MidSchoolMath Treasure Trail 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Triangle A is shown on the graph below. 
Label the coordinates of the vertices for 
triangle A. Graph and label the coordinates 
of its refl ection over the y-axis.

3)

Point P is given as (-3, 6).4)

Point H is given as (0, -1).5)

What are the coordinates when refl ected 
over the x-axis?

a)

What are the coordinates when refl ected 
over the x-axis?

a)

What are the coordinates when refl ected 
over the y-axis?

b)

What are the coordinates when refl ected 
over the y-axis?

b)

What are the coordinates when refl ected 
over the x-axis and y-axis?

c)

What are the coordinates when refl ected 
over the x-axis and y-axis?

c)

(-3, -6)

(3, 6)

(3, -6)

(0, 1)

(0, -1)

(0, 1)

III IV

I II x-axis y-axis

Determine in which quadrant each point 
lies - (I, II, III or IV):

6) For each pair of points, determine over 
which axis the points are refl ected.

7)

(-8, -9); (8, -9)b)(-9, -3)  (5     , -3)  

(5,  8)  (-8.75, 1.5)

1
2

2
3

2
3(0.5,     ); (0.5,-     )a)
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Answer: Team Alpha – Tanzania (36, -8); Team Beta – Argentina (-66, -32); Team Charlie – New Mexico, USA (-108, 
32); Team Delta – Russia (60, 56); Team Echo – Arabian Sea (66, 8); and Team Foxtrot – Australia  (120, -28).

MidSchoolMath 1

Students should be able to plot any point on any number line or coordinate plane. During Special Intelligence, 
Chief Intelligence Offi  cer LaPointe addresses her agents (the students), informing them that digital 
communications are down. There is a dire need to track the intelligence teams currently out in the fi eld, 
so they will have to rely on old-school methods to get the initial location of each team. The data provided 
are a gridded Universal Transverse Mercator map of the world and a Telex Transmission printout with the 
coordinates of six teams.

LESSON:  SPECIAL INTELLIGENCE
Where are your special ops teams located?

Special Intelligence

6.NS.C.6cThe Number System

Find and position integers and other rational numbers on a horizontal or vertical number line 
diagram; fi nd and position pairs of integers and other rational numbers on a coordinate plane.

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Special Intelligence Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: Where are your special ops teams 
located?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to 
students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Special Intelligence Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath 2Special Intelligence

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

6.NS.C.6cThe Number System 

Gladys: Review with students ordered pairs 
and how they work, along with vocabulary 
associated with the coordinate plane.

Kevin: Ensure students have practice 
plotting both decimal and fractional 
coordinates, in addition to integer 
coordinates.

Megan: Give students opportunities to 
work with coordinate planes that display 
the scale diff erently (e.g., scale has no 
labels, scale is labeled every 5 units, etc.)

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #4
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 List points that are plotted.

(-4, 3), (4, 3), and (-3, -4).

B: (3, -4)
2 Find answer option that isn't plotted.
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SPECIAL INTELLIGENCE
Where are your special ops teams 
located?
Chief Intelligence Offi  cer LaPointe just reported that there are six 
special ops teams currently unaccounted for. She is requesting 
the coordinates for the last known locations of those teams.

Use the UTM map to determine the coordinates for each team.
Write the coordinates in the Telex Transmission below.

6.NS.C.6c

Find and position integers 
and other rational 
numbers on a horizontal 
or vertical number 
line diagram; fi nd and 
position pairs of integers 
and other rational 
numbers on a coordinate 
plane.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Special Intelligence 1 of 2

(96, 48)

(168, -48)

(-102, 64)

(-48, -16)

(48, -24)

(-30, 72)

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

Finish labeling the scale on the number line. Then plot each integer on the number line, and label 
it with the corresponding letter.

Plot each rational number on the number line, and label it with the corresponding letter.

1)

2)

MidSchoolMath Special Intelligence 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

-10 0 -21 -18 5a) b) c) d) e)

-4 3.25 -2 0.5 -1.5f) g) h) i) j)3
4

Write the coordinates for each location on the map.3)

Library:

Baseball Stadium:

Grocery Store:

Hospital:

School:

Movie Theater:

Plot each point on the coordinate plane, and label 
it with the corresponding letter.

4)

(-2, 0) (3, 2)

(4, -4)

(0, -5)(-5, -3)

(-1, 4)

How might this standard appear on a test?

L (4, 0)

M (0, -3.5)

N (0, 4)

E (5, 1)

F (-4, 5)

G (-2      , 3)1
2

X (-4, -2)

Y (3, -4     )

Z (0, 0)

1
2
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Answer: -3 > -7; -3 is greater than -7 because it is to the 
right of -7 on the number line. -3°C is warmer than -7°C.

MidSchoolMath 1

Understanding the relationship between numbers is perhaps the most fundamental concept in the number system. In Snow School, Gwen and 
Nash are on the mountainside, and as the day progresses, they are sure to take careful note of the change in temperature. The latest temperature 
reading is -7 degrees Celsius, and prior to that it was -3 degrees Celsius. Nash makes a comment that the temperature is rising, but Gwen asks 
him to think about it again. She draws a number line in the snow to help Nash see and compare the change in temperature. The data provided 
is an image of the two temperature readings, as well as an image of the number line in the snow.

LESSON:  SNOW SCHOOL
Where should Nash place the temperatures on the number line?

How should he write his statement?

Snow School

6.NS.C.7a-bThe Number System
Interpret statements of inequality as statements about the relative position of two numbers on a number line diagram. 
For example, interpret -3 > -7 as a statement that -3 is located to the right of -7 on a number line oriented from left to right.

Write, interpret, and explain statements of order for rational numbers in real-world contexts. For example, write -3°C > 
-7°C to express the fact that -3°C is warmer than -7°C.

Immersion

Play Snow School Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: Where should Nash place the 
temperatures on the number line? How should he write 
his statement?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to 
students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Snow School Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

The Math SimulatorTM 
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath 2Snow School

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

6.NS.C.7a-bThe Number System

Gladys: Students have had previous 
experience using symbols to compare 
whole numbers and decimals in Grades 4 
and 5. Review the symbols (>, < and =) and 
how to read them (e.g.,  4.25 < 6 is read four 
and twenty-fi ve hundredths is less than 6).

Kevin: Consider discussing the term 
"inequality."  What does it mean? What can 
each inequality symbol tell us about the 
relationship between two numbers?

Megan: Make use of both horizontal and 
vertical number lines to help students write 
and interpret inequality statements.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #5
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1

3

Interpret the inequality.

Choose the option that matches the number lines.

-52.7 is greater than -53.5

C: -52.7 is above -53.5 on a vertical number line.

2 Sketch number lines and plot numbers.

0-52-53-54

-5
2.

7

-5
3.

5
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SNOW SCHOOL
Where should Nash place the temperatures 
on the number line? 
How should he write his statement?
Over the next two hours Gwen and Nash made their way higher 
up the mountain. Nash took two more temperature readings. The 
fi rst temperature reading was -10°C and the second was -9°C.  
Gwen wanted to make sure that Nash understood the lesson from 
before, so she asked him to repeat the process. 

Where should Nash place the temperatures on the number line, 
and how should he write his statement?

-9 > -10
    OR
-10 < 9

-9 is greater than -10 because it is to the right 
of -10 on the number line. -10 is less than -9 
because it is to the left of -9.

-9°C is warmer than -10°C.
-10°C is colder than -9°C.

6.NS.C.7a-b

Interpret statements of 
inequality as statements about 
the relative position of two 
numbers on a number line 
diagram. For example, interpret 
-3 > -7 as a statement that -3 is 
located to the right of -7 on a 
number line oriented from left 
to right.

Write, interpret, and explain 
statements of order for 
rational numbers in real-world 
contexts. For example, write 
-3°C > -7°C to express the fact 
that -3°C is warmer than -7°C.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Snow School 1 of 2

Place the two temperatures on a number line:

Write an inequality statement comparing the two values, and explain what it means.

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

MidSchoolMath 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Snow School

The table shows the average monthly minimum temperature of several U.S. cities.
Decide whether each statement about the temperature is true or false. 

5)

Examine the inequality -3 > -16. Fill in the blanks below with the terms right or left to make the 
statement true.

1)

a) b)-3 is greater than -16 because it is located 
to the __________ of -16 on the number 
line.

-16 is less than -3 because it is located 
to the __________ of -3 on the number line.

For each situation below, write an inequality to compare the values, and explain the meaning of 
the inequality in terms of relative position on a number line.

2)

a) b)The elevation of New Orleans, Louisiana
 is -7 feet, and the elevation of Heber, 
California is -16 feet.

Elliot had a score of -2 in trivia, and Cameron 
had a score of -5.

Given this set of numbers {2, -4, 7, -7, 11, -13, 15, -17}:3)

a)

b)

Plot each number on the number line. Then write them in order from least to greatest.

Write three inequalities to compare some of the numbers.

c) -3.7            -3.8 d) -45            -50

Compare each pair of numbers. Use >, <, or =.4)

a) -4            4 b) 3
4 - 1

2

right left

-7 > -16
New Orleans has a higher elevation than 
Heber because -7 is to the right of -16 on a 
number line.

Elliot’s score is higher than Cameron’s 
because -2 is to the right of -5 on a number 
line.

-2 > -5

Least to greatest:
-17, -13, -7, -4, 2, 7, 11, 15

Answers will vary.

-17 < -15

< > > >

7 > -7 -4 > -13
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22

Answer: Rob had 16 good days and only 8 bad days, but the magnitudes told a diff erent story. The 
average of his good days was only |2.75| = 2.75, while the average of his bad days was |-7.75| = 7.75. This 
means Rob has really bad days, while his good days are just moderately good.

MidSchoolMath 1

The ability to understand rational numbers and interpret them in real world situations is a skill that will be helpful in life, especially 
for managing money. In Day by Day, Rob has started a new job at Wonder Toys.  We see him throughout his fi rst 30 days with the 
company in both success and failure.  After 30 days, his boss, Miss Brooks, provides him the results of his 30-day evaluation.  He 
thinks that it is positive as he has had more "good" days than "bad" days, but Miss Brooks explains that they are looking at the 
magnitude of the scores themselves.  The data provided is Rob’s 30-Day Evaluation Report.

LESSON:  DAY BY DAY
What is she talking about?

Day by Day

6.NS.C.7cThe Number System

Understand the absolute value of a rational number as its distance from 0 on the number line; 
interpret absolute value as a magnitude for a positive or negative quantity in a real-world situation. 
For example, for an account balance of -30 dollars, write |-30| = 30 to describe the size of the debt in 
dollars.

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Day by Day Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: What is she talking about?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What are 
your ideas?" 

•

•

•

1

3 Resolution

Play Day by Day Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainervvv as available.

•

•

•

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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23MidSchoolMath Day by Day

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

6.NS.C.7cThe Number System

2

Gladys: Help students understand that 
distance is always a positive value, telling 
how far something is from something else, 
without regard to direction.

Kevin: Give students opportunities to 
determine absolute value of decimals and 
fractions, in addition to integers.

Megan: When interpreting absolute 
value as a magnitude, in a real-world 
context, writing out sentences may help 
students better understand. For example, a 
checking account balance of -$45 could be 
interpreted as "The checking account was 
overdrawn by $45."

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #5
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1

2

3

Recall the meaning of absolute value.

Determine the distance each point is from zero.

Choose the point that is the furthest from zero.

Absolute value is the distance a number is from 
zero on the number line.

Point A: 5 units away

A: Point A

Point C: 0 units away
Point D: 1 unit away
Point E: 4 units away

Point B: 3 units away
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DAY BY DAY
What is she talking about?

Miss Brooks has a new assistant at Wonder Toys named Mary 
Smithson.  The time has come for Mary’s 30-day evaluation.  Based 
on the number of bad days, Mary thinks she may lose her job.  
Miss Brooks explains that, along with the number of good and 
bad days, she has to also look at the magnitude of the good and 
bad days to determine her job performance.

Use Mary Smithson’s evaluation to explain what Miss Brooks 
is talking about and to determine whether Mary has a good 
evaluation or a poor evaluation.

6.NS.C.7c

Understand the absolute 
value of a rational 
number as its distance 
from 0 on the number 
line; interpret absolute 
value as a magnitude for 
a positive or negative 
quantity in a real-world 
situation. For example, for 
an account balance of -30 
dollars, write |-30| = 30 to 
describe the size of the debt 
in dollars.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Day by Day

Number of good days: 10
Number of bad days: 14
Average of good scores: 81 ÷ 10 = 8.1
Average of bad scores: -30 ÷ 14 ≈ -2.1
The number of Mary’s bad days outweighs the number of her good days; however, the good days are mostly on 
the higher end of the scale, where the bad days are just barely on the bad side. The magnitude (absolute value) 
of the good day average is 8.1, and the magnitude (absolute value) of the bad day average is only 2.1. Even 
though Mary had more bad days, the magnitude of the good day average is 4 times that of the bad day average. 
Mary has a good overall evaluation.

1 of 2

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

MidSchoolMath 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Day by Day

The chart below shows transactions Kim has made using her bank account.

In the space provided, rewrite each as a rational number to refl ect the monetary change.

If Kim’s starting balance was $1,235.90, what was her balance after the transactions above?

1)

a)

b)

$1,221.06

-$75.00

20 meters below sea level

a debit of $56.00

7

0

1

8.2

7

121

Sub A: -125     Sub B: -50     Sub C: -250

The bird traveled 38 miles from its original location.

Sub B, Sub A, Sub C

Using the chart below, determine the value of -n, 
n + 1, -(n + 1) and |n|, based on the given values 
for n. Then graph the values on the number line.

Determine each value.

|-7|

|0|

|1    |

|8.2|

|7|

|-121|

For each pair, determine which has the greater magnitude (or absolute value).

Three submarines are traveling in the deep sea. Submarine A is 125 meters below sea level; 
Submarine B is 50 meters below sea level; and Submarine C is 250 meters below sea level.

A bird fl ew 24 miles south, 35 miles north, and then 49 miles south. How far did it travel from its 
original location?

3)2)

a)

c)

e)

b)

d)

f)

4)

5)

6)

$45.00 or -$75.00a)

Represent each depth as a rational 
number.

List the submarines in order of their 
depth, from least deep to deepest.

a) b)

12 meters above sea level or 20 meters below sea levelb)

a debit of $56.00 or a credit of $23.00c)

3
4

3
4
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Answer: The fi rst, third, and fourth statements are false. All the others are true.

MidSchoolMath 1

The concept of absolute value can be confusing for students, especially when relating it to numerical order. 
In Coff ee Accounting, Victor is a barista in a coff ee shop who has a misunderstanding with a customer. He tells 
the customer that he has a "negative debt" on his account balance. Victor’s sister, Analisa, who is a CPA, over-
hears the conversation and off ers to clarify Victor’s understanding of absolute value and numerical order. 
The data provided are the coff ee shop’s account balance ledger and a set of seven statements that Analisa 
writes about those balances.

LESSON: COFFEE ACCOUNTING
Which statements are true based on the account balances?

Coff ee Accounting

6.NS.C.7dThe Number System

Distinguish comparisons of absolute value from statements about order. For example, recognize 
that an account balance less than -30 dollars represents a debt greater than 30 dollars.

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Coff ee Accounting Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: Which statements are true based 
on the account balances?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What are 
your ideas?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to 
students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathemati-
cal insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Coff ee Accounting Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath 2Coff ee Accounting

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

6.NS.C.7dThe Number System

Gladys: Remind students that absolute 
value doesn't "make a number positive."  It 
states the distance a number is from zero.  

Kevin: Help students see that the order of 
absolute values of positive numbers is the 
same as the order of the numbers them-
selves.

Megan: Help students see that the order 
of absolute values of negative numbers is 
the opposite of the order of the numbers 
themselves.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #3
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Analyze number line.

a is negative; b is positive.
a is further away from 0 than b.

A: a > b     

B: |a| > |b |  

C: Both are true. False.

True.D: Neither are true.

False; negative numbers are less than 
positive numbers.

False; a's distance from 0 is greater than 
b's distance from 0.

2 Determine if each statement is true.
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COFFEE ACCOUNTING
Which statements are true based on the 
account balances?
Victor works at The Big Friendly Java coff ee shop and is often 
confused about how to express account balances in the house 
account log. Recently his sister, Analisa, helped him by creating 
some true/false statements about the listings in the house account 
log. She has added two more statements to the list.

1) Ryan O’Connell’s debt is less than Elena Maestas’ debt.

2) Kim Wing has a debt greater than 25 dollars.

Use the house account balances, shown in the log below, to 
determine whether these statements are true or false. Explain 
your answer.

6.NS.C.7d

Distinguish comparisons 
of absolute value from 
statements about order. 
For example, recognize 
that an account balance 
less than -30 dollars 
represents a debt greater 
than 30 dollars.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Coff ee Accounting 1 of 2

1) This statement is true. Even though |-1.50| is less than |29|, only negative amounts represent 
debts.

2) This statement is false. The absolute value of -50 is greater than the absolute value of -25, so 
Kim’s debt is greater than $25.

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

MidSchoolMath 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Coff ee Accounting

The manager of The Big Friendly Java coff ee shop wants to know who has a debt greater than 
$20. Use the house account balances on the previous page to tell who would be included.
Explain why.

1)

Lars Gusterson, a customer at The Big Friendly Java, also owes 24 dollars to 
the pastry shop. To which store does he owe more? Explain your answer.

2)

Sonar detects fi ve artifacts underwater in the area of an ancient sunken 
city. The artifacts are measured at depths of 82 meters, 106 meters, 251 
meters, 317 meters, and 394 meters. Divers can only go -330 meters. How 
many artifacts can they retrieve? Use the idea of absolute value to explain 
your answer.

5)

A person began walking every day to lose weight. This chart shows the change in weight each 
month, in pounds.

3)

Tomo owes $5 to her friend Madison and $7.50 to her friend Anika. Her friend Kyra owes her 
$6.75, and her friend Elena owes her $4.50. Which is greater: the amount that Tomo owes to her 
friends or the amount her friends owe her? Express the diff erence as an integer.

4)

Write an integer to represent the weight change each month. Put the integers in order from 
least to greatest.

Now put the values in order from the least amount of change to the greatest amount of 
change.

Why are the two lists diff erent? (Use the idea of absolute value in your answer.)

a)

b)

c)

The people who have debts greater than $20 are Lars Gusterson and Kim Wing. The absolute values of both -38 and 
-50 are greater than the absolute value of -20. (The people with positive values are not counted because they do 
not have debt.)

He owes more to the coff ee shop because a debt of 24 dollars (-24) is less than a debt of 
(-38). The absolute value of -38 is greater than the absolute value of -24.

-8, -3, +2, +5

|+2|, |-3|, |+5|, |-8|

The values are ordered by their sign. The amount of change is based on absolute value.

The amount that Tomo owes her friends is greater. She owes them a total of $12.50, but her friends 
only owe her a total of $11.25. The absolute value of 12.50 is greater than the absolute value of 
11.25. The diff erence can be shown as -$1.25 because it represents Tomo’s debt.

They can retrieve all but the last artifact. The absolute value of -330 is 330, which means that the 
artifact at 394 meters is at a greater depth than the divers can reach.
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Answer: The coordinates for Ysabela are (5, 3), and the coordinates for San Vicente are (5, -2).

MidSchoolMath 1The Mark of Zero

6.NS.C.8The Number System

Solve real-world and mathematical problems by graphing points in all four quadrants of the 
coordinate plane. Include use of coordinates and absolute value to fi nd distances between points 
with the same fi rst coordinate or the same second coordinate.

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play The Mark of Zero Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: What are the coordinates for 
Ysabela and San Vicente? ¿Cuáles son las coordenadas 
de Ysabela y San Vicente?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What are 
your ideas?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to 
students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play The Mark of Zero Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Analyzing and solving problems including the graphing of points on a coordinate plane encourages students to use higher order 
thinking on a topic that they have previously mastered. In The Mark of Zero, crime fi ghter Zero is searching for the famous "El Malo" 
in hopes of taking him and his bandits down. During her search, she encounters Bernardo who is from the area and may be of 
some help. She shows him the map she has created to help her locate both her allies and "El Malo." Using Bernardo’s knowledge 
of the area and her map they need to determine the exact locations of Ysabela and San Vicente. The data provided is Zero’s map 
and an image of Zero and Bernardo discussing the locations.

LESSON: THE MARK OF ZERO
What are the coordinates for Ysabela and San Vicente?
¿Cuáles son las coordenadas de Ysabela y San Vicente?

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath 2The Mark of Zero

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

6.NS.C.8The Number System

Gladys: Help students see that distance 
between two points can be found even if 
they are not in the same quadrant.

Kevin: Most grade 6 students aren't ready 
for subtraction with negative numbers, 
so consider using absolute value to fi nd 
distance to 0 (either the x- or y-axis), one 
ordered pair at a time. Then students can 
add those distances to fi nd total distance 
between points.

Megan: Give students opportunities to 
apply the skills of this standard to rational 
numbers, including fractions and decimals.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #4
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Sketch a graph. Realize the points make a vertical 
line, as x-coordinates are the same.

|6| = 6       |-15| = 15

6 units + 15 units = 21 units

2

3

Find the distance between each y-coordinate and 0.

Find total distance.

x

y

(2, -15)

(2, 6)6

-15

2
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THE MARK OF ZERO
What are the coordinates for Torreón and 
Zamora? ¿Cuáles son las coordenadas de 
Torreón y Zamora?

Zero and Bernardo are still tracking “El Malo,” hoping to bring him 
down.  Zero has more allies in the area and has drawn a map to help 
fi nd them. Bernardo provides her with the following information:
Rincon and Torreón are the same distance apart as Torreón and 
Zamora but in diff erent directions.  Torreón lies due east of Rincon, 
and Zamora lies due south of Torreón, 4 miles past the river. 

Help Bernardo and Zero determine the coordinates for Torreón 
and Zamora.

6.NS.C.8

Solve real-world and 
mathematical problems 
by graphing points in 
all four quadrants of the 
coordinate plane. Include 
use of coordinates and 
absolute value to fi nd 
distances between 
points with the same fi rst 
coordinate or the same 
second coordinate.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath The Mark of Zero

The coordinates for Torreón are (7, 3), and the coordinates for Zamora are (7, -4).

1 of 2

Torreón
(7, 3)

Zamora
(7, -4)

4 miles

not drawn to scale

3 miles
7 miles

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

Plot and label the following points on the graph:
A(-2, 1), B(6, 1), C(6, -7), D(1, -7), E(3, 2), F(3, 8), 
G(-2, -6), H(-2, 6)

1)

The graph below shows the location on a map of the local diner, airport, swimming pool, picnic 
area, and park & ride. The diner is located at (-5, 5). Using the graph and the information below, 
label the coordinates of each location.

2)

How far apart are points A & G?a)

Graph the point above and label it point 
I.

e)

Graph the point above and label it point 
J.

g)

Which two sets of points are equal 
distances apart?

b)

Which two points are exactly 6 units 
apart?

c)

Write the coordinates of a point 
that is in Quadrant 4 and 3 units 
from point B.

f)

What are the coordinates of a point that 
is 2 units from A and 5 units from G?

d)

MidSchoolMath 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

The Mark of Zero

The airport is due east of the diner on    
the y-axis.

•

•

•

•

The swimming pool is 7 units due east 
of the airport.

The picnic area is 7 units due south of 
the diner.

The park & ride is 9 units due south of 
the swimming pool.

7 units

A & H and C & D

E and F

(2, -1)

(6, -2)

See graph.

The absolute value of the diff erence 
between the y-values must be 8.

Answers will vary. Answers will vary.
The absolute value of the diff erence 
between x-values must be 15.

See graph.

Create two ordered pairs that are 8 units 
apart vertically.

3) Create two ordered pairs that are 15 units 
apart horizontally.

4)
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Answer: Kate should choose the magic coin, as after 28 days it will turn into an impressive 268,435,456 
coins, which is more than 500,000 coins.

MidSchoolMath 1I Dream of Djinni

6.EE.A.1Expressions & Equations

Write and evaluate numerical expressions involving whole-number exponents.

Being able to write and evaluate numerical expressions with exponents is a key part of deciphering and 
understanding numbers in expressions and equations. In I Dream of Djinni, Kate stumbles upon an old lamp 
while shooting a promotion. When she rubs the lamp, Djinni appears! Djinni explains that she loves to play 
games and invites Kate to play a game. When Kate agrees, Djinni explains the rules. She will give Kate two 
choices for a prize, and she is to pick the best prize.  The data provided is an image of Djinni explaining the 
details of the two options.

LESSON:  I DREAM OF DJINNI
Which prize should Kate choose?

The Math SimulatorTM 

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play I Dream of Djinni Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Immersion

Play I Dream of Djinni Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: Which prize should Kate choose?
Consider taking an initial vote to see which option 
students think is best.
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What are 
your ideas?" 

•

•

•

1

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath I Dream of Djinni

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

6.EE.A.1Expressions & Equations

2

Gladys: Before beginning this standard, 
review concepts from  5.OA.A.1 – order of 
operations using simple expressions with 
the four basic operations and grouping 
symbols. 

Kevin: Emphasize that students should use 
key vocabulary like base, exponent, or power 
when communicating their math reasoning.

Megan: Consider showing students 
examples of expressions that have been 
incorrectly evaluated, and ask them to 
identify the errors. Include errors specifi c to 
exponents.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #6
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Evaluate each expression using order of operations.

Expression A: 15 + 8 – 23 + 32 – 14 =23

Expression C: 16 + 12 + 10 ÷ 5 – 33 = 3
Expression B: 52 + (10 – 3) – 4 • 2 = 24

B: Expression B
2 Select the option with the greatest value.
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I DREAM OF DJINNI
Which prize should Kate choose?

Djinni can’t help herself; she loves games too much! She wants 
to play another game with Kate. This time the two choices are 
9,000,000 pure gold coins with no strings attached, or one magic 
coin. On the fi rst day the magic coin becomes 5 coins. On the sec-
ond day, the 5 coins would become 25 coins.  The third day, the 
25 coins become 125 coins! The coins will continue in this pattern 
for a full 10 days.

Which prize should Kate choose?

6.EE.A.1

Write and evaluate 
numerical expressions 
involving whole-number 
exponents.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath I Dream of Djinni

510 = 9,765,625
Kate should choose the magic coin, as it will turn into 9,765,625 coins which greater than 9,000,000 

coins.

1 of 2

9,000,000

five!
quintuple each day

ten days!

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

In each equation below, x can be replaced with a positive whole number to make each equation 
true. Write that number beneath each equation.

1)

Order the following expressions from least to greatest.2)

Circle the equations that are TRUE. Be sure to circle all that apply.3)

64 = x2a)

x3 = 9 • 9 • 9e)

64 = x3b)

14x = 14 • 14f)

2x = 32c)

1x = 1g)

4x = 4 • 4 • 4 • 4 • 4d)

5x = 125h)

Fill in the missing information for each row.4)

Jolie babysat for her neighbor. The neighbor asked, “How much do you charge?” Jolie replied: 
“$7 each hour. So if I babysit for 5 hours you will owe me 75 dollars.” Is Jolie correct? Explain your 
answer.

5)

MidSchoolMath I Dream of Djinni 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

24

24

52

52

25

25

33

33

43

43

33 = 3 • 3

1014 = 101 • 4

52 = 5 • 5

5 • 5 • 5 • 5 • 5 • 5 = 65

54 = 4 • 4 • 4 • 4 • 4 41 = 1 • 1 • 1 • 1

2 • 2 • 2 • 2 • 2 • 2 = 26

Evaluate each expression. Be sure to follow the order of operations.6)
2 + 92 ÷ 3 • 2 – 1a) 6 – 4 + 33 – 8 ÷ 2b) 82 – 24 + 13 – 3 • 4c)

x = 8

x = 9

x = 4

x = 2

x = 5

x = any 
real number

x = 5

x = 3

Jolie is NOT correct. If Jolie charges $7 per hour and babysits for 5 hours, she should make 7 x 5 or $35.

55 25 37
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22

Answer: Mrs. Stone should enter the following codes into The Device: 9 + h, 5 – y, 3m, 3b + 8, 2(4 + g)

MidSchoolMath 1

Being able to model situations accurately with variables is one of the building blocks of Algebra. In Mr. and 
Mrs. Stone, a couple is seen driving though the countryside when they pull off  in a remote location, set up a 
blanket, have some tea and enjoy the surroundings. After some brief chitchat, Mr. and Mrs. Stone get down 
to business. It becomes clear that they are on a secret mission, which entails overriding a satellite using The 
Device. Mr. Stone produces the confi dential codes, which Mrs. Stone will enter into The Device, but only af-
ter deciphering them and turning them into mathematical expressions. The data provided are two images, 
one of the couple sitting on a blanket reading the codes, and one of the small paper on which the codes are 
written.

LESSON:  MR. AND MRS. STONE
What expressions will Mrs. Stone enter into The Device?

Mr. and Mrs. Stone

6.EE.A.2aExpressions & Equations

Write expressions that record operations with numbers and with letters standing for numbers. 
For example, express the calculation "Subtract y from 5" as 5 – y.

Immersion

Play Mr. and Mrs. Stone Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: What expressions will Mrs. Stone 
enter into The Device?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What are 
your ideas?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to 
students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Mr. and Mrs. Stone  Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

The Math SimulatorTM 
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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23MidSchoolMath 2Mr. and Mrs. Stone

6.EE.A.2aExpressions & Equations

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

Gladys: Consider giving students a brain-
storming activity to list words and phrases 
that imply each of the four operations.

Kevin: When providing problems like these 
to students, consider using many diff erent 
variables.  Make students aware that if a 
specifi c variable is not suggested, any vari-
able may be used to write an expression.

Megan: Be sure to discuss various forms of 
the same expression (e.g.,          versus 
1/2(8 + h) versus (8 + h) ÷ 2). This will val-
idate student ideas and also help them 
make connections between representa-
tions.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #3
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Translate each option into a mathematical expression.

A: Three times the sum of p and 8 3(p + 8)

C: The sum of 3 and p, plus 8 (3 + p) + 8
D: The product of 3, p, and 8 8 • 3 • p

B: Eight more than the product of 3 and p 3p + 8

B: Eight more than the product of 3 and p
2 Select the correct answer option.

8 + h
2
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MR. AND MRS. STONE
What expressions will Mrs. Stone enter into 
The Device?
Mr. and Mrs. Stone are on another mission in a remote area of 
Australia and have set up a location in the bush. Mrs. Stone is 
preparing The Device while Mr. Smith is pulling out the secret 
codes needed to once again override a satellite signal. The codes 
need to be translated into mathematical expressions, which is 
Mrs. Stone’s specialty.

What expressions will Mrs. Stone enter into The Device?

6.EE.A.2a

Write expressions that 
record operations with 
numbers and with letters 
standing for numbers. 
For example, express the 
calculation “Subtract y 
from 5” as 5 – y.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Mr. and Mrs. Stone 1 of 2

What expressions will Mrs. Stone enter into The Device?

3p + 4          t – 9          (8 + q) ÷ 2          6 ÷ y + 5

Expressions may vary slightly.

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

Draw a line to match the written expression to its corresponding symbolic expression.1)

Write an expression that can be used to represent each situation below.2)

Write an expression that can be used to represent each situation below.3)

Ian read twice as many books as Carmelita.4) Paula has $3.75 more than her brother Alex.5)

5 less than the quotient of x and 4a)

There were some volunteers (v) at 
the race, but the coordinator said 
she could have used three times 
as many volunteers. How many 
volunteers could the coordinator 
use at the race?

a)

Let c represent the number of 
books Carmelita read. Write an 
expression that represents the 
number of books Ian read.

a) Let p represent Paula’s money in 
dollars. Write an expression that 
represents the amount of money 
Alex has.

a)

double the product of m and 9c)

8 more than the product of 3 and gb)

James ate four jellybeans. He then 
took another handful of jellybeans 
(j) and ate a third of them. How 
many jellybeans did he eat?  

b)

half the diff erence of 6 and yd)

MidSchoolMath 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Mr. and Mrs. Stone

1 less than the sum of 3 and ya)

1 less than the product of 3 and yb)

The diff erence of 7 and yd)

The quotient of 7 and yc)

2.5 more than the product of 3 and ye)

2.5 less than the quotient of 3 and yf)

3y + 2.5

7 ÷ y

3y – 1

7 – y

(3 + y) – 1

– 2.53
y

Carmelita has read 7      books. 
How many books has Ian read?

b) Paula has $10.50. How much 
money does Alex have?

b)1
2

x
4

1
3

– 5 3g + 8

(6 – y) ÷ 22(9m)

3v

2c

2(7     ) = 15        Ian has read 15 books. 10.50 – 3.75 = 6.75        Alex has $6.75.

p – 3.75

4 +        j

1
2
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Answer: Clover Painting pays the most per hour: 9 marshmallows per hour.

MidSchoolMath 1

LESSON:  A FAIRY GOOD JOB

To eff ectively interact with algebraic expressions, it is crucial for students to be able to identify the various 
parts. During A Fairy Good Job, the three fairies come upon a job posting in the forest. They desperately 
want to know which job pays the most per hour, in marshmallows of course. The data provided is the job 
posting.  The front of the posting lists the two open job positions, and the back of the posting provides a pay 
expression, along with a note saying the coeffi  cient of each expression is the hourly rate of pay.

Which job pays the most per hour?

A Fairy Good Job

6.EE.A.2bExpressions & Equations

Identify parts of an expression using mathematical terms (sum, term, product, factor, quotient, 
coeffi  cient); view one or more parts of an expression as a single entity. For example, describe the 
expression 2 (8 + 7) as a product of two factors; view (8 + 7) as both a single entity and a sum of two 
terms.

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play A Fairy Good Job Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: Which job pays the most per hour? 
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to 
students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play A Fairy Good Job Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath 2A Fairy Good Job

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

6.EE.A.2bExpressions & Equations 

Gladys: Consider having students keep a 
math journal of vocabulary (sum, diff erence, 
term, product, factor, quotient, coeffi  cient) that 
they may refer to during their work with this 
standard.

Kevin: A possible activity would be to distribute 
random expressions to students and have them 
use the vocabulary in their journals or on the 
walls to describe the expression in as many 
ways as possible.

Megan: Push for clarity in student 
communication around parts of an expression, 
especially when it comes to describing an 
expression that includes a quantity within 
parentheses.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Instruction at a Glance

Ex. Clicker Quiz #3
Standard Math Procedures

1 Test each answer option.

A: The variable is b.     TRUE

C: There is only one term.     TRUE
D: The constant is 6.     FALSE
E: The expression represents a product.     TRUE

B: The coeffi  cient is 6.     TRUE
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A FAIRY GOOD JOB
Which job pays the most per hour?

6.EE.A.2b

Identify parts of an 
expression using 
mathematical terms (sum, 
term, product, factor, 
quotient, coeffi  cient); 
view one or more parts of 
an expression as a single 
entity. For example, describe 
the expression 2 (8 + 7) as a 
product of two factors; view 
(8 + 7) as both a single entity 
and a sum of two terms.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath A Fairy Good Job 1 of 2

1)

2)

3)

Job Coeffi  cient / Hourly 
rate of pay

Dewdrop Collector 7

6

3

Fox Grooming

Cloud Sculpting

Bee Blossom wants to get a well-paying job so she can save up for 
a dress for the annual Forest Ball.  King Oberon scouted the forest 
to fi nd some job options for her.

He found 3 job options:  Cloud Sculpting, Fox Grooming and 
Dewdrop Collector.

Determine the hourly rate of pay for each job, then rank them in 
order of most pay per hour to least pay per hour.

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

Which statements correctly describe the expression? Check all that apply.

5x2 + 3(x + 7) - 15

8b - 4 3x2 + 15x + 1

3c - 2p + 6k - 12

3c - 2p + 6k - 12

3c - 2p + 6k - 12

3c - 2p + 6k - 12 3c - 2p + 6k - 12

2 - (4w + 3y)

2 - (4w + 3y)2 - (4w + 3y)

2 - (4w + 3y) 2 - (4w + 3y)

16abc + 2d

1

Analyze each of the eight expressions. Write each expression under the category that describes it 
correctly. Expressions may be written under more than one category.

Contains 2 or fewer terms

Contains more than one 
product

Contains at least one 
quotient

Contains 3 or more terms

Contains more than one 
coeffi  cient

Contains a constant

1)

2)

MidSchoolMath A Fairy Good Job 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

The expression has 4 terms.

The variable is x.

The constant is -15.

The fi rst term is a quotient.

The second term is a product.

The second term has two factors.

5, 3, 7, and -15 are the coeffi  cients.

+ 7m 3n
4

+ 7m 3n
4

+ 7m 3n
4

+ 7m 3n
4+ 7m 3n

4

12b
5

12b
5

12b
5

3x2 + 15x + 13x2 + 15x + 1

16abc + 2d 16abc + 2d

8b - 4 8b - 4
3x2 + 15x + 1

3x2 + 15x + 1

16abc + 2d
1

1

X

X

X

X
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The Math SimulatorTM 

Answer: The driver was going approximately 52 miles per hour.

MidSchoolMath 1

The ability to evaluate expressions and use formulas is a tool that will be necessary for students in not only future math and 
science courses but in their future in the real world as well. In Real Stories of the AIF, Investigator Tricia Harding is a traffi  c accident 
investigator. She is looking into an incident where a driver was alleged to be going over the speed limit, almost hitting the alleged 
victim’s pet rabbit (which has possibly suff ered psychological damage).  During the investigation, Harding discovered the tire 
friction marks from the scene and determines that she can use a formula to fi nd the driver’s speed.  The data provided are a page 
from Investigator Harding’s notebook showing the data she collected from the scene and a page from her Accident Investigation 
Force manual including the "30df" formula and a drag factor table.

LESSON: REAL STORIES OF THE AIF
How fast was the driver going?

Real Stories of the AIF

6.EE.A.2cExpressions & Equations
Evaluate expressions at specifi c values of their variables. Include expressions that arise from formulas used 
in real world problems. Perform arithmetic operations, including those involving whole-number exponents, 
in the conventional order when there are no parentheses to specify a particular order (Order of Operations). 
For example, use the formulas V = s3 and A = 6s2 to fi nd the volume and surface area of a cube with sides of length 
s = 1/2.

Immersion

Play Real Stories of the AIF Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: How fast was the driver going?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to 
students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Real Stories of the AIF Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath 2

6.EE.A.2cExpressions & Equations

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

Real Stories of the AIF

Gladys: This standard can be used to 
introduce the idea of formulas for real-life 
concepts such as area, perimeter, volume 
and others.

Kevin: Give students opportunities to 
evaluate expressions for decimal and 
fraction values, in addition to whole 
number values.

Megan: Sometimes students are confused 
about the function of the fraction bar. Help 
them understand that it can be used as 
both a grouping symbol, to be evaluated 
fi rst, and as a divison symbol.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #2
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Replace variables.

(2)2 + 3(5) + 2(4 + 6)

4 + 15 +20

39

(2)2 + 3(5) + 2(10)

19 + 20

2 Evaluate using order of operations.
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REAL STORIES OF THE AIF
How fast was the driver going?
Once again Investigator Tricia Harding is looking into a speeding 
incident.  This time it was snowing and the victim said the driver 
seemed to be going over the speed limit when they skidded to a 
stop.

Investigator Harding went out to investigate the scene and her 
measurements can be found below.

Help Investigator Harding determine how fast the driver was 
going and if they were speeding.

6.EE.A.2c

Evaluate expressions 
at specifi c values of 
their variables. Include 
expressions that arise 
from formulas used in real 
world problems. Perform 
arithmetic operations, 
including those involving 
whole-number exponents, 
in the conventional 
order when there are no 
parentheses to specify a 
particular order (Order of 
Operations). For example, 
use the formulas V = s3 and A 
= 6s2 to fi nd the volume and 
surface area of a cube with 
sides of length s = 1/2.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Real Stories of the AIF

The driver was going approximately 35 mph.
She was not speeding.

1 of 2

S = √30(120.5)(0.33)

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

The cost of a pass to the amusement park for 5 days or less is $50 + 10n, where n is the number 
of days you are visiting. The cost for a pass to the amusement park for more than 5 days is $45 + 
10(n – 1), where n is the number of days you are visiting.

3)

What happens to the value of each 
expression as x increases?

4) The formula to calculate the area of a 
trapezoid is: A =       (b1 + b2)h.

Calculate the area of a trapezoid with b1 = 5 
units, b2 = 12 units, and h = 7 units.

5)

If you plan on visiting for 5 days, what is the cost of the pass?a)

x + 2a)

2xc)

Is it a better deal to visit for 5 or 6 days? Explain.c)

What would be the cost for visiting for 6 days?b)

What would be the cost to visit for one week?d)

MidSchoolMath Real Stories of the AIF 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

1) Complete the chart using the formula for 
area of a triangle, A =       bh.

2) Evaluate each expression in the chart if 
a = 2, b = 4, c = 6, and d = 3.1

2

b) 2
x

1
2

$100.00

$95.00

6 days is the better deal. You get an extra day for less than the cost of 5 days.

$105.00

Increases

Decreases

1
259        square units

Increases
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Answer: 6(4x + 3y)

MidSchoolMath 1Provision Problem

6.EE.A.3Expressions & Equations

Apply the properties of operations to generate equivalent expressions. For example, apply the 
distributive property to the expression 3 (2 + x) to produce the equivalent expression 6 + 3x; apply the 
distributive property to the expression 24x + 18y to produce the equivalent expression 6 (4x + 3y); apply 
properties of operations to y + y + y to produce the equivalent expression 3y.

Applying properties of operations to generate equivalent expressions shows a strong understanding for 
operations and allows more fl uidity when solving problems. In Provision Problem, Tiberius Picklebottom 
is creating a mathematical expression in his journal to represent the cost for his winter provisions. All is 
going well until Miss Caterina Fenn informs him that the provisions wagon will make deliveries six times 
over the winter, not just once. Tiberius then decides to challenge his brilliance and create an equivalent 
expression separated into six equal parts. The data provided is the page from Tiberius’s journal with his 
original expression written on it.  

LESSON:  PROVISION PROBLEM
What is his equivalent expression?

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Provision Problem Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: What is his equivalent expression?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What are 
your ideas?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Provision Problem Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath Provision Problem

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

6.EE.A.3Expressions & Equations

2

Gladys: At this early stage, be explicit with 
the properties of operations (associative, 
commutative, distributive) so students are 
constantly reminded of them and their 
usefulness.

Kevin: Share as many student 
representations of equivalent expressions 
as possible so students more readily see the 
relationships among them.

Megan: Watch for students who don't 
distribute correctly. Encourage those 
students to use the expanded form to see 
what actually occurs. Example: 2(x + 1) = (x 
+ 1) + (x + 1) = 2x + 2

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #5
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1

3

Simplify using distributive property.

Simplify by combining like terms.

6x + 18 + 8 + 16x

22x + 26

6x + 16x + 18 + 8

B: 26 + 22x

2

4

Rewrite using commutative property.

Choose equivalent option.
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PROVISION PROBLEM
What is his equivalent expression?

Tiberius received some last minute advice from a local, and 
decided to add an ingredient to his provision list. He will now  
receive 12 cubes of butter along with the fl our and rice for the 
long winter ahead. 

Assuming the provision wagon still makes six deliveries, what is 
an equivalent expression Tiberius might write?

6.EE.A.3

Apply the properties of 
operations to generate 
equivalent expressions. 
For example, apply the 
distributive property to 
the expression 3 (2 + x) to 
produce the equivalent 
expression 6 + 3x; apply 
the distributive property 
to the expression 24x 
+ 18y to produce the 
equivalent expression 6 
(4x + 3y); apply properties 
of operations to y + y + y 
to produce the equivalent 
expression 3y.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Provision Problem 1 of 2

What could be his equivalent expression?

6(4x + 3y + 2a)

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

Match the expressions from the left to the corresponding equivalent expression on the right.

Apply the distributive property to produce one equivalent expression for each of the following:

2(a + 4d)1)

21x + 14y + 7z4) 3(4x – 2y)5) 6m – 3n + 12p6)

3a + 4d + 2a)

(a + 4d) + (a + 4d)b)

6a + 8dc)

a + a + a + 1 + 1 + 4d2)

(3a + 4d) • 23)

MidSchoolMath Provision Problem 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Apply properties of operations to produce two equivalent expressions for each of the given 
expressions.

7)

Write two diff erent expressions that represent the perimeter of each equilateral polygon.8)

a) b) c)

7(3x + 2y + z) 12x – 6y 3(2m – n + 4p)

Answers may vary.
(x + 2) + (x + 2) + (x + 2) 

3(x + 2)          3x + 6

3x + 3x + 3x + 3x + 3x 

5(3x)          15x

6(a + b)

6a + 6b

Answers may vary. Answers may vary.
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22

Answer: The shortened expression is not equivalent to the initial expression. It is short one tin of rice.

MidSchoolMath 1

LESSON:  ...AND A TIN OF RICE

Identifying equivalent expressions is twofold: transforming one expression into another by applying the 
properties of operations (commutative, associative and distributive) and also understanding that equiva-
lent expressions will result in the same value.   During ...And a Tin of Rice, Professor Picklebottom is at the 
General Store gathering provisions for his next excursion with Caterina Fenn. He verbally lists for the clerk 
the many items he needs one by one, over and over, but the clerk can’t get it exactly right. The Professor has 
the idea to shorten the list by combining like items. The data provided are Caterina’s shopping list and the 
Professor’s diary page containing two expressions representing the order: an expanded expression and a 
shortened one.

Are the two expressions equivalent?

...And a Tin of Rice

6.EE.A.4Expressions & Equations

Identify when two expressions are equivalent (i.e. when the two expressions name the same 
number regardless of which value is substituted into them). For example, the expressions y + y + y 
and 3y are equivalent because they name the same number regardless of which number y stands for.

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play ...And a Tin of Rice Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: Are the two expressions 
equivalent?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What are 
your ideas about how to help the professor?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to 
students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play ...And a Tin of Rice Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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23MidSchoolMath 2...And a Tin of Rice

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

6.EE.A.4Expressions & Equations

Gladys:  Encourage students to use "•" or pa-
rentheses to indicate multiplication so as not to 
confuse it with the variable x.

Kevin: Discourage your students from worry-
ing about which letter to use as a variable but 
remind them it is important to used assigned 
variables consistently within equations and 
expressions.

Megan: Guide student thinking to understand 
that evaluating two expressions for an arbitrary 
value to see if they are equivalent may be help-
ful, but it's impossible to check every possible 
value. Thus, the properties of operations can 
always be used to verify equivalence.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #6
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Fully simplify each answer option.

A: 3ab – 3ab + 4b = 4b 

C: 5b – 3b + 2b + 1 = 1
D: 2b + 8b – 6b = 4b

B: 4b + 4 – 4 = 4b

C: 5b – 3b + 1 + 2b
2 Choose the option that didn't simplify to 4b.
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...AND A TIN OF RICE
Are the two expressions equivalent?

Caterina Fenn and Professor Picklebottom are once again planning 
another adventure.  She has sent the professor to Mr. Slater’s 
general store with a long list to order the necessary provisions. 
The list includes fl our, coff ee, rice, and, this time, beans.

Having learned from their last experience, both Mr. Slater and the 
professor have attempted to rewrite the order into an expression.

Is Mr. Slater’s expression equivalent to Professor Picklebottom’s 
expression?

The two expressions are equivalent:
8r + 7f + 3c + 4b

Mr. Slater’s Notepad:

Professor 
Picklebottom’s Diary:

6.EE.A.4

Identify when two 
expressions are 
equivalent (i.e. when 
the two expressions 
name the same number 
regardless of which 
value is substituted into 
them). For example, the 
expressions y + y + y and 
3y are equivalent because 
they name the same 
number regardless of 
which number y stands for.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath ...And a Tin of Rice 1 of 2

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

Decide whether or not the expressions in each pair are equivalent. Explain how you know.1)

MidSchoolMath ...And a Tin of Rice 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

7n – 1 and 6n 17h and 14h + 3h 6x + 2y and 8xy

Place an “X” in the box next to expressions that are equivalent.2)

12 + 24n + 6 12(1 + n) + 6(1 + 2n)

6(4n + 3) 6(4n + 3) + 12

42n 18n + 24

Place an “X” in the box next to expressions that are equivalent.3)

5x + 7y + 3x – y 4(4x + 2y)

2(4x + 3y) 4(2x + 3) + 6y – 12

6y + 8x 14xy

Not equivalent.
Reasoning may vary.

Equivalent.
Reasoning may vary.

Not equivalent.
Reasoning may vary.

X

X

X X

X

X X

x = 2:

22 + 6 = 10

2 • 2 + 6 = 10

x = 5:

52 + 6 = 31

2 • 5 + 6 = 16

The two expressions are not 
equivalent. Expressions are only 
equivalent if they always result in 
the same number when evaluated 
at the same value.

Given the two expressions x2 + 6 and 2x + 6:

Evaluate each expression for x = 2 and 
for  x = 5.

a) Are the two expressions equivalent?
Explain how you know.

b)

4)
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22

Answer: Farmer Jean should charge at least $15 for her goat cheese.

MidSchoolMath 1

A helpful strategy in getting students to understand that a variable can stand for one or many numbers is 
having them evaluate equations or inequalities for varying values. During Say Cheese!, Farmer Jean is trying 
to determine what price she should charge for the goat cheese she and her cute little goats have made. She 
doesn’t want to overcharge, yet she wants to charge enough to cover her farming expenses. Farmer Jean 
creates an inequality and has several possible prices that she wants to check.  The goats put in their two 
cents as well.  The data provided is Farmer Jean’s notebook containing the inequality as well as the prices 
she is considering.

LESSON:  SAY CHEESE!
How much should Farmer Jean charge for her goat cheese?

Say Cheese!

6.EE.B.5Expressions & Equations

Understand solving an equation or inequality as a process of answering a question: which values 
from a specifi ed set, if any, make the equation or inequality true? Use substitution to determine 
whether a given number in a specifi ed set makes an equation or inequality true.

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Say Cheese! Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: How much should Farmer Jean 
charge for her goat cheese?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

3 Resolution

Play Say Cheese! Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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23MidSchoolMath Say Cheese!

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

6.EE.B.5Expressions & Equations 

2

Gladys: It's not uncommon for students 
to confuse expressions and inequalities. 
Facilitate a classroom discussion to address 
their diff erences and strategies for correctly 
identifying them.

Kevin: Note that this standard does not call 
for students to formally solve inequalities 
and equations. They are learning what a 
solution is and that solving means fi nding 
solutions.

Megan: If the opportunity arises, plant the 
seed in students' minds that there are equa-
tions and inequalities that have no solution. 
They will face this formally in future grades.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #3
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Substitute each value for g.

A: 2(3 • 12 – 4) ≥ 22

A: 64 ≥ 22

C: 2(3 • 30 – 4) ≥ 22

C: 172 ≥ 22

D: 2(3 • 10 – 4) ≥ 22

D: 52 ≥ 22

E: All of the above

B: 2(3 • 5 – 4) ≥ 22

B: 22 ≥ 22

2

3

Evaluate the left side for each inequality.

Select correct option.

Evaluate the left side for each inequality.
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SAY CHEESE!
How much should Farmer Jean charge for 
her goat cheese?
Farmer Jean and her cute little goats make and sell tasty goat 
cheese. Farmer Jean wants to keep the price low so many people 
can enjoy the cheese, yet needs to make enough to cover the 
weekly farm expenses.

Inequalities help her determine the perfect cost for her cheese. 
(The goats think they help, too.) Farmer Jean is considering several 
diff erent price options.

Use the information in her notebook to determine which price is 
best.

6.EE.B.5

Understand solving an 
equation or inequality as 
a process of answering a 
question: which values 
from a specifi ed set, if 
any, make the equation 
or inequality true? Use 
substitution to determine 
whether a given number 
in a specifi ed set makes 
an equation or inequality 
true.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Say Cheese! 1 of 2

Farmer Jean should charge ____________ for her goat cheese.$16 or $17

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

Evaluate each equation or inequality by substituting each value for n. Write TRUE or FALSE.

Circle each solution that satisfi es the inequality or equation.

1)

MidSchoolMath Say Cheese! 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Iliana spent $180 on clothes for school. She bought a pair 
of jeans for $72 and spent the rest on t-shirts. Each t-shirt 
costs $12. This equation represents Iliana’s spending for 
the day:

Did Iliana buy 7, 8, 9, or 10 shirts?

72 + 12x = 180; x = number of t-shirts

8)

Write an equation that would have one 
solution: x = 12.

6) Write an inequality that would have 
infi nite solutions: x ≥ 6.

7)

8e + 6 < 912)

A. 11

B. 9

C. 13

D. 10

54 – 2e ≥ 303)

A. 0

B. 4

C. 12

D. 15

16 + 3e = 614)

A. 10

B. 15

C. 7

D. 17

9 <      e + 25)

A. 36

B. 20

C. 24

D. 40

1
4

Answers will vary. Answers will vary.

Iliana bought 9 t-shirts.
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Answer: 20,000 • a + 13 • p + c • w is an expression that could represent the total cost of purchasing land 
in Lama.

MidSchoolMath 1

Using variables to represent real world problems in expressions is important in that it allows students to generalize and use sym-
bolic representation. Both of these skills are essential for Algebra. In Land in Lama, Scott has been waiting to make Lama, New 
Mexico his new home. Big open sky, mountain forests, clean air and water, and his son have all contributed to Lama feeling like 
home. After three years of waiting, a piece of land has fi nally become available, and Scott would like to buy it.  He has many things 
to consider, the fi rst of which is how much the land will cost; he’s not yet sure how many acres to purchase. Because the land is raw 
and undeveloped, he also needs to consider the cost for plumbing and electricity. The data provided is an image of the realty ad 
describing the land’s beautiful features and stating the price per acre.  There is also an image of Scott’s notebook with notes about 
the price per foot of power line, and cost per foot of water pipe.

LESSON: LAND IN LAMA
What expression could represent the total cost of purchasing land in Lama?

Land in Lama

6.EE.B.6Expressions & Equations

Use variables to represent numbers and write expressions when solving a real world or mathematical 
problem; understand that a variable can represent an unknown number, or, depending on the 
purpose at hand, any number in a specifi ed set.

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Land in Lama Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: What expression could represent 
the total cost of purchasing land in Lama?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to 
students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathemati-
cal insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Land in Lama Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath 2Land in Lama

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

6.EE.B.6Expressions & Equations

Gladys: When writing expressions in con-
text, encourage students to explicitly identi-
fy what each variable represents.

Kevin: Continue to encourage students 
to use "•" or parentheses to indicate mul-
tiplication so as not to confuse it with the 
variable x.

Megan: Having given students a real-world 
situation for which to write an expression, 
share various student-created expressions 
and help them make connections among 
the diff erent forms.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #2
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Represent each person's donation with an expression.

Neighbor: 160

Aunt: 5w
Dad: 10w

160 + 10w + 5w

160 + 15w 

2

3

Add the expressions.

Simplify.
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LAND IN LAMA
What expression could represent the total 
cost of purchasing land in Lama?
As Scott continues to work on calculating the cost for his future 
home in Lama, New Mexico, he has gathered more important 
information. He will add an unknown amount of gas line, plus the 
power lines will require a professional electrician who will charge 
for installation. Scott is unsure how many hours a job like this will 
require, but he jots the information down in his notebook.

Given this new information, what expression could represent the 
total cost of purchasing land in Lama?

6.EE.B.6

Use variables to represent 
numbers and write 
expressions when 
solving a real world or 
mathematical problem; 
understand that a 
variable can represent 
an unknown number, 
or, depending on the 
purpose at hand, any 
number in a specifi ed set.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Land in Lama

20,000a + 13p + 65h + 25g + cw

1 of 2

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

MidSchoolMath 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Land in Lama

Margie was getting ready to order the invitations to her wedding. Each wedding invitation costs 
$4.25. She’s not sure exactly how many invitations she will send (n). She also needs to add the 
postage (p) for each invitation. Write an expression to represent how much her invitations plus 
postage will cost.

1)

Jim is in charge of the payroll at work. He has 3 employees: Marie, Doug, and Lars. Marie gets paid 
$10.50 an hour and works m hours; Doug gets paid $10.25 an hour and works d hours; Lars gets 
paid $11.75 an hour and works l hours. Write an expression to represent how much Jim will pay 
his employees, in total, for one pay period.

5)

Diane is selling a guitar and she wants to advertise it in the local newspaper.6)

Write an expression to represent the cost of the ad if Diane has an 
unknown number of lines of text and 2 color images.

a)

Diane found a coupon for       off  all newspaper ads. Write an expression 
that could represent the cost of Diane’s ad above, with the coupon.

b)

David went into a fl oral shop to buy his mother some fl owers. Depending on the season, 
carnations cost c dollars; roses cost r dollars; and tulips cost t dollars. Vases are $12. Write an 
expression to represent David’s cost for 4 carnations, 5 roses, 3 tulips, and a vase.

2)

DeDe stopped by a stand at the farmers market and saw the pricing below.3)
Write an expression to represent the total cost if DeDe bought a 
carton of tomatoes, an unknown amount of banana peppers, an 
unknown amount of apples, and 2 cucumbers.

Taylor wants to be a professional basketball player. He knows that he needs to 
practice a lot. Each day after school he shoots baskets at a rate of 80 baskets per 
hour. Write an expression to represent how many baskets Taylor shoots after h hours.

4)

The costs for an ad are as follows:
$1.35 per line of text (t) $1.95 per color image (c)

$0.75 per black & white image (b)

1
3

2
3

4.25n + pn     or     n(4.25 + p)

4c + 5r + 3t + 12

5.00 + 1.25b + 3.00a + 1.00

80h

10.50m + 10.25d +11.75l

1.35l + 3.90    or    1.35l + 2(1.95)

(1.35l + 3.90)    or     0.9l + 2.60
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Answer: It is 40 miles from Pequeño Cruce to San Marcos.

MidSchoolMath 1The Sign of Zero

6.EE.B.7Expressions & Equations

Solve real world and mathematical problems by writing and solving equations of the form x + p 
= q and px = q for cases in which p, q and x are all nonnegative rational numbers.

Immersion

Play The Sign of Zero Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: How far is it from Pequeño Cruce 
to San Marcos? / ¿Qué tan lejos está Pequeño Cruce de 
San Marcos?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to 
students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play The Sign of Zero Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

The Math SimulatorTM 

The ability to apply knowledge of equations to real world situations allows students to make connections and will 
build a strong foundation for Algebra. In The Sign of Zero, Zero is on the trail of "El Malo" when she encounters Bernar-
do in Pequeño Cruce. They decide to go together to the San Marcos Mission and want to arrive by sunset, but they 
need to know the distance in miles in order to determine if they can make it there in time. Bernardo does not know 
the distance but he can recall the time it takes to walk from Escondido to San Marcos and also from San Marcos to 
Pequeño Cruce. The data provided are two images: a still shot of the sign post with various distances and the drawing 
made by Zero in the ground showing Bernardo’s information.

LESSON:  THE SIGN OF ZERO
How far is it from Pequeño Cruce to San Marcos?

¿Qué tan lejos está Pequeño Cruce de San Marcos?

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath 2The Sign of Zero

6.EE.B.7Expressions & Equations

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

Gladys: Make sure students recognize that an 
expression has many unknown outcomes that 
can be found by replacing the variable with 
an arbitrary value, whereas an equation has a 
known outcome and the variable can only be 
replaced by one value that would produce that 
outcome.

Kevin: Students may solve these problems 
arithmetically, but make a point to also show 
them how the problem can be modeled and 
solved using an equation.

Megan: Model using phrases such as "isolate 
the variable" and "inverse operation," and then 
encourage students to use them when explain-
ing their reasoning.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #5
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1

3

Verbalize the situation, and write an equation.

Put solution back in context.

Two-fi fths of what number is 15?

Andrew's game cost $37.50.

c = 

c = 37.50

c = 15

c ÷      = 15 ÷ 

2 Solve the equation by performing the inverse 
operation on both sides to isolate the variable.

2
5

2
5

2
5

2
5

75
2
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THE SIGN OF ZERO
How far is it from Peñasco to Algodón?

Zero and her amigo Bernardo are searching for “El Malo” and his 
bandits. They intend to take him down and rid the region of his 
unlawful behavior.

After arriving at Peñasco, Zero and Bernardo receive word that 
“El Malo” has moved on to Algodón. They do not know the 
distance to Algodón, but Bernardo knows the travel time by foot 
to Algodón and Palacios, which is 65 miles away.

Help Zero and Bernardo determine the distance in miles from 
Peñasco to Algodón.

6.EE.B.7

Solve real world and 
mathematical problems 
by writing and solving 
equations of the form 
x + p = q and px = q for 
cases in which p, q and 
x are all nonnegative 
rational numbers.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath The Sign of Zero 1 of 2

0.5d + 2.75d = 65
3.25d = 65

d = 20

2.75 (20) = 55

The distance in miles from 
Peñasco to Algodón is 55 miles.

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

MidSchoolMath The Sign of Zero 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?
Write an equation representing each situation, then solve for the unknown.1)

The map at the right shows points A, B, and C.2)

Mrs. Prince goes to the grocery store and spends $53.42. She has $23.51 left. Write an equation 
to show how much money, m, she had originally and solve.

3)

The local grocery store is running a special on lemons, 3 for $1.00. Write an equation that can 
be used to determine the cost, c, of one lemon and solve.

4)

Solve each equation.5)

Say the distance from point A to point C is three times the 
distance from point A to point B, and the distance from point 
A to point C is 105 miles.  What is the distance from point A to 
point B?

a)

Say the distance from point B to point C is two times the 
distance from point A to point B, and the distance from point 
A to point C is 96 miles.  What is the distance from point B to 
point C?

b)

1
30

m
45

3
4

5
8

7
8

a) 15n = 75

e) 3.4d = 17.34

b) 210 = h – 52

f) 2      + w = 5

c) c = 6

g) p – 89 = 456

d) 18.4 + k = 40.2

h) = 4

Variables may vary. Equations may vary in structure.

The distance from point A to point B is 35 miles.

The distance from point B to point C is 64 miles.

Equation may vary in structure.

Equation may vary in structure.

n = 5

d = 5.1

h = 262

w = 2

c = 180

p = 545

k = 21.8

m = 180

Mrs. Prince originally had $76.93.

One lemon costs $0.33.

m – 53.42 = 23.51
m = 76.93

3c = 1.00
c = 0.33
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22

Answer: x > £ 36,100

MidSchoolMath 1

Making the shift from understanding that equations have one solution to understanding that inequalities 
have many solutions proves diffi  cult for many students. During Farm Fortune, Farmer Ellie describes many 
advantages that come with having a farm, mainly money. After going through the fruitful parts of her farm, 
Ellie leaves students with the notion that to make a profi t, a farmer must make more than she spends. She 
asks students what inequality would show the amount of money needed to make a profi t. The data provided 
is an image of the farm labeled with the initial expenses.

LESSON: FARM FORTUNE
What inequality shows how much money you need to turn a profi t?

Farm Fortune

6.EE.B.8Expressions & Equations

Write an inequality of the form x > c or x < c to represent a constraint or condition in a real world or 
mathematical problem. Recognize that inequalities of the form x > c or x < c have infi nitely many 
solutions; represent solutions of such inequalities on number line diagrams.

Immersion

Play Farm Fortune Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: What inequality shows how much 
money you need to turn a profi t?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Farm Fortune Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

The Math SimulatorTM 
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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23MidSchoolMath Farm Fortune

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

6.EE.B.8Expressions & Equations 

2

Gladys: Suggest to students that they read an 
inequality aloud to better comprehend it (e.g. 
n > 2 --> n is greater than 2;  15 < x --> 15 is less 
than x or x is greater than 15).

Kevin: It will likely be easier for students to 
recognize solutions of an inequality if they 
read it beginning with the variable, even if the 
variable is on the right side of the symbol.

Megan: Before discussing infi nite solutions, 
consider putting a simple inequality up on the 
board (e.g., x > 0).  Ask students to write down 
"the solution." Collect their ideas and share 
them aloud, checking against the inequality on 
the board.  It will become apparent that there 
are infi nite solutions.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #2
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Interpret answer options.

A: b < 22 b is less than 22

C: b > 22 b is greater than 22

D: b ≥ 22 b is greater than or equal to 22

B: b ≤ 22 b is less than or equal to 22

C: b > 22

2 Select answer option that represents "more than 
22     kg."

2
3

2
3

2
3

2
3

2
3

2
3

2
3

2
3

2
3

2
3
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FARM FORTUNE
What inequality shows how much 
money you need to turn a profi t?
Farmer Ellie thinks you should focus on gardening in addition to 
farming. You can sell the vegetables you grow, plus, horses love 
carrots! She has made a list of all the things you need to get started 
gardening. Farmer Ellie reminds you that you should always aim 
to bring in more money than you spend. She thinks an inequality 
will help you.

Help Farmer Ellie write an inequality to show how much money, x, 
you will need to bring in to make a profi t.

6.EE.B.8

Write an inequality of 
the form x > c or x < c to 
represent a constraint 
or condition in a real 
world or mathematical 
problem. Recognize that 
inequalities of the form x 
> c or x < c have infi nitely 
many solutions; represent 
solutions of such 
inequalities on number 
line diagrams.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Farm Fortune 1 of 2

x > 139     or      x ≥ 140

58
50

8
+ 23

£ 139

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

Match each situation with the inequality that best represents it.

Match each situation with the graph that shows its solutions.

Bitsi has less than $25.

x ≤ -3

x ≤ 251)

5)

Jean-Luc has at least $25.

x < -3

x < 253)

7)

Rowan has no more than $25.

x > -3

x > 252)

6)

Dak has more than $25.

x ≥ -3

x ≥ 254)

8)

MidSchoolMath Farm Fortune 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Bungee America has a weight limit of 265 pounds.

Write an inequality that represents acceptable weights, w, for people 
who want to bungee jump.

Graph the solutions on the number line.

Shown are four possible solutions to the inequality. Write YES if the number 
is a solution or NO if the number is not a solution.

265 250 266 300

w ≤ 265

YES YES NO NO

Shown is a sample of solution set: {-4, -3    , 0, 15, 21   ). Create two diff erent inequalities 
that might have these numbers as solutions.

Answers may vary. x ≥ -4          OR          x < 22 

9) 1
3

2
5
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Answer: The sisters should enter the equation d = 65t.

MidSchoolMath 1

Being able to write an algebraic equation to express a relationship will help students in higher levels of math and 
science as well as in real life applications. In Sister Act, sisters Ada and Renee are traveling through space in their dad’s 
cruiser when they encounter a malfunction with the Distometer. They determine they can fi x the malfunction by 
entering the d = rt equation, but must fi rst determine their current speed. They decide to keep track of the time and 
distance they are traveling. The data provided is a chart the sisters create from the time and distance values.

LESSON:  SISTER ACT
What equation should they enter into the Distometer?

Sister Act

6.EE.C.9Expressions & Equations
Use variables to represent two quantities in a real world problem that change in relationship to one 
another; write an equation to express one quantity, thought of as the dependent variable, in terms of the 
other quantity, thought of as the independent variable. Analyze the relationship between the dependent 
and independent variables using graphs and tables, and relate these to the equation. For example, in a 
problem involving motion at a constant speed, list and graph ordered pairs of distances and times, and write the 
equation d = 65t to represent the relationship between distance and time.

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Sister Act Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: What equation should they enter 
into the Distometer?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

3 Resolution

Play Sister Act Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath Sister Act

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

6.EE.C.9Expressions & Equations

2

Gladys:  Remind students that the independent 
variable is the one that aff ects or changes the 
dependent variable. Asking students to justify their 
decisions about which is which may help them think 
more thoroughly about the relationship.

Kevin: This is likely students' fi rst experience with 
equations with two variables. Make sure students 
explicitly defi ne what their variables of choice 
are representing in a given situation, and have 
them verbally describe the relationship that exists 
between them.

Megan: Spend time helping students see how each 
representation (equation, table, graph, words) shows 
the same relationship between two variables.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #5
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1

3

Identify the dependent and independent variables.

Write equation representing the relationship.

Dependent: Price customers will pay (d)

d = p – 10

d values are always 10 less than p values.

Independent: Original price of shirt (p)

2 Determine the relationship between p values 
and d values.
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SISTER ACT
What equation should they enter into the 
Distometer?
Ada and Renee convinced their dad to let them borrow the 
cruiser again.  They are fl ying through space when the Distometer 
malfunctions...again! They know they can fi x the malfunction 
by entering the d = rt equation, but they must calculate their 
speed.  The sisters decide to track their travel distance using the 
illuminator buoys out the window, and they note the time it takes 
to pass each one. 

Use their data table to fi nd the equation they need to enter into 
the Distometer.

6.EE.C.9

Use variables to represent 
two quantities in a real 
world problem that 
change in relationship 
to one another; write an 
equation to express one 
quantity, thought of as 
the dependent variable, 
in terms of the other 
quantity, thought of as 
the independent variable. 
Analyze the relationship 
between the dependent 
and independent variables 
using graphs and tables, 
and relate these to the 
equation. For example, in a 
problem involving motion 
at a constant speed, list 
and graph ordered pairs of 
distances and times, and 
write the equation d = 65t 
to represent the relationship 
between distance and time.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Sister Act 1 of 2

What equation should Ada and Renee enter into the 
Distometer?

Ada and Renee should enter the equation d = 75t into 
the Distometer.

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

A worker earns $17 per hour.

A turkey must be cooked at 325°F (160°C) for 20 minutes per pound.

1)

3)

A resort charges an hourly rate for skiing, plus $35 for ski rental. This table shows the 
total cost for skiing for diff erent numbers of hours.

2)

Write an equation that shows the relationship 
between the total cost (c) and the number of 
hours (h).

a)

Write an equation to show the relationship between the 
hours he works (h) and the amount he is paid (p).

Write an equation showing the relationship between the weight of the 
turkey (w) and the total time needed to cook it (t).

Complete the table and graph the data points. Be sure to give the graph a title, and include 
labels for the independent variable (x-axis) and dependent variable (y-axis).

Identify the independent variable: ______________________

Identify the dependent variable: ______________________

What is the independent variable? What is the dependent variable?

How much would it cost to rent skis and ski for 6      hours?

a)

a)

c)

b)

b)

b)

MidSchoolMath 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Sister Act

1 
2

Weight in 
pounds (w)

Total time in 
minutes (t)

10

15

20

25

30

200

300

400

500

600

p = 17h or p = 17.00(h)

c = 15h + 35 or c = 15.00(h) + 35.00

Independent variable: Hours worked  
Dependent variable: Pay (or amount earned)

c = 15(6.5) + 35
c = 132.5

1 
2It would cost $132.50 to rent skis and ski for 6      hours.

t = 20w
weight

time or minutes
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Answer: The total area of The Velocity's sails is 3 square feet.

MidSchoolMath 1

Being able to apply mastered skills to new situations and contexts is key to success in all areas of mathemat-
ics. In The Lilliput Regatta, Anne has volunteered to be part of a sailing crew. Her fi rst task is to calculate the 
total area of the sails for the new boat they are building called The Velocity. The sails are triangular in shape, 
and Anne can’t quite recall how to fi nd the area of a triangle. She calls a friend who advises her that when 
faced with the unfamiliar, to try to fi nd the familiar. The data provided is an image of The Velocity with the 
dimensions of her sails.  

LESSON:  THE LILLIPUT REGATTA
What is the total area of The Velocity's sails?

The Lilliput Regatta

6.G.A.1Geometry

Find the area of right triangles, other triangles, special quadrilaterals, and polygons by composing 
into rectangles or decomposing into triangles and other shapes; apply these techniques in the 
context of solving real-world and mathematical problems.

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play The Lilliput Regatta Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: What is the total area of The 
Velocity's sails?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

3 Resolution

Play The Lilliput Regatta Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath The Lilliput Regatta

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

6.G.A.1Geometry

2

Gladys: Encourage students to keep track 
of their units. If students have diffi  culty 
remembering which units to use, ask them 
to keep the units visible throughout their 
calculations (e.g. 2 ft • 2 ft = 4 ft2).

Kevin: Geoboards, tangrams, and pattern 
blocks are useful resources to help students 
conceptualize this standard.

Megan: Graph paper may help students 
better visualize the composition and de-
composition of fi gures.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #5
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1

3

Find total area of both towels.

Subtract.

(3 • 6) + (3 • 6) = 36          36 sq. ft.

36 – 3.5 = 32.5          32.5 sq. ft.

• 3.5 • 2 = 3.5          3.5 sq. ft.       

2 Find the area of the overlapping triangle.
1
2
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THE LILLIPUT REGATTA
What is the total area of The Velocity’s sails?
Gil has made some last minute adjustments to The Velocity. He has 
decided to build her slightly larger than the original plans called 
for, hoping that it will give him an extra edge for the upcoming 
Lilliput Regatta. He asked Anne to recalculate the area of The 
Velocity’s sails given the new dimensions. 

What is the total area of The Velocity’s sails?

6.G.A.1

Find the area of right 
triangles, other triangles, 
special quadrilaterals, and 
polygons by composing 
into rectangles or 
decomposing into 
triangles and other 
shapes; apply these 
techniques in the context 
of solving real world and 
mathematical problems.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath The Lilliput Regatta 1 of 2

What is the total area of The Velocity’s sails?

The total area of The Velocity’s sails is 6      square feet.1
4

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

MidSchoolMath 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

The Lilliput Regatta

Find the area of the shaded fi gures below using two diff erent methods. Explain the methods you 
use. Each square on the grid represents one square unit.

1)

a) b)

A carpet store laid out two carpets on display. Because of limited 
space, the carpets had to overlap slightly as shown. Find the total 
area that the two carpets take up when displayed this way.

4)

A company is designing a new logo made up of a shaded triangle inside a trapezoid, as pictured 
below.

5)

What is the area, in square units, of triangle 
MQP?

a)

In the new logo, what fraction of the trapezoid 
is shaded?

b)

Area = 8 square units Area = 15 square units

Possible methods:
Method 1 – Count individual shaded squares, and combine pieces together to make whole units. 
Method 2 – Combine shaded places to create rectangles. Find area of rectangles.
Method 3 – Decompose into triangles or rectangles. Find the sum of the areas of those fi gures.
Method 4 – Find the area of surrounding rectangles, then subtract out area of unused parts.

The area of 
fi gure ABCD 
is 138 square 
centimeters.

12 square units

The total area taken up by the two carpets is 39.75 square feet.

6 square units

of the trapezoid is shaded.1
6

What is the area of fi gure ABCD, in 
square centimeters?

2) Find the area of the fi gure.3)
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22

Answer: The water fl ow is 1348 5⁄16 cfs. This is slightly over the recommended 1300 cfs for a safe rescue attempt.

MidSchoolMath 1River Rescue

6.G.A.2Geometry
Find the volume of a right rectangular prism with fractional edge lengths by packing it with unit cubes of 
the appropriate unit fraction edge lengths, and show that the volume is the same as would be found by 
multiplying the edge lengths of the prism. Apply the formulas V = lwh and V = bh to fi nd volumes of right 
rectangular prisms with fractional edge lengths in the context of solving real world and mathematical 
problems.

Knowing and understanding how to use and fi nd volume using diff erent methods builds fl uency in mathematics. In 
River Rescue, river guide Zoe is about to set out to search for someone who went missing the day before.  Her colleague 
David is highly concerned about the fl ow of the river being too strong to attempt a rescue. David does not want Zoe 
attempting a rescue if the water fl ow is above 1300 cfs (cubic feet per second), so they decide to calculate the current 
rate.  Because Zoe forgot her fl ow gauge, David instructs her over the radio to take some measurements, and to treat 
the measurements as if they formed a rectangular prism of which they were fi nding the volume. The data provided 
are images of Zoe and the measurements she takes: mean depth, width, and fl oat rate. There is another image stating 
that the safe water fl ow level is 1300 cfs.

LESSON:  RIVER RESCUE
Is the water fl ow safe enough to attempt a rescue?

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play River Rescue Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: Is the water fl ow safe enough to 
attempt a rescue?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What are 
your ideas?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play River Rescue Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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23MidSchoolMath River Rescue

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

6.G.A.2Geometry

2

Gladys: Consider assessing students' profi ciency with 
fraction operations and learnings from 5.MD.C.3-5 
(packing fi gures with cubes, using formulas V = lwh and 
V = Bh with whole numbers).

Kevin: As in 5.MD.C.3ab, Cubicle Dudes, help students 
see that the number of unit cubes that fi t inside a fi gure 
will vary depending on the size of the unit cube, yet the 
physical volume will still be the same. For example, a prism 
with dimensions 1/2 in. x 1 1/2 in. x 1 in. will have volume 
of 3/4 cubic inch, but can be fi lled with either 6 cubes of 
size 
1/2-inch or 48 cubes of size 1/4-inch.

Megan: Make a point to explicitly show students how 
V = Bh is the same as V = lwh. Use diagrams to model the 
area of the base (B) being l • w. Students being able to view 
volume of a fi gure as area of the base times the height will 
be benefi cial as they encounter more complex fi gures.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #5
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Determine volume of one     -inch cube.

•      •      =          cubic inch

24 cubes

Length: 1    in

Width:     in

Height:     in

V =      •      •      =      cubic inch

• 24 =          =      cubic inch

2

4

3

Count the number of cubes in fi gure.

Check by determining dimensions of fi gure and 
fi nding volume.

Multiply volume of one cube by total number of cubes.

1
4

3
2

1
2

1
2

3
8

1
2

1
2
1
2

1
4

1
4

3
8

1
4

1
64

1
64

24
64
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RIVER RESCUE
Is the water fl ow safe enough to attempt a 
rescue?
As river guide Zoe travels down the river to rescue some stranded 
rafters, she knows it’s important to be aware of the changing 
conditions of the river. She pulls off  and takes more measurements. 
At this location she measures the width of the river at 38 ½ feet, the 
mean depth at 5 ¼ feet, and the rate from the fl oat measurement 
at 5 feet per second.

Assuming the recommended “safe” water fl ow level is still 1300 
cfs (cubic feet per second), is the water fl ow in this location safe 
enough to continue the rescue attempt?

6.G.A.2

Find the volume of a right 
rectangular prism with 
fractional edge lengths by 
packing it with unit cubes 
of the appropriate unit 
fraction edge lengths, and 
show that the volume is the 
same as would be found 
by multiplying the edge 
lengths of the prism. Apply 
the formulas V = lwh and V 
= bh to fi nd volumes of right 
rectangular prisms with 
fractional edge lengths in 
the context of solving real-
world and mathematical 
problems.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath River Rescue 1 of 2

5           • 38      ft • 5      ft =ft
sec

1
2

1
4

5
8

5
8

1010       cubic feet per second

The water fl ow is 1010       cfs, which means 
the water fl ow at this location is under 1300 
cfs, and is safe to continue a rescue attempt.

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

MidSchoolMath 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

River Rescue

The right rectangular prism below is built with small cubes.

The dimensions of a right rectangular prism are       meter,       meter, and       meter. How many 
unit cubes with edge lengths of         meter can fi t inside?

What is the volume, in cubic 
inches, of the rectangular prism?

in3 in3

What is the volume, in cubic 
inches, of 1 of the small cubes?

1)

2)
1

10

9
32

1
64

240 unit cubes (with side lengths of         meter) can fi t inside.1
10

3
5

7
8

1
2

3
4

4
5

1
2

a) b)

A hot tub is in the shape of a right rectangular prism. The hot tub is 7      feet long, 6       feet wide, 
and 3 feet deep. How many cubic feet of water will fi ll the hot tub?

A rectangular sandbox has dimensions 5       feet by 4       feet by 1 foot. The sand costs $0.60 per 
cubic foot. If the sandbox is to be fi lled to the top and leveled off , how much will the sand cost?

A right rectangular prism has a volume of 20       cubic units. The width is 1       cubic units, and the 
height is 4       cubic units. What is the length?

What is the full volume of the fi sh tank?

3)

5)

6)

a)

If she only fi lls the tank       of the way up with water, 
how much water is in the tank?

b) 5
6

1
4

1
4

1
2

1
21

2

151      cubic feet of water will fi ll the hot tub.

5,400 cubic inches

4,500 cubic inches

The sand will cost $14.18.

The length is 3 units.

Jamie’s fi sh tank is 18       inches tall and has a base area of 288 square inches.4) 3
4
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Answer: They will NOT make it to the fi nish line. The course is 48 megaspans long, and they only have 
enough fuel to go 43 megaspans.

MidSchoolMath 1

Using coordinates to fi nd lengths is an important skill in geometry, and it is present in many areas of life, like architecture, 
design, and engineering. In Fuel Factor, sisters Renee and Ada Akira are Team Akira, participating in the 801st Galactic 
Speedway Championships. They are set to race against The Arccos, when all of a sudden the announcers state that 
there will be 9 checkpoints. Renee had thought there would only be 8 checkpoints, so she only partially charged the 
fuel core, in hopes of making the ship faster. The sisters quickly try to fi gure out if they have enough fuel to complete 
the course. That data provided is an image of their fuel gauge showing the amount of fuel in the ship. There is also a 
map of the racecourse, along with the coordinates of all the checkpoints.

LESSON:  FUEL FACTOR
Will they make it to the fi nish line?

Fuel Factor

6.G.A.3Geometry

Draw polygons in the coordinate plane given coordinates for the vertices; use coordinates 
to fi nd the length of a side joining points with the same fi rst coordinate or the same second 
coordinate. Apply these techniques in the context of solving real world and mathematical 
problems.

Immersion

Play Fuel Factor Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: Will they make it to the fi nish line?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•
•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to 
students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Fuel Factor Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

The Math SimulatorTM 
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath 2Fuel Factor

6.G.A.3Geometry

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

Gladys: Students will only be fi nding dis-
tances between horizontal or vertical lines 
(those with the same fi rst coordinate or the 
same second coordinate).

Kevin: Consider projecting a grid back-
ground, available on many interactive 
whiteboard or tablet apps, for students to 
see and use.

Megan: As students don't formally know 
subtraction of negative numbers, they may 
need to fi nd the distance between two 
coordinates by determining the distance 
between both coordinates and the x- or 
y-axis and then combine the two distances.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #3
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Determine length of the fi gure.

Find the distance between x-coordinates.

Find the distance between y-coordinates.

C: 5 x 3

2

3

Determine the width of the fi gure.

Select the option with the correct length and 
width represented.
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FUEL FACTOR
Will they make it to the fi nish line?

The Akira sisters are preparing to race in another speedway 
challenge, The Interstellar Summit 5000. The course map, along 
with the checkpoint coordinates are given below. Renee and Ada 
have charged the Galaxy Cruiser’s fuel core enough so they can 
travel 33 megaspans. 

Will they make it to the fi nish line?

6.G.A.3

Draw polygons in the 
coordinate plane given 
coordinates for the 
vertices; use coordinates 
to fi nd the length of a 
side joining points with 
the same fi rst coordinate 
or the same second 
coordinate. Apply these 
techniques in the context 
of solving real-world and 
mathematical problems.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Fuel Factor 1 of 2

Will they make it to the fi nish line?

5 + 9 + 2 + 2 + 5 + 5 + 2 + 2 = 32 megaspans

The course is 32 megaspans long, so the Akira sisters should have enough fuel to 
make it to the fi nish line.

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

MidSchoolMath 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Fuel Factor

The following shapes are all parallelograms. In the coordinate plane, draw each fi gure and 
identify the missing vertex to complete the shape. Then calculate the area of each shape.

Shape A: (-5, 3), (-2, 3), (-2, 5), __________
Area: ____________ square units

Shape C: (-1, -1), (-1, -3), (1, -3), __________
Area: ____________ square units

Shape B: (-6, -4), (-1, -4), (0, -5), __________
Area: ____________ square units

Shape D: (2, 2), (4, 2), (5, 4), __________
Area: ____________ square units

Shape E: (3, -2), (4, -2), (4, -5), __________
Area: ____________ square units

1)

Consider the parallelogram below. Write whether or not each statement is true or false.2)
The length of the shorter side is b – 3.a)

b = 3b)

b < 10c)

The area of the fi gure is 35 square units.d)

c > be)

c = 1f)

(-5, 5)

(-5, -5)

(1, -1)

(3, 4)

(3, -5)
3

True

True

False

True

False

True

4

4

5

6

(7, 2)

18 feet

54 square feet

Ronan is drawing plans on the coordinate plane for a rectangular sandbox for a mini-horseshoe 
pit. She knows she wants vertices at (1, 1) (1, 2), and (7, 1). 

3)

Where should she put the fourth vertex?a)

What is the length of the horseshoe pit?b)

What will be its area?c)
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Answer: It will take 40 trees to fulfi ll the order.

MidSchoolMath 1

Exploring nets and surface area helps students develop a better understanding of the three-dimensional 
world we all live in. In Build a Better Box, Betty is explaining to her new employee, Veronica, how important 
it is to create packaging that uses the least amount of natural resources possible. Betty assigns Veronica to 
fi gure out how many trees they will need to use in order to fulfi ll an upcoming order. The data provided is 
the order form, which states the amount and size of the items to be packaged and shipped.

LESSON: BUILD A BETTER BOX
How many trees will they need to fulfi ll the order?

Build a Better Box

6.G.A.4Geometry

Represent three-dimensional fi gures using nets made up of rectangles and triangles, and use the 
nets to fi nd the surface area of these fi gures. Apply these techniques in the context of solving real 
world and mathematical problems.

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Build a Better Box Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: How many trees will they need to 
fulfi ll the order?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

3 Resolution

Play Build a Better Box Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

MidSchoolMath 2Build a Better Box

6.G.A.4Geometry

Gladys:  Consider having students color-code 
nets to indicate faces that are congruent. 
This may make their surface area calculations 
more effi  cient.

Kevin: Provide students practice with naming 
the number of faces on various fi gures that 
are not in net form. They need this skill to 
master the concept of surface area.

Megan: Many students will automatically 
think "volume" when faced with a 3-D image, 
so it is critical that they see many examples 
(especially physical examples) of both surface 
area and volume applications to begin to 
internalize the diff erence.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #3
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Find the area of each face.

Front & Back: 2(5 • 3) = 2(15) = 30 sq cm

Top & Bottom: 2(3 • 4) = 2(12) = 24 sq cm
Left & Right: 2(4 •  5) = 2(20) = 40 sq cm

30 + 40 + 24 = 94 sq cm
2 Find the sum of all areas.
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BUILD A BETTER BOX
How many trees will they need to fulfi ll 
the order?
Now that Veronica is getting the hang of her new job at Build a 
Better Box, Betty has given her another assignment. Below is the 
order form for another order that will need to be fulfi lled in the 
next week. 

Help Veronica draw the net and fi nd out how many trees they will 
need to fulfi ll the new order. 

6.G.A.4

Represent three-
dimensional fi gures using 
nets made up of rectangles 
and triangles, and use the 
nets to fi nd the surface area 
of these fi gures. Apply these 
techniques in the context 
of solving real world and 
mathematical problems.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Build a Better Box 1 of 2

They will need ________ trees to fulfi ll the order.140

Nets may vary.

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

Match each prism or pyramid to the corresponding net.

MidSchoolMath Build a Better Box 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Fredrick works at a factory that makes wooden building blocks for kids. Each block is painted a 
bright color. Fredrick’s job is to make sure the factory always orders enough paint to keep 
production running smoothly. How much paint does the factory use each day?

7)
72 cm2

The factory uses 36 cans 
of paint every day.

156 in.2

232 cm2

Find the surface area of each fi gure.

1)

4)

a)

2)

5)

b)

3)

6)

c)
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6.SP
Statistics & Probability

161



Answer: Questions 2, 3, 4, 6, and 10 are all statistical questions.

MidSchoolMath 1

Understanding the criteria for a statistical question is the cornerstone of all statistics. During Statistical 
Friends, Ayla has an upcoming quiz and is having trouble understanding what types of questions are 
statistical.  Her friend David steps in to help and creates a list of questions to help Ayla learn the diff erence 
between statistical and non-statistical questions. The data provided is the page from David’s notebook with 
ten sample questions .

LESSON:  STATISTICAL FRIENDS
Which questions are statistical questions?

Statistical Friends

6.SP.A.1Statistics & Probability 

Recognize a statistical question as one that anticipates variability in the data related to the question 
and accounts for it in the answers. For example, "How old am I?" is not a statistical question, but 
"How old are the students in my school?" is a statistical question because one anticipates variability in 
students’ ages.

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Statistical Friends Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: Which questions are statistical 
questions?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What are 
your ideas?" 

•

•

•

1

3 Resolution

Play Statistical Friends Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath Statistical Friends

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

6.SP.A.1Statistics & Probability 

2

Gladys: Consider providing students with an 
envelope of questions that they can categorize. 
Some questions should be statistical and others 
should not. Give students freedom initially to 
categorize in any manner they choose. Afterward, 
if you need to direct them to think about the 
responses that each question might get, do so then.

Kevin: As a way to check for understanding, provide 
students with a list of non-statistical questions and 
ask them to rewrite them in the form of a statistical 
question.

Megan: Expose students to questions resulting 
in both categorical (qualitative) and numerical 
(quantitative) data. Explore diff erent ways to analyze 
each type of data.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #2
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Consider the anticipated data from each question.

A) Data will vary.

C) Data will vary.
D) Data won't vary. There is only one response.

B) Data will vary.

D: Question D
2 Determine which question is not statistical.
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STATISTICAL FRIENDS
Which questions are statistical questions?
Ayla was struggling in her Statistics class with the concept of 
statistical questions. Her friend David was really able to help her 
study for her quiz, and she is confi dent that she did very well. 
Below is a copy of the quiz she received in class. If Ayla got 100% 
on the quiz, which questions did she mark as statistical? 

Circle the statistical questions on Ayla’s quiz.

6.SP.A.1

Recognize a statistical 
question as one that 
anticipates variability in 
the data related to the 
question and accounts 
for it in the answers. For 
example, “How old am I?” 
is not a statistical question, 
but “How old are the 
students in my school?” is a 
statistical question because 
one anticipates variability 
in students’ ages.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Statistical Friends 1 of 2

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

Determine whether each question below is statistical or non-statistical.

Select from the phrases below to fi ll in the blanks and make the statement true.

collecting data

variability in the data

Answers will vary.

numerical categorical categorical numerical categorical

A statistical question is one that can be answered by ______________________________ and 

has ______________________________ .

8)

Write a statistical question that could be answered by collecting data from your classmates.9)

Data can be either numerical or categorical. Determine whether the specifi ed data would be 
numerical or categorical.

10)

MidSchoolMath 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Statistical Friends

Do you like apples?1) Statistical or Non-Statistical

What is the average height of a 6th grader?5) Statistical or Non-Statistical

Did you go to the movies this weekend? 3) Statistical or Non-Statistical

How tall is your mother?7) Statistical or Non-Statistical

How many girls have their ears pierced in 4th grade?2) Statistical or Non-Statistical

How many days are in June?6) Statistical or Non-Statistical

Which day of the week is the most popular day to go 
to the movies?

4) Statistical or Non-Statistical

collecting data
asking one 

person
only one 
answer

variability in 
the data

Heighta) Birth monthb) Eye color c) Aged) Favorite foode)
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22

Answer: Based on the line plot, the majority of trees are between 0 and 60 years old, with just a few old trees between 81-100 
years old. The most common age is between 21 and 40 years old. The data is skewed right. (Extending standard to calculate 
mean & median: mean age is 35.425 years and median is 34 years.)

MidSchoolMath 1

Students should know that center, spread and shape of data are the basic characteristics that can be used to describe 
distributions, and this standard asks for only a general description of the data. In Build a Better Forest, Betty and Veronica work for 
the environmentally conscious company, Build a Better Box. The company strives to minimize their use of trees for packaging. 
Today, Betty is informing new employee Veronica about their sustainable forest. They discuss the importance of having trees of 
all ages in their forest in order to maintain effi  cient growth. Trying to determine which trees are best to cut down and use next for 
their packaging needs, they decide to fi nd the age the trees and analyze the distribution so they can make an informed decision. 
The data provided are the tree ages, taken by Betty and Veronica, and a template for their line plot (dot plot). 

LESSON:  BUILD A BETTER FOREST
How would you describe the ages of the trees in the forest?

Build a Better Forest

6.SP.A.2Statistics & Probability

Understand that a set of data collected to answer a statistical question has a distribution, which 
can be described by its center, spread, and overall shape.

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Build a Better Forest Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: How would you describe the ages 
of the trees in the forest?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to 
students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Build a Better Forest Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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23MidSchoolMath 2Build a Better Forest

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

6.SP.A.2Statistics & Probability

Gladys: Explain to students that with data 
that varies, it's more useful to look at the 
entire distribution, say on a dot plot, rather 
than individual data points.

Kevin: Students should know that the 
center, spread, and shape of the data are 
a few attributes that are easily seen and 
can be used to describe distributions. They 
can also look for clusters, peaks, gaps and 
outliers.

Megan: Remind students that we can only 
truly describe a distribution if the data is 
numerical.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #6
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1

2

Check each statement for accuracy.

Select the statement that is not accurate.

A: 

D: 

B: 

B: 

C: 

True. School night graph - dots center around 8; 
Non-school night graph - dots center around 10

True. Non-school night data has about the same 
shape on either side of the middle.

False. Spread for both sets of data is 7 hours.

The spread is greater for the data on non-school 
nights.

True. School night data forms a tail to the right.
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BUILD A BETTER FOREST
How would you describe the ages of the 
trees in the forest?
Trees are a valuable resource, as they provide oxygen, help to cool 
the Earth, and provide wood for many human uses. They are used 
for so many things, it is important that they are conserved and 
also replaced.

Build a Better Box uses trees to make boxes, yet they strive to 
conserve and renew the trees in their forests. Betty and Veronica 
are at Latchwood Grove, one of the sustainable forests, working to 
decide which trees are best for them to use next for their boxes. 
They have already determined the ages of a good sampling of 
trees.

Use the data to create a dot plot, describe the ages of
trees in the forest, and suggest which trees Betty and Veronica 
may want to use.6.SP.A.2

Understand that a set of 
data collected to answer 
a statistical question has 
a distribution, which can 
be described by its center, 
spread, and overall shape.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Build a Better Forest 1 of 2

Answers may vary.

The trees in Latchwood Grove are of varied ages. The data peaks at very young ages and 
very old ages. There are less trees of middle age, yet the center appears to be between 
41 and 60 years old.  The distribution appears to be mostly symmetric. Betty and 
Veronica should use  some very young trees or very old trees.

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

Use the data to create a dot plot. Use the data distribution to answer each question.1)

MidSchoolMath Build a Better Forest 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

2)

a) b)

c)

e)

f)

a)

b)

c)

d)

What heart rate is most common? ________83 bpm

≈ 84 – 85 bpm

≈ 83 – 85 bpm

What heart rate describes the center of the 
data? _____________

What fraction of the data is below 83 bpm?
____________

What is a typical heart rate for a sixth grader? __________

Most girls send how many text 
messages per week?______________

What shape is the distribution?
Symmetric     Skewed Left     Skewed Right

Do girls or boys typically text more? _______________________
Explain your reasoning. __________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

What shape is the distribution?
Symmetric     Skewed Left     Skewed Right

Most boys send how many text 
messages per week?______________

Explain your reasoning. ____________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

        Answers may vary.     The most common heart rate for a sixth grader is 83 
bpm, and the center is around 84 or 85 bpm. The most typical heart rate is likely between 83 and 
85 bpm (Mean ≈ 84.5 bpm).

        The peak and center of the girls’ data is between 110 and 140 texts, 
while the boys’ is between 80 and 110 texts.

Girls typically text more.

Between 120 & 130 Between 80 & 90

What shape is the distribution?

Symmetric      Skewed Left      Skewed Right

8
42

4
21=
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Answer: When looking at Mr. Novak's periodontal pocket measurements, the mean is 2.8 mm and the 
MAD is 0.96 mm.

MidSchoolMath 1Periodontal Pockets

6.SP.A.3Statistics & Probability

Recognize that a measure of center for a numerical data set summarizes all of its values with a 
single number, while a measure of variation describes how its values vary with a single number.

Learning diff erent ways to interpret and summarize data is an important skill in this data-fi lled world we 
live in. In Periodontal Pockets, Dr. Shlansky and Tony are checking their patient, Mr. Novak, for periodontal 
disease. They begin to measure the depths of the periodontal pockets between Mr. Novak’s gums and teeth, 
with which they create a Perio Chart. After completing the measurements, Dr. Shlansky and Tony step out to 
do some calculations and go over the results, leaving Mr. Novak in the chair. The data provided is a copy of 
Mr. Novak’s Perio Chart, with 16 measurements.

LESSON:  PERIODONTAL POCKETS
What are the mean and the MAD of Mr. Novak's periodontal pocket 

measurements?

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Periodontal Pockets Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: What are the mean and the MAD 
of Mr. Novak's periodontal pocket measurements?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What are 
your ideas?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Periodontal Pockets Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath Periodontal Pockets

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

6.SP.A.3Statistics & Probability

2

Gladys: Students will learn that data 
distributions may not have a clear center 
and that diff erent strategies to determine a 
center may provide diff erent results.

Kevin: It may be helpful for students to 
understand that a mean value will be more 
reliable when data variability is small.

Megan: Help students recognize that the 
shape of the distribution will infl uence 
which measures of center and variation 
best represent it. If data is symmetric, the 
mean and the MAD are used; if data is 
skewed, the median and the IQR are used.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #4
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1

2

Check each statement for accuracy.

Select the statement that is correct.

A: 

C: 

B: 

D: All of these statements are true.

True. 

True. 

True. 

A.M. average =        = 24 mins

A.M. Median = 23 24 24 24 25

A.M commute times are within 2 mins of 
each other
P.M. commute times are within 11 mins 
of each other

P.M. average =        = 24 mins

P.M. Median = 18 19 24 29 30

120
5

120
5
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PERIODONTAL POCKETS
What are the mean and the MAD 
of Mr. Novak’s periodontal pocket 
measurements?
Mr. Novak has been a longtime patient of Dr. Shlansky and hygienist 
Tony. He has been under close watch for periodontal disease, and 
has come back in for a six-month check up. Dr. Shlansky and Tony 
take measurements of Mr. Novak’s gums. Below is the image of his 
Perio Chart. 

Based on the chart, what are the mean and the MAD of Mr. Novak’s 
periodontal pocket measurements?

6.SP.A.3

Recognize that a measure 
of center for a numerical 
data set summarizes all 
of its values with a single 
number, while a measure 
of variation describes 
how its values vary with a 
single number.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Periodontal Pockets 1 of 2

What are the mean and the MAD of Mr. Novak’s periodontal pocket measurements?

The mean is 2.
The MAD is 0.625.

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

MidSchoolMath 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Periodontal Pockets

All sixth graders at Madison Middle School were given a math and reading placement test at the 
beginning of the year.

1)

Where do you think Tyrell should keep his boat? Use measures of variation to help support your 
answer.

d)

Tyrell is looking for a new place to keep his sailboat. He loves to sail and is looking for a location 
that will provide great sailing conditions year-round. Tyrell’s ideal wind speed for optimal sailing 
conditions is around 10 knots. Below is some data he has gathered to help him make his fi nal 
decision.

2)

If you wanted to know on average if sixth grade students scored better on the math test 
or reading test, would you consider the measure of center of the data or the measure of 
variability of the data? Explain your reasoning.

a)

What is the mean wind 
speed of each location?

a) What is the median wind 
speed of each location?

b) Calculate the MAD for 
each set of data.

c)

If you wanted to see how consistent (or similar to each other) the scores on the respective 
tests were, would you focus on the measure of center of the data or the measure of variability 
of the data? Explain your reasoning.

b)

You would consider the measure of center since the question is asking which of the two 
groups had a higher score on average.

Columbia River: 10 knots
Willamette River: 10 knots

Columbia River: 10 knots
Willamette River: 10 knots

Columbia River: 1
Willamette River: 5.83

You would consider the measure of variability since the question is focusing on the consistency of 
scores; you would need to compare the spreads of the two data distributions. The test with scores 
that have a smaller variability are more consistent, or closer together.

Tyrell should keep his boat on the Columbia River. Since the two measures of center both yield the 
same wind speed of 10 knots for both locations, we should look at the variation of the data for each 
location. The MAD for the data from the Columbia River is 1, while the MAD for the data from the 
Willamette River is 5.83. Since 1 is less than 5.83, there is less variation in wind speed on the Columbia 
River, thus the sailing conditions are more often closer to ideal on the Columbia River than on the 
Willamette River.
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Answer: Newspaper articles will vary.

MidSchoolMath 1

Combining fi ve standards, this may be the most important lesson you can do all year in the 6SP domain, so plan for a 
little extra time. Students should have time to refl ect on their own work and revise. During Shoot for the Moon!, Margie 
and Ed are trying to break a “big” story. In their time, the idea of traveling to the moon is still just an idea, and they want 
to run a story in the newspaper on people’s opinions of whether or not moon travel is possible. While Margie and Ed 
get to work on a survey and template for the newspaper, students will be working on developing their own unique 
story. The data provided are the survey results, as well as an article template indicating requirements for the article. 

LESSON:  SHOOT FOR THE MOON!
What could the newspaper article look like?

Shoot for the Moon

6.SP.B.4 & 6.SP.B.5a-dStatistics & Probability 
Display numerical data in plots on a number line, including dot plots, histograms, and box plots.

Summarize numerical data sets in relation to their context, such as by:  Reporting the number of observations.  
Describing the nature of the attribute under investigation, including how it was measured and its units of 
measurement. Giving quantitative measures of center (median and/or mean) and variability (interquartile range and/
or mean absolute deviation), as well as describing any overall pattern and any striking deviations from the overall 
pattern, with reference to the context in which the data were gathered. Relating the choice of measures of center and 
variability to the shape of the data distribution and the context in which the data were gathered.

The Math SimulatorTM 
Immersion

Play Shoot for the Moon! Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: What could the newspaper article 
look like?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to 
students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Shoot for the Moon! Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

MidSchoolMath 2Shoot for the Moon

6.SP.B.4 & 6.SP.B.5a-dStatistics & Probability

Gladys: Consider having your students 
complete their own statistics project: 
formulating a unique unbiased question, 
conducting a survey, analyzing the data, 
displaying the data, and interpreting their 
fi ndings.

Kevin: Discuss with students the advantages 
and limitations of using various displays. 
What type of data do they best display? What 
attribute is best analyzed with the display?

Megan: Watch for students who assume the 
mean is the best measure of center for all data. 
Remind them that outliers can misrepresent the 
mean.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #6
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1

2

3

Recognize that a box plot divides data into four 
equal sections of 25%.

Determine number of observations in each section.

Select correct option.

12 total observations ÷ 4 sections = 3 
observations per section

C: 3
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SHOOT FOR THE MOON!

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Shoot for the Moon! 1 of 2

All Responses:

Mean Overall Rating: 143 ÷ 50 = 2.86
Median: 3
Mode: 3
Range: 5 – 1 = 4
IQR: 3 – 2 = 1
MAD: 0.9792

Newspaper articles and points 
of interest will vary.

Adults’ Responses:

Mean Adult Rating: 79 ÷ 28 = 2.82
Median: 3
Mode: 3
Range: 4 – 2 = 2
IQR: 3 – 3 = 0
MAD: 0.35

Children’s Responses:

Mean Child Rating = 2.9
Median: 2
Mode: 1 and 5
Range: 10 – 6 = 4
IQR: 5 – 1 = 4
MAD: 1.8

What could the newspaper article look 
like?
Margie and Ed are at it again, looking for another big story. Only 
this time, they are asking people about LIVING on the moon. They 
have surveyed a number of diff erent groups and ages. They’ve 
gotten their results, and it’s not quite what they expected.  

Based on the data below, what could the newspaper article look 
like? 

Be sure to include a headline, graphical display, the number of 
observations, a description of how the survey was conducted, the 
measures of center including mean, median and mode. Report all 
measures of variability and striking deviations. Choose the most 
appropriate measure of center and measure of variability and 
defend your choices; include a closing comment.

6.SP.B.4 & 6.SP.B.5a-d

Display numerical data in plots on 
a number line, including dot plots, 
histograms, and box plots.

Summarize numerical data sets 
in relation to their context, such 
as by:  Reporting the number 
of observations.  Describing the 
nature of the attribute under 
investigation, including how it 
was measured and its units of 
measurement. Giving quantitative 
measures of center (median 
and/or mean) and variability 
(interquartile range and/or mean 
absolute deviation), as well as 
describing any overall pattern 
and any striking deviations from 
the overall pattern, with reference 
to the context in which the data 
were gathered. Relating the 
choice of measures of center and 
variability to the shape of the data 
distribution and the context in 
which the data were gathered.

About this standard

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

14 observations

Mean: 255 ÷ 14 ≈ 18.21    Median: 19.5    Mode: 20

Upper quartile - Lower quartile, 21 - 12 = 9

36 is an outlier. The graph is skewed right. Most of the time, John scores 
between 10 and 22.

Skewed left

1.67 inches

The median is the better measure of center because the data is skewed.

The interquartile range is the better measure of variation because the data is skewed.

John scored 14, 20, 19, 21, 20, 20, 18, 12, 36, 11, 10, 10, 22 and 22 points during his regular season 
games.

1)

MidSchoolMath Shoot for the Moon! 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

The above plot shows the length of John’s high jump attempts.2)

Height (Inches)
46 48 50 52 54 56

Report the number of observations.

Describe the shape of this distribution.

a)

a)

Find the mean, median, and mode.b)

What is the mean absolute deviation of this distribution?b)

Determine the interquartile range.c)

What is the better measure of center for this data set? Why?c)

Draw a box plot.d)

Which is the better measure of variation of this data set? Why?d)

Describe any deviations in the data (gaps, clusters, or outliers).e)
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Scott LaidlawLead Designer

6.EE.A.1 - I Dream of Djinni...
Kate Martin as Kate
Aaron Garlick as Jay

Chelsea Reidy as Chelsea
Katy Palmier as The Djinni

Alex Usatine as Alex
Herself as Ling Ling

 
6.EE.A.2a - Mr. and Mrs. Stone

Kate Martin as Mrs. Stone
Aaron Garlick as Mr. Stone

6.EE.A.2b - A Fairy Good Job
Gina Gargone as Columbina

Noah Yacko as Coyote
Kate Martin as Beeblossom

Steve Moser as Oberon
 

6.EE.A.2c - Real Stories of the AIF
Sven Mikkleson as Announcer (VO)

Kate Martin as Tricia Harding
Emily Murphy-Darling as Mallory Keaton

Biscotti Jr. as Mr. Poofles
 

6.EE.A.3 - Provision Problem
Justin Janowick as Tiberius J. Picklebottom

Kate Martin as Caterina Fenn

Steve Moser as Eugenius Slater
 

6.EE.A.4 - ...And a Tin of Rice
Justin Janowick as Tiberius J. Picklebottom

Kate Martin as Caterina Fenn
Steve Moser as Eugenius Slater

 
6.EE.B.5 - Say Cheese!

Kate Martin as Farmer Jean
Michelle Moore as Mumsie (VO)
Sven Mikkleson as Gerald (VO)

Michelle Moore as Annabelle (VO)

6.EE.B.6 - Land in Lama
Scott Laidlaw as Scott

Kate Martin as Kate
Kendrick Laidlaw as Kendrick

 
6.EE.B.7 - The Sign of Zero

Kate Martin as Doña Elena de la Vega (aka: 
Zero)

David Perez as Bernardo
Var as Vienta

“The Adventures of Zero”
Music/Composer:  Audioblocks
Lyrics & Vocals:  Michelle Moore

 

6.EE.B.8 - Farm Fortune
Kate Martin as Farmer Ellie

 
6.EE.C.9 - Sister Act

Kate Martin as Renee Akira
Makaela Vogel as Ada Akira

Voice Generation as Computer (VO)
William Hall as Dad

 
6.G.A.1 - The Lilliput Regatta
William Hall as Gilbert Blythe
Kate Martin as Anne Shirley

6.G.A.2 - River Rescue
Marvin Gouch as David Medrano

Kate Martin as Zoe Rivera
Aaron Garlick as Rescue Victim

 
6.G.A.3 - Fuel Factor

Sven Mikkleson as Garnak (VO)
Michelle Moore as Blorb (VO)

Kate Martin as Renee Akira
Makaela Vogel as Ada Akira

 
6.G.A.4 - Build a Better Box

Karla Eoff as Betty
Kate Martin as Veronica

Jeremiah GlauserLead Boom Operator

Alex UsatineDirector of Cinematography

Kate MartinEditing

Megan LeBleuDirector of Curriculum

Kate Martin, Michelle Moore, Chelsea Reidy, and Janice SandeenCostumes, Props, Set Dressing, and Locations

Chelsea Reidy, Michelle Moore, and Janice SandeenProduction Assistants

Rebecca Berdel and Kate MartinAdditional Motion Graphics and Visual Effects

Jennifer LightwoodExecutive Producer

Aaron Garlick, Cade Harris, Keith MacIntosh and Michael ThompsonAdditional Boom Operators

Kate Martin and Michelle MooreCasting & Talent Direction

Michael ThompsonLead Animator - Motion Graphics and Visual Effects

Kate MartinDirector of Productions

Scott Laidlaw, Megan LeBleu, and Michelle MooreWriting Team

Aaron Garlick and William HallAdditional Production Assistants

Michelle MooreSound Design
Bob WitsenhausenPost-Production Sound Engineer

Acknowledgments for The Math SimulatorTM Video Production

Video Credits
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6.NS.A.1 - Mr. Mung's Ice Cream
Christopher Heron as Mr. Mung

Kate Martin as The Server
 

6.NS.B.2 - Which Way...
Kate Martin as Dallas Sparks

Var as Maggie
 

6.NS.B.3 - Enter the Dragon
Michelle Moore as Radio News Announcer 

(VO)
Kate Martin as Jill Sykes

Steven Morgan as Jake Sykes
Paula Bryson as The Golden Dragon

 
6.NS.B.4 - The Castle Guard

Rich Greywolf as Clayton Strongarme
Kate Martin as Fiona Auvray

Aaron Garlick as Gustave the Sylent
 

6.NS.C.5 - Weather Bear
Kate Martin as Jocelyn Abdul
David Chupek as Jon Wonder

David Chupek as Jordan Wonder

6.NS.C.6a - The Sandwich Artist
Adam Overly-Black as Chef Pierre LeTigre

Kate Martin as Lucina Feliz
 

6.NS.C.6b - Treasure Trail
Justin Janowick as JT Cornichon

Kate Martin as Cat Fenn
 

6.NS.C.6c - Special Intelligence
Kate Martin as CIO, Mary LaPointe

6.NS.C.7.a-b - Snow School
Kate Martin as Gwen Hillary

Bear Schacht as Nash Thompson
 

6.NS.C.7c - Day by Day
Bear Schacht as Rob Gibbons
Kate Martin as Melody Brooks

Roe Ziccarello as Kelly
Katy Palmier as Angela
Ryan Maestas as Oscar
William Hall as Stanley

"Day by Day" Music/Composer:  
Audioblocks

Lyrics:  Michelle Moore
Vocals:  Kris Messic, Michelle Moore & Cast

 

6.NS.C.7d - Coffee Accounting
Ryan Maestas as Victor Estrada
Steve Moser as Mr. Gusterson
Kate Martin as Analisa Estrada

6.NS.C.8 - The Mark of Zero
Kate Martin as Doña Elena de la Vega (aka: 

Zero)
David Perez as Bernardo

Var as Vienta
“The Adventures of Zero”

Music/Composer:  Audioblocks
Lyrics & Vocals:  Michelle Moore

 
6.RP.A.1 - For Every Day

Kate Martin as Kim O’Hara
"For Every Day" Music/Composer:  

Audioblocks
Lyrics:  Michelle Moore & Kate Martin

Vocals:  Kate Martin

6.RP.A.2 - Road Trip Ratios
Kate Martin as Misha Pavlova
Katy Palmier as Sonia Pavlova

"Better Than Love" Music/Composer: 
Griffin House

Courtesy of Evening Records

6.RP.A.3a - Clone Wars
Michelle Moore as Announcer (VO)
Adam Overly-Black as JT Kellerman

Kate Martin as Regina Erlich
Bear Schact as Ryan Sharma

6.RP.A.3b - Vacation Day
Rich Greywolf as Cicero

Kate Martin as Fabia
 

6.RP.A.3c - Stealing Home
Ken MacNamara as Announcer (VO)

Freedom Hopkins as Edgar Bell
Kate Martin as Margie Higgins

 
6.RP.A.3d - Saffron Shuffle

Rich Greywolf as Patrick Snog
Kate Martin as Mary Read

6.SP.A.1 - Statistical Friends
Kate Martin as Ayla Chalón

Freedom Hopkins as David Hale
 

6.SP.A.2 - Build a Better Forest
Michelle Moore as Announcer (VO)

Karla Eoff as Betty
Kate Martin as Veronica

6.SP.A.3 - Periodontal Pockets
Kate Martin as Dr. Jordan Shlansky

Bear Schacht as Antony Faber
Rich Greywolf as Jim Novak

6.SP.B.4-5.a-d - Shoot for the Moon!
Freedom Hopkins as Edgar Bell
Kate Martin as Margie Higgins 

Video Credits
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MidSchoolMath

Fixing middle school's greatest problem

The US decline from 4th grade 
to 10th grade is the largest in 
the world on International tests

in math. Nearly every district across 
the country experiences a drop in 
proficiency in math during the middle 
grades.  

MidSchoolMath Comprehensive Curriculum is developed to fix this problem 
through a fundamentally different approach. As the centerpiece to the curriculum, 
The Math SimulatorTM creates a rich context for students to develop variables, 
comprehend the functional purpose of math, and prepares them for the transition 
from middle school to high school math.

The premium digital and print curriculum is ideally used as core curriculum in traditional districts and schools that can 
provide access to Internet and devices (i.e. Chromebooks, laptops, iPads) at least twice a week. 

The Mid School Math Cliff

Comprehensive Print & Digital Curriculum

Technical Support: techsupport@midschoolmath.com

575.224.1480

Sales and Information: info@midschoolmath.com

www.midschoolmath.com


